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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this thesis is to locate a paradigm, and a new set of principles to guide the 
development of an urban transportation planning process for Winnipeg. By researching two fields 
that deal with the physical construction of space, urban design and urban transportation planning, 
an emerging paradigm is located, called sustainability, that c m  provide guidance about the type of 
communities that need to be built. Sustainability, as defined by the Brundtland Commission, 
represents a useful starting point in the design of a transportation system. Further inquiry into the 
meaning of sustainability opens the door to the design of transportation systems that are based on 
ecological principtes. Therefore the objective of this thesis is to explore the sustainability paradigm 
and ecological principles as the fundamental components of Winnipeg's next transportation 
planning process. 

The history of urban design, particular[y in the îwentieth century, has demonstrated that urban 
developrnent has severed ties with nature, and devalued non-motorized modes of transport, while 
using motorized transport as an inspiration for community design. Today, efforts are being made 
to overcome these oversights. The proposals for the future city represent a growing movement 
toward purposefûlly designed communities that are generally sustainable, and more specifically 
use land efficiently, promote multiple modes of transportation, encourage an active civic life, and 
value a connection to the environment. 

Since the 1950s urban transportation infrastructure planning has engineered an automobile- 
dominant transportation system and helped create an automobile-dependent urban fonn. The 
harmfùl impacts of this system and form, whether social, economic or environmental, have 
attempted to be resolved through an evolution of five successive transportation planning 
paradigms. This evolution is explored in a case study of Winnipeg's transportation planning 
projects to identiQ what kind of transportation planning occurred in the past, and what type of 
planning is being operationalized at present. In general the research demonstrates that 
transportation systern planners in Winnipeg are just beginning to explore the paradigm of 
sustainability 

Today, the sustainability paradigm exists as an integrated transportation and land use planning 
approach to reduce the ecologically-harmful impacts of transportation, such as ineficient Iand use 
and carbon dioxide emissions. The research indicates that this focus in transportation planning is 
reversing the trend from an expert-driven scientific process to a participatory process that is 
creating new urban development patterns that are more sustainable than traditional urban 
development. 

The results of the research clearly indicate that in order to sustainably resolve social, 
environmental and economic problems the physical environment must be designed, as well as 
planned, via a coordinated and comprehensive urban design and transportation planning approach. 
Inherent in this approach are the ecological principles of system interdependency, the recycling of 
resources, partnerships, flexibility and diversity. This approach and its principles are intended to 
be used as a means to chart a course for a sustainable future. More specifically, the sustainability 
paradigm and ecological principles are recommended as a guide for Winnipeg's next urban 
transportation planning process. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Contemporary urban transportation systems are paths toward economic, social and 

environmental disaster. Mark Roseland, a Simon Fraser University professodauthor, refen to 

North American transportation systems as 'unsustainable', not only are they a major contributor to 

atmospheric change, but they also lead to increasing congestion and longer commuting times 

(Roseland 1998). These characteristics penist because modem tmnsportation systems, inhenced 

by the relatively low cost of gasoline, are primarily automobile-oriented and have helped create an 

urban form that is generally characterized by a dispersed pattern of living, resulting fiom the 

separation of land uses, and the predominance of low-density residential development (see Figure 

1 .O). To avoid these tntvel behaviors and urban development pattern proponents of sustainable 

transportation planning have advocated a more holistic approach to planning, to achieve a - 
balanced mix of transportation modes and a sensible arrangement of land uses to conserve energy 

use and to fùlfill mobility needs (Roseland 1998). 
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Figure 1 .O Because Iand and gasoline are relatively inexpensive, residentiai, commercial, and 
industri& uses can Iocate on the suburban fn'nge. This condition produces an 
unsustainable t ran~por t~on  system. The graph on the Ieft demonstrates that land is k i n g  
developed at a much fister rate than population is growing. This relationship means that 
urban development is getting les  dense. The graph on the right demonstrates that the number of 
vehicles owned and the miles being driven are increasing at a rnuch faster rate than population. 
These unsutainable relationships are characteristics of an automobile dependent transportation . 

system. Source: Kelbaugh 1997,27. 

The sustainable transportation perspective challenges urban designers and transportation 

departments to collaboratively rethink their missions. It challenges urban designers to create 

communities that provide a range of services that are accessible by foot, bicycle, or public transit. 

It challenges bansportation planners to provide personal mobility through a variety of modes and 

infrastncture. By designing transportation systerns that address these needs we may begin to see 

what David Morris, of the Institute for Local Self-Reliance, asks, 

in the future is it not possible to imagine transportation authorities paying developers to 
build compact communities or communication companies to lay in fibre optic cables? 
(Morris 1991). 

1.0 Research Problem Statement 

Since the middle of the twentieth century transportation plamers in North America have 

attempted to create efficient transportation systems by using a combination of five paradigms that 

can be characterized as increasing: capacity, mobility, accessibility, livability and sustainability 

2 



(Carlson 1995; Ewing 1993). In the 1950s, the capacity paradigm promoted one mode of 

transportation, the automobile, through construction and expansion of road and highway systems, 

in preference to al1 other modes. However, a number of factors, including the energy shortage of 

the 1970s, caused transportation planners to rethink the practices associated with the capacity 

paradigm. As a result planners managed existing transport facilities more efficiently, encouraged 

the use of m a s  transif and introduced high occupancy vehicle lanes, in an attempt to move more 

vehicles without resorting to new construction. These efforts define the elements of the rnobility 

paradigrn. Today, an awareness exists about the impacts of traditional transportation planning, and 

the possibility of adopting transportation paradigms to enhance capacity and mobility. 

Since the beginning of the 1990s three paradigrns have infused a more holistic, and an 

ecological approach, into contemporary transportation planning: accessibility, livability, and 

sustainability. Whereas previous eras were characterized by a single-minded focus on automobiles 

and relieving congestion the new paradigrns consider a range of factors, including the location of 

land uses, the needs of citizens, and the relationship between transportation and ecosystems, before 

settling on the design of a transportation system. These new paradips indicate that transportation 

planners are introducing a rnulti-discipIined, inclusive, and ecological approach to the urban 

transportation planning process. 

The purpose of this research is to explore the nature of these emerging transportation 

planning paradigrns, select a mode1 for general use and finally tu determine how it can be 

implemented. Therefore the central question considered is: 

- a What paradigm can guide the development of a future urban 

transportation planning process? 



The following questions also inform the research, and help shape the structure of 

subsequent chapters: 

What urban design philosophies have been proposed since the tum of the 

twentieth century? m a t  common themes have evolved in the proposals? 

a What characteristics define the five transportation planning paradigms? 

What can the history of transportation planning in one particular 

urban area teach us about the five transportation planning paradigms? 

O What principles can guide the new paradigm and the development of the 

next transportation planning process? 

The conclusions of this research will present sustainability as the paradigm to guide the 

next transportation planning process, and make specific recornmendations on the implementation 

of this paradigrn for the next transportation planning process in a particular setting, such as 

Winnipeg. These recomrnendations will include the following: 

- a The principles needed to guide a future transportation process for the 

City of Winnipeg; 

a Changes in civic administration that emphasize collaboration between the 

public, civic departments and the provincial government; 



a Remedial actions that have to be taken, such as the introduction of  new 

development standards; and, 

The development of a future vision for the City of Winnipeg. 

Further, it will dernonstrate that the sustainability paradigm will contribute social, 

economic and environmental benefits to neighborhoods by introducing mixed-use and 

transit-oriented development thus reducing the use of non-renewable resources and reducing 

1.1 Rationale 

From an economic, social, and environmental perspective future transportation systems, 

and therefore cities, m u t  be designed differently. Current transportation systems are designed to 

accommodate the automobile above a11 other forms of travel. As a result automobile travel has 

increased; for example, in 1990 each Canadian drove 6,000 kilometers of inter-city travel 

compared to 3,500 kilometers in 1960 (TAC 1996). Today, Canadians depend on the automobile 

more than ever bef0re.l While existing transportation systerns have provided benefits, such as 

almost unlimited personal rnobility, dependence on them have produced negative impacts on the 

economy, social life, and the environment. 

- - First, an automobile-dependent transportation system creates two conditions that 

1 Newman and Kenworthy (1989) defrne automobile dependency in a city by the number of cars per 1000 
persons. L e s  than 200 is considered to rate low on the scaie of automobile dependency, and eater than 500 is 
c p s i d e ~ d  an automobile dependent city. Although a number of factors we= eonsidered, t+ %$mniain factor of an 
automobile dependent city rs urban density. A NmXIIary o f  Newman and Kmworthy's findings is locatetf in Appmdix 
1. 



negatively affect the economy: sprawl and congesti~n.~ The phenomenon known as sprawl, well 

portrayed by Garreau (199 l), is characterized by a segregation of land-uses, and large-scale 

residential, commercial, and industrial developments on the suburban f i g e ,  that promote 

automobile use and neglect walking as a viable means of transport.' In Canada this pattern began 

to emerge following World War II, when automobile registration jumped fiom 1.2 million to 5.2 

million, and suburban residential development was prornoted by a confluence of federal, 

provincial, and municipal policies that simultaneously subsidized roads and home ownership. For- 

exarnpIe, the Roads to Resources Programme (1958) was made up of 100 projects and provided 
I 

7,200 kilometers of new or reconfigured roads. In a matter of three decades these policies created 

a transportation system of high speed, multi-lane roads that changed the land use patterns of the 

nation (Pearson 1969).' This type of development, concludes transportation and land use planner 

Reid Ewing (1997), is the most expensive form of development in tenns of persona1 costs, 

2 TMc congestion is found throughout the entire road system. At many times and in many places urban 
mobility has become a contradiction in terms. For example, in the Greater Toronto Area congestion adds an extra 40% 
or $1 -9 billion per year to goods movement, while congestion adds $39 - $51 mitlion per year to cornmuter movement 
in the Ottawa's Capital Region (TAC 1992). In addition, con estion resu1t.s in adverse conditions, polhtion, wasted 
tirne, higher taxes due to infmtructure con$ air and noise poflution, and accidents. 

While the predominant land use attern in North h e r i c a  is s rawl, a clear definition is dificult to obtain - 3y1y because Cere is no clear distinction getween ruburbanization anc?sprawl. Tony Downr delincates the two by 
actors of density and distance voung 1995 . Richard Moedefmes sprawl uditatively: poort planneci, 

auto-dependent, and designed without regar d to its sunoundmgs (Young 1985). The Statc of ~Znda's anti- 
is informative. It has characterized urban sprawl into four functionai qlogies, the are; 
stri devcloprne?t,-scattered development, and leapfrog develo ment Gui 1997). 6ased on a 
inckding aaessibility of services and functional open space, &ving conclu%es sprawl is meamrable. 

4 The ternplate for alrnost al1 postwar suburban developrnent was set when E.P. Taylor began pwchasing nird 
land north of Toronto (Sewell 1993 Ten ears later, consûuction ended on what was then the largest suburban 
development in Canadian history: Lon ~ ih .  Despite conccrns, that at 17 km, the subdivision was too f a  fiom 
downtown Toronto, it became successful with home buyers. Forty years later, John Sewell, former mayor of Toronto, 
calls Don Mills the most influentid development in Canada in the 20th century (Chidley 1997, 19). Toda , high-rises 
and. eyen more subdivjsions dwarf the original site. But the underlyiq and farni!iar pattern is their cwdstreets ,  
indistmguishable architectural styles, a patch work of parks, and a stnct segregation of land uses - hallmarks of 
suburùia ever since. 



economic costs, and natural resource consumption (see Figure 1.1).I 

Second, the existing transportation system has muItiple negative impacts on the social life 

of cities. The impacts relaté to safety (Tolley and Turton 1999, physical fiagmentationY6 and the 

car-less population (Zielinski 1995). For example, Popenoe (1979) refers to the latter impact as 

deprivation of access, a condition where, in a sprawling urban area, those who do not have 

automobiles, or cannot drive, have limited access to community facilities, services, and 

employment. The negative impacts on the Young, elderly and poor are well-docurnented 

(Bendixson 1974; Zielinski 1995) and contribute to breaking down identification with the local 

community and the social cohesion of cities. 

.Figure 1.1 Low dtnsity development ineficiently uses land and creates an inhospitable environment 
for pedestrians, and cyclists (left). Yet alternatives to thi pattern, like Calgary's MacKenzie 
Town, provide a mixture of land uses and a pedestrian fricndly environment, do cxist (right). 
Source: Schoor 1997. 

s In a stud of transportation behavior in lowdcnsity rcsidential dcvclopmcnt Reid Ewing (1997) concludes 
that the impacts odprawl are profond and -1t ui: m o n  vchiclc mila travelcd; a d-c in transit and walk mode 
shares; -an pcmse in energy consumption and air pollution; an increay in infiastnice costs, a loss of resourcc lands, 
a negaeve impact pn downtown's; and, social costs: Countcr to E*ng IS Gordon and Rrchardson who bave argued 
sprawl 1s an effective way to relievc traff?c congestion h m  imcr crties (Young 1995) 

C w o p h e r  Alexander (1972), conclud- that the-built enyir~nment undercuts our daily wcpm'ence of ubIic 
Bfe. Hc explicitly luik. ths tcndeney to urban d a i  and pcludo it in what hc calls % "autonoPy wthdrawaf 
~drome: .  Homoguieous automobile-orientcd m&bs reinforce the syndrome facilitating the mthdrawai of people 
rom public spaces, such as the strcct, and local stores. 



Finally, reliance on the automobile has a variety of negative impacts on the environment, 

particularly energy supply and use.' The buming of fossil fuel for transportation is responsible for 

close to 30% of the energy consumption in Canada, and 40% of the total Canadian contribution to 

climate change (TAC 1998). This close correlation between transportation energy use and its 

pollution dictates a necessity to rethink how we use our energy. This reconstitution in 

transportation practice has been made more urgent by Canada's recent signing of the Kyoto 

Protocol. The ProtocoI requires govemments to significantly reduce greenhouse gas emissions and 

effectively decrease the reliance on fossiI fuels (The Center for Sustainable Transportation 1998).a 

The proliferation of auto use and the reliance on automobile-oriented transportation 

systerns has led to complex social, economic and environmental problems. Providing a solution to 

the complexity requires conceptual leaps into new or rarely explored territory for transportation 

planners. Ken Greenberg, a planner with Urban Strategies of Toronto, believes changing travel 

behavior has more to do with urban design than transportation-related solutions (Greenberg 1997). 

This approach indicates that complex problems require a diversity of knowledge, in this case a 

multi-disciplinary approach that integrates urban design and transportation planning. The 

prevalence of economic, social and environmental consequences suggests that transportation 

planners not only need to recognize the interconnection of the problems, but also work in a 

- colIaborative environment that promotes ecologicaIly-responsible solutions. 

Nearly al1 the tran ortation related energy used in Canada cornes fiorn burnin non-renewable fossil fuels. 
L e  use of thern results in p&tion beyond what can be absorbed by natural processes. ' he  waste accumulates in the 
ground, the water, and the atmosphere (TAC 1998). This cycle contributes to the 'greenhouse effect'. 

G e  use ?f automobjles not only contributes to resource d letion, but dso degraded air qua!ity,-water and 
ioke  pollution, acid mn, habitat desauchon, and lobal warming. Ymajor concern about transportation is the 
ollution anociated with the use of etrolewn tue&. For example, &on rnonoxide (CO) is a concern because of irs 

garmhl effect on hurnan and an~afrespirator~ and cardiovascular stem and because it is also a contributing factor 
in the depletion of ozone. Road users account for over haif of al1 CarTon monoxide etnissiov in Canada (TAC 1996). 
Other contnbutors to environmental ollution are: volatiIe organic compounds (VOC) and nitrogen oxldes (NO) which 
depletc the ozone, and factor in the grmation of acid min. 



1.2 Scope of Research 

WhiIe the purpose of this research is to find a paradigrn to guide the next transporbtion 

planning process, the scope of the research is defined by a search for a set of principles to guide 

the paradigm to provide ecologically responsible solutions. To create these solutions the research 

will demonstrate that the more cIosely the sustainability paradigm is aligned to ecological 

principles the more functional the paradigm will be. The principles considered in this thesis are 

interdependence, recycling, partnership, flexibility, and diversity. Inherent within these principtes 

is the interdependence between urban design and transportation planning. 

WhiIe the solutions to transportation problems have traditionally been devised in isolation, 

transportation pIamers and urban designers are increasingly moving towards an integration of 

activities and into a collaborative environment (see Figure 1.2). For example, transportation 

planner Olof Gunnarson (1996) concludes that transportation planning must broaden its sometimes 

parochial perspective, and adopt new concepts to balance the needs of transport and the 

environment. Architect Christopher Alexander (1996) concludes that cities c m  not be designed to 

reflect artificial systems (Le., roads and buildings), instead they need to be designed to reflect 

nature's cornplexity and diversity while, at al1 costs, preventing compartrnentalization. Two 

scenarios emerge from these prescriptions, each hetping to define the scope of the thesis. First, 

. each prescription foreshadows the interdependency of urban design and transportation planning 

address environmental issues, and second, because both prescriptions affect future generations 

their efforts in collaboration contribute to the development of a set of organizing principles to use 

as guidelines to build a sustainable society.9 

This effort is occurrin within the context of an widerIyin cultural shift. The shift has been documented by I) huls (!992) and Harman (19f8) as an awakening to an ecologiFfawareneu WhiIe Ophuls describes the necesity 
ofa polincal shift, and Karman documents the ower of global muid shifts, Fnt of Capra integrata the nvo 
perspectives. In The Web of Life Ca ra (i996fdescribes a cui@ shift @rn d e  ampted paradigrn of rnechanisrn to 
a new paradi rn ecology. Ecoiogy, l a p a  explains, is a perspec~ve that viewr ail Iiving systems as networks, 
operatm at fitferent levels, that cornpnse a whole. An ewamess of the self and the environment is largely 
responsifle for the shift in perspective and behavior. 



Figure 1 2  A vision of Shawnessy Town Gente?, a Calgary suburb, derivai fiom a calIaboraiivt 
effort betwcen transporbîion and land & planncrs to crcate a sustainable fiiturc. 
Source: ~dgary Transportation Plan Newslt#a, 1997. 

12.1 Definitions 

Wrban design and transportation planning share a cornmon bond. They are both defined 

by the contributions they make to a city's physical structure. The physical structure of the city is 

defined as  a composition of building masses and spaces between these masses (Robinson 1993). In 

general, the massings provide places to live, work, gather and pIay. The creation of these places 

occurs through the urban design process. Urban design is a conscious, imaginative, holistic, and 

multi-disciplined process designed to give identity to a city (see Chapter 2). This identity is the 

summation of human experience in interaction with the physical structure. In this context the 

extent to which the physical structure is designed to be sustainable corresponds to the experiences 

of urban inhabitants. 

-The spaces in-between the masses are used for the transportation system, or streets, roads 

and highways, which not only gives form to the masses but also provides movement between 

them. mese spaces are the primary means by which economic activity, social interaction, and 

environmental pollution takes places. Therefore the location, size and type of streets created are 

important contributors to the form of the urban area. This contribution is made by transportation 

plannen through the practice of urban transportation planning, a scientific, comprehensive and 



expert-driven process, to create transportation systems (see Chapter 3)- Because these systems 

have historically provided the public space for gathering, and engaging in commerce, they provide 

the structure for everything that is constructed in the city. Streets directly and powerfully influence 

the development of a sense of identity about the city. Because of this function the quality of the 

transportation system is critical to the formation of a sustainable comrnunity identity- 

Urban design and transportation planning represent the particular way in which the 

physical structure of the ciw is arranged to provide a visual identity and functional organization - 

that knits the city into a sustainable entity. 

1.2.2 Limitations 

Today, while the city is understood as a place that is unsustainable, evidence provided by 

Fritjof Capra (1996), David Orr (2994), and David Wann (1996) indicate that the physical 

structure can be sustainable if designed to reflect the principles of ecological communities. For 

example, Capra concludes, 

the only way we can satisfy our needs and aspirations without dirninishing the chances 
of fiiture generations is to leam valuable lessons from the study of ecosystems, which are 
sustainabIe communities of plants, animals, and microorganisms (Capra 1996,297). 

This logic suggests that urban designers and transportation planners can respond to social, 

economic and environmental problems by understanding the basic lessons, the basic principles of 

ecology. M i l e  this thesis explores sustainability and ecology it does not intimately describe the 

ecological systems of life, such as autopoietic networks, hctals, and dissipative structures. These - 
discussions can be found in Capra's The Web of Life (1996), and Willis Harman's Global Mind 

Chan& (1988). However, this research relates to the ways in which urban design and 

transportation planning are physicalIy constructing space in a sustainable and ecologically aware 

fashion. Several other considerations were made in limiting the scope of this thesis. 

First, while the sustainability paradigm and a set of ecoIogical principles are presented as a 



means to achieve sustainability, the research demonstrates that transportation pIanning is a primary 

organizer for urban fom, while urban design can complement these actions. For example, by 

investing in a light rail transit system, which is supported by a mixture of land uses and slight 

increases in residential densities, the urban area becomes more sustainabIe because services 

become readily accessible by non-motorized modes of transport, and transit can be used for longer 

trips. The research focuses on transportation planning because sustainabIe modes of transportation 

impart a human scaIe to urban form which cm therefore allow communities to begin to 

consciousIy refomulate land uses to serve the needs of people in a more accessible fashion. 

Second, the research does not provide a recommendation to abandon the current urban 

transportation planning process. Instead, the research demonstrates the need for a movement by 

transportation planners towards the sustainability paradigm, and introduces a set of ecological 

pnnciples to guide an integrated urban design and transportation planning process. Not only are 

these principles fundamental to sustainability, they are also intended to be used as a means to 

respond to the chaIlenges of the future. 

Finaily, while the research includes a cornparison of Winnipeg's transportation planning 

history it does not compare past urban development plans. As such conclusions cm not be drawn 

about these plans and their relation to sustainability and ecological principles. 

1 3  Research Strategy 

- The study of a guiding paradigm for transportation planning required a systematic focus 

on the topics of urban design and transportation planning. As such, the overall research strategy 

comprises a combination of a targeted literature review, and a case study analysis. 

1 . 1  Literature Review 

The literature review targets several key areas: past and current urban design trends in 



North Amenca and Europe; urban transportation planning in North America; and, sustainable 

urban design and transportation planning strategies currently being practiced in North America and 

Europe. 

This research uses international examples and sources of information to demonstrate the 

global effort being made to change the way urban design and transportation planning is being 

conducted. 

13.2 Case Study 

A case study of four transportation planning projects undertaken by the City of Winnipeg, 

namely: the Smith Report (1957), the Winnipeg Area Transportation Study (1968), Winnipeg 

Development Plan (1973), and TransPlan (1 9981, is featured to help ground the search for a 

guiding transportation planning paradigm. 

1.4 Organization of the Thesis 

This thesis is divided into five chapters. Chapter One sets the stage for the inquiry by 

addressing the purpose, rationale, scope and strategy behind the thesis. The thesis is stnrctured as 

fo 1 lows: 

Chapter Two describes the powerful relaîionship between urban design and 

transportation in shaping cîties. Current urban design proposals, such as New Urbanism and 

those advanced by the Futurists demonstrate the integration of transportation and land-use 

pIanning for the purposes of reducing automobiIe use, and reconnecting the physical environment 

to the natural environment. These proposals dernonstrate attempts to counteract traditional urban 

development, characterized by automobile dependency and the inefficient use of land. 



Chapter Three describes the urban transportation planning process and the 

elements of five transportation planning paradigms. The distinction between the capacity, 

mobility, accessibil ity, livability, and sustainability paradigrns are clarified. These paradigms are 

discussed to show how planning processes of the past have been dominated by expert 

decision-making, and have perpetuated dependence on the automobile. The current-incarnation of 

transportation planning, which cornplements recent changes in urban design, is inclusive, 

integrates transportation and land use planning, and encourages sustainable modes of 

transportation. 

Chapter Four presents a case study cornparison of the Smith Report (1957), the 

Winnipeg Area Transportation Study (1968), the Winnipeg Development Plan (1973) and 

TransPlan 2010 (1997). These case studies illustrate how transportation plans that have been 

developed under the old paradigrns have been modified by a participatory urban transportation 

planning process that expresses the values of the community. m i l e  the examples do not offer 

models of the sustainability paradigm they do offer an indication that transportation planning in 

Winnipeg is slowly evolving towards the creation of sustainable transportation systems. 

a Chapter Five describes the sustainability paradigm, and how urban design and 

transportation planning can operate in a collaborative and complernentary fashion to 

achievé a sustainable urban form. In this concluding chapter, the numerous meanings of 

sustainability, such as frontier ecology, industrial ecology and deep ecology, and the various 

implementation strategies of sustainability, such as planning, engineering, and design are 

-plored. While these meanings and strategies dernonstrate that sustainability is relative and 

evolving, it is argued that deep ecology and design are presently the best means to create change to 



the physical structure of the city. This "deep design" approach uses a set of five ecological 

principles, and the uncovering of a sixth, that demonstrate how urban design and transportation 

planning can be implemented in a coordinated fashion to create sustainable communities. 



THE EVOLVING PHILOSOPHIES OF URBAN DESIGN 

2.0 Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to review some of the philosophies that have guided the 

design of cities over the course of history. History has shown that many cities have grown 

organically - with little or no explicit overall plan - or that their growth has been linked with some 

type of transportation revol~tion.~~ Despite these conditions architects, landscape architects, and - 
city planners have endeavored to consciously create habitable places. These conscious efforts, 

called urban design, can be classified into four conceptual periods: The Ancient City, The 

Pre-Modern City, The Modem City, and The Contemporary City. Each period can be viewed as a 

IO While most cities display a mix of organic growth and some ptanned develo ment on1 a few cities, such as 
Brasilia, B m i l  or Canberra, Aumafia have becn built accordmg to a master plan mas tes and &out 1996). 
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succession of design philosophies that have evolved toward the creation of sustainable 

cornmunities. 

The topics of transportation revolutions and urban development, and a definition of urban 

design and urban form are briefly discussed to explore the concept of the organic versus the 

designed evolution of cities." 

2.0.1 Transportation Revolutions and Urban Development 

Transportation planning historians and transportation geographers have dernonstrated that 

over the course of three distinct periods the shape of cities have tended to be governed by the 

technological capability of people to move around in their environment (Bendixson 1974; 

Blumenfeld 1967). These periods representing three distinct urban fonns named by Schaeffer and 

Sclar (1975) as The Walking City, The Tracked City, and The Rubber City correspond to each 

epoch's primary transportation mode. 

Prior to the modem age, cities were developed and organized to suit the most common 

mode of transportation: walking. When people had no choice but to walk to carry out their daily 

tasks, cities were of necessity centralized, compact and produced high-densiv living and working 

environments (Safdie 1997).12 In fact cities were srnaII, no greater than two kilometers across, 

aliowing the residents to walk to most places in less than half an hour (Hodge 1991). As such 

travel and access to activities within the city was measured and limited by walking distance. 

During the Iate nineteenth century and early twentieth century cities were significantly 

I I  This chapter is inspired by Moshie Safdie's (1997) qtovocative question: Do we uide the way our cities are 
built, or let successes or catastrophes occur sirnpl b chance. A f k  examining the ideas of designers, ~ c h  as 
Ebenezer Howard, LeCorbusier, and Frank ~ l o ~ d U r n ~ h t ,  Safdie ob-mes  that urban dgign has created a global crisis. 
He concludes that the form of the city cm no longer be detepineci smpl by transportatron, mstead he recommends 
that designers deliberately build or reconstnict citres to facilitate face to g c e  rnteraction. 

12 In 1828, Johann von Thunen, a Geman economist, devised a mode1 to explain the relationship betyeen the 
Iand uses around a town and transportation (ïolley and Turton 1995). von Thunen found tha& at a certain drstanc~ 
fiom an urban a lomeraîion of services, f w e r s  cou1d not produce pmducts,p@~bl because of the transportation 
CON (AbIer, A~%IS, Gould 1971). More runply the distance fiom centrai activities d u e n c e s  land use. von Thunen 
condudeci that a concentric Iand pattern resulted fiom this relationship. 



affected by the introduction of railways and streetcars (Bendixson 1974). The introduction of 

tracked transportation a1Iowed greater distances to be traveled and because of  a combination of 

factors, Ïncluding industrial growth, and natural increases in population, relaxed the restrictions on 

city size." For example, the walking city's compact circular form evolved into a star-shaped 

decentralized urban area of low-density development reflecting the greater accessibility provided 

by the lines of railways and streetcars.14 The tracked forms of transportation were critical in 

separating home and workplace, encouraging land use specialization, and promoting residential ' 

development in the counûyside (Mumford 196 1). 

By the middle of the twentieth century cities displayed the effects of the automobile as a 

means of obtaining a level of mobility which the streetcar could not match. Non-tracked forms of 

transport, Schaeffer and ScIar conclude (1975), have been responsible for f i l h g  in the open land 

between earfier fingers of urbanization. Because cars were more flexible than streetcars they 

offered a new fieedom of rnovement that appealed to city dwellers eager to escape to the country 

for recreation, or to the suburbs for housing. Consequently, automobiles affected every part of 

daily life and influenced new spatial patterns and new ideas of what constituted a cornfortable 

travel distance. Today, the suburbs of the North Arnerican city reflect the dominance of the 

automobite in much the sarne way as the high-density pre-automobile city was a product of the 

13 The stfeet railway spawned the deve!oprnent of ~ b u r b s  as the-raiiway helped to overcome the 'Friction of 
space' (i.e., thetirne and costof travel). The railways facrlitated the spatrai dispersa1 of both land deye!oprnent and 
populgtlon- Pnor to Street railways the dependence on foot travel tended to Iimit development to withrn 2 kilometers of 
the cote; by the 1870s horse car vehicles permitted development to occur up to 5 kilometers f?om downtown, and the 
electrificatlon of streetcars around 1890 saw the extension of Iines 10 kilometers and more fiom the downtown (Hodge 
1991). 

1.8 Burgess' (1925) mode1 of concentric urban gowth cites the importance of cheap public tran ort in locating 
low ineomc housing in inner eity, and u per class residential areas in the perïpheral commuter zone. d&t (19391, and 
Harris and Ullrnan's multiple nuclei moiel (1945), make dmilar links betwexm urban developrnwit and transportation 
routes floliey and Turton 1995). Christaller's central place theory atternpted to describe this evolution in tenns of 
urban service centers. The central place model demonstrates that each center erforms a specific group of functions for 
a certain population, and withio a certain distance. For example, Chrisbiler &und that the cornmon everyday needs 
can be met within a short distance frorn home (Abler, Adams, Gould 1971). Combinin these concepts provtdes an 
indication of what transportation network, and what densitics are required to access ancfsuppon community activities. 



reliance upon walking as the major mode. The Rubber City created a condition where tirne rather 

than distance became the measure of access to activities. 

Speculation about the shape of the future city leads to an awareness of current cultural and 

technological change. While the automobile changed the urban landscape the cornputer revolution 

enables more diffuse settlernents because it can provide almost unlimited access to daily needs 

fiom any location.15 Perhaps the city of the fuhrre will be called the electmnic city. 

Figure 2.0 The sequence of urban growth in North America in relation to the development of 
transportation tcchnology (a) bcforc and (b) d e r  the introduction of the automobile. 
Source: Tollcy and Turton 1995,96. 

Schaeffer and Sclar's mode1 illustrates that transportation is a principal factor in the 

development of human settlernents, and that cities have historically relied - at any given point in 

time --upon only one mode of transportation technology to provide mobility. These characteristics 

demonstrate the interdependent relationship between transportation and urban developrnent in 

determining the shape of the city. 

15 William J. MitchcIl's ' i (1 995) presents the devcloprncnt of a new type of ci that is largely 
invisible, and eo-ctcd ofva$i,"c%terconnectcd by the uifirmation supehipway. T'kg practical 
example of architecture and urbaqisp, in the contcxt of digital tclsornmunications, e explains the gmwuig 
domination of software over rnatendmd form. 



2.0.2 Urban Design and Urban Form 

In light of Schaeffer and Sclafs mode1 it wouId seem that cities are pasted together piece 

by piece, and that urban design is either a cloaked profession or a non-existent practice. Naphthali 

Knox, an AICP planner, indicates otherwise, 

Urban design is the attempt to give fom, in ternis of both beauty and 
function, to selected urban areas or to whole cities. Urban design is 
concerned with the location, mass, and design of various urban 
components and combines etements of urban planning, architecture and 
landscape architecture (Eisner, Gailion, Eisner 1993,560). 

This definition conveys the meaning that urban design has four fundamental elernents. The 

elements in combination dernonstrate that urban design is a conscious, imaginative, holistic, and 

multi-disciplined process to shape and structure the built environment.16 

Urban design uses the power of imagination to visually capture the existing physical and 

environmental elernents of a city, and to liberate latent possibilities. Designers, concludes 

architect Douglas Kelbaugh, have the ability to be visuatly imaginative and creative and are 

cornfortable illustrating new designs in ways that non-designers can understand (Kelbaugh 1995, 

7). Ken Greenberg, who has used imagination in his work with the cities of Toronto, H d o r d  and 

St. Paul, has used an illustrated brainstorming technique called the design charrette to create a new 

policy tooi, called the visual plan." The purpose of the visual plan is to not only raise 

consciousness and comrnuniv support but dernonstrate the connectivity of the urban environment 

16 In a survey of urban design literature Eisner, Gallion, Eisner (1993) conclude that the profession shapes and 
structures the urban area using sweral basic cornponents and guidelines. The components deai with the five senses, 
particularly in relation to movernenf sound, unity, light, color and taste, while the guidelines deal with process and 
technical rnatters (Eisner, Gallion, Eisner 1993). 

17 A design charrette typically deais with an urban design issue of social and civic importance. It is meant to 
providc people with feasible and creative solutions. There are three basic types of charrettes: those îhat test new 
public policies or d-ign ideas on d sites, those thzt respond toa re uest for hel , 9 d  thqse that mitiate 9nsoIicited 
pro osals for a glanng problem (Kelbaugh 1996 . The chmette is a Pour to rive &y intensive session, w h ~ h  Jeguis a 
wa&uig tour of a site, constant collaboration an d decision making, and evennially a final visual plan. 



(Greenberg, 1998). This technique represents a new way of planning because the plans do not 

resemble traditional land use plans and zoning bylaws, which are usually in text form. Instead, 

they are three dimensional models of the city providing a sensory understanding of where we are, 

and where we can be, Say 15,20 or 50 years fiom now. 

The visual plan and the charrette method described above is indicative of the second 

element of urban design: a multi-disciplined approach. Design charrettes are composed of many 

stakeholders: architects, landscape architects, planners, politicians, and community members to ' 

create a shared vision or preferred future. This collaborative process was used in Surrey, BC as a 

joint demonstration between several stakeholders including, the rnunicipality, the provincial 

government, the real-estate board and several academic institutions (Condon 1996). The charrette 

method was also used extensively in the development of Seattle's comprehensive plan (Kelbaugh 

1997). Because of its collaborative nature the charrette provides an environment that looks at 

probIems holistically rather than individually. 

Urban designers are capable of visualizing the city holistically. Designers work beyond 

the scale of urban or suburban; in fact the designer embraces both within a regional focus?For  

example, a group of architects, planners, and landscape architects, called the New Urbanists, use 

the neighborhood as the fundamental building block of a regional area because within it, they 

. explain, there lies a repeating pattern (Fulton 1996). The pattern is the integration of living, 

working, playing and socializing. 

- While urban design is an imaginative, multi-disciplined and holistic process, its practice is 

also a conscious atternpt to create the city. However, there is no unified theory about what 

18 This view is expressed eIo uently by architect Kenneth Framptqn. In Frarnpton's description of Critical 
Regionalism, which bndges the ap Ietween modemimi and postmoderniq he puipprts +e qcssity for -ch rcgigion 
to express its local architectural kn uage, which he d ls  its  vern na cul^. Cntical Re ionalsm is a !es+ m design 
through five charactemtics: sense of place; sense of nature; s e w  of history, sense ofcraft; senw o&units (Keibaugh 
1997). 



ptlnciples make for good design.19 Rather the cornmonalties within the field relate to what the city 

should be: a combination of elements (Lynch 1996); the creation of public spaces (Whyte 1996); 

factors that rnake neighborhoods vibrant (Jacobs 1961); and, design that is harmonious with the 

natural environment (McHarg 1996). ImpIicit in design is that bad design can numb the human 

spirit and good design can have a powerfûl, and positive infi uence on human beings (LeGates and 

Stout 1996,79). 

2.0.3 Synopsis 

While urban geographers, such as Schaeffer and ScIar (1975), have demonstrated that 

transportation technology has played the major role in creating urban form, urban designers, 

particulariy New Urbanists, would argue that the city has been and will in the future be 

consciously designed. The remainder of the chapter will examine how cities of the twentieth 

century have been consciously designed, and will search for evidence of an emerging design 

philosophy. 

2.1 The Ancient Cities 

The design of ancient cities was based on a wefully planned effort to achieve two goals 

(Bookchin 1986; Safdie 1997): first, to create a transport route that would connect the various 

. components of the city.20 During the first century AD al1 Roman cities were planned to include a 

circulation pattern of two monumental streets that crossed the town going east-west and 

north-south (Safdie 1997). Grandiose pub!ic buildings were strategically pIaced along these 

19 Particular movements within the field of architecture, such as the International Congres of Modem 
Architecture (C , and concemed planners and architects (Jacobs and Appl ard 1996), and more tecently the New Y Urbanists, have pro uced cornprehensive manifestocs intmded to guide the pr3ession to crcate livable cnvironmentr. 

20 This pattem can be seen throughout history. For example, in the sixteenth century grand plans for Rome and 
the nineteenth-centuxy plans for Vienna and Paris the public dornain combined bouievards designated as important 
ceremonid and commercial axes, and public buildings as focal points (Safdie 1997). 



principal routes, while private homes were located within a short waUUng distance fiom theaters, 

galleries, stadiurns and public temples. n i e  basic idea was to create a high degree of accessibility 

where al1 city functions could be reached within half an hour by foot, which corresponds to an area 

with a radius of 2 km mookchin 1986).z1 

Second, ancient cities were designed to create a public domain that would facilitate 

socialization. Athenian life, in fifth century BC, was meant to be spent socializing in the agora, 

the large square in which citizens gathered to transact their economic and political &airs (Kitto- 

1996). To filfill this h c t i o n  the city was scaled to be seen by the human eye and expenenced by 

people moving on foot. Their design principle was not the abstract plan: it was the real experience 

of people (Bookchin 1986, 122). As such, the design of the city accommodated walking and 

located activities within a short distance from residences. 

2.2 The Pre-Modern Cities 

At the tum of the twentieth century, during a period of urban population growth and 

industrialization, there occurred a change in many of the traditional urban systems in ternis of 

hierarchy and scale.2 The promise of new technology, such as the automobile and high-n'se 

apartments, inspired designers to create urban forms that would lead to the demise of the ancient 

11 The concept of accessibili is strongly tied to dense and compact urban development For example, Ancient 
Rome is said to have had 750 000 izabitants m its urban a n a  Wiîh a radius of 2 kilometers this translata to a density 
of 6OD people per hectare. in car-dependent cities, the range of activities is 30 kilometers or even more which 
translates into a densjty of a p~ximatel 5 people per hec@re (Gunnarson 1996). Whije these are exarpples of a 
corn act city and a disperseici they represent the epitome ofa reliame upon a single transportafion mode, and 
its ek'ts on urban form. Clear?; a concept is needed to bridge the between thcx two extremes, parficularly if 
ineficient land use and automobile reliame is considered unsusain%% activitia. 

22 At the time the suburbs were solidly anchored to the railwa . If there was no track to the city, a suburb could 
not arûc. Thus the tracked memipolis could not s p d  out in a set o%concentric klts or rings aro-und the core of F e  
ci-q. The metropolis did not expand in rin but dong the streetcar and railroad Iines that ran radially out of the city 
giving the tracked metropolis a star-sha ec&ttem. Furthmore, the tighter the industrial belt surrounded the old 
walki? ci# the rno-re the tracked city gurst forth in a, attern ,th extremoy long cornmute lines. But @is was no, 
the en of e bclt's influence. With the eoming of the truc! and the ear the points of the star became the Achille$ beel 
of the ~ b b e r  city (Schaeffer & Scfar 1975,33). 



city. The designers offered divergent recipes for the Pre-Modern city, however, the key objective 

was to design cities that fostered health, integration, and 

2 . 1  The Urban Parks Movement 

When the effects of industrialization becarne obvious the search for nature-inspired urban 

designs became prominent. Extensive urban park areas, such as those designed by Frederick Law 

Olmsted, were seen as a way to create healthy living environments by bringing fiesh air and 

recreation into the city. For example, parks were designed to puri@ the air of coal emissions, and 

to provide grounds for sports and cultural activities (Ohsted 1996). Although natuml elements 

were part of the city before industrialization, as cities grew and became polluted natural elements 

became less accessible and therefore more valued. 

2.2.2 The Garden City 

In 1898 Ebenezer Howard reacted to the conditions of the Industrial Revolution by 

proposing his Garden City. The Garden City, which aimed to disperse the urban population into 

smaller concentrations in a setting more arnenable than those of the central city, was based on the 

concepts of integration and f r eed~rn .~  

Howard wanted to uniS. the town and country by building cities that would integrate the 

social and cultural facilities of the city with the closeness to nature of the village (Howard 1996). 

This integration of activities wouId create a healthy living environment for residents and would be 

the result of a strict ordering of uses. The Garden City was characterized as a self-sufficient town, 

23 Dunng this erïod democratic pnnciples within the city plannin and urban design process were considered 
important Raymond bnwin (1996) presented a notion of cooperative anfcollective decision making, while Patrick 
Geddes (1996) contributed the *$on of survey-exhibition-plan. For example, Gcddes prescribed extensive surve s of 
l o d  conditions, and ublic exhibihons of survey results before plannin and design could oscur. n i e  n w e y  and) 
exhjb-ilion technicpe,%e believed, would be a unifonn process that WOU& lead to local debate and good planning 
decisions. 

24 ï$oward's proposai su gested a system of re ional cities to achieve-this aim. In fact he callqd for a series of 
sate-ite ciua serving as home k r  ap roximat$y 30,0%0 peo le who could either travel to a cenaal c ~ t y  by tnin or 
obtam jobs at new factona in these &den C d i a  (Hodge 1893). 



and physicalIy organized into four zones: a belt of agriculture around the periphery; an industrial 

zone; a neighborhood area consisting of schools, housing and parks; and, commercial and cultural 

activities in the center (Howard 1996). Howard concluded that this physical arrangement would 

provide rnany benefits to Garden City dwellers, such as higher wages and reduced rents and 

sanitary conditions, that would not be found in either the town or country. 

Howard visualized that the Garden City would widen the bounds of individual and 

collective freedom. This principle was expressed in the form of choice afforded by the 

accessibility of services. For example, each neighborhood had its own area for schools, 

playgrounds, gardens, and churches but would also be within walking distance of the t o m  (about 

1.5 km) which contained a town hall, concert and lecture hall, theatre, library, museum, and 

hospital. The accessibility of these services was enhanced by the Garden City's multi-modal 

transportation network. A walking city was intended for the imer ring while the outer rings were 

serviced by heavy trucks, and a railway. In defence of his highly stmctured vision of the city 

Howard argued that the intention was not to contract rights, but to enlarge choice (Howard 1996). 

Figure 2. I Howard's concept of the Metropolitm Region (kft), and the Garden City (right). 
Source: Scwell 1985,23. 

Virtually al1 modem city planning has been adapted fiom, and embroidered on, Howard's 



p n n c i p l e ~ . ~ ~  The Garden City gave plamers the op port uni^ to rationalize an entire community 

employing such ideas as a greenbelt, the separation of conflicting uses, and ample land for 

housing. Howard's alternative to the city, and as a solution to city problems, is the foundation of 

its immense power as a planning idea (Jacobs 196 1). The consequence of Howard's influence, 

concludes Jane Jacobs, is the belief that the city's problems could be fixed by good planning, 

which meant: an imposition of hannony and order, residential living set in nature; a series of static 

acts; in each case the plan must anticipate al1 that is needed and be protected against any change;- 

and, an arrangement of land uses to promote convenience and reduce confiict (Jacobs 1961). 

2 . 2  The City Beautiful 

In the early twentieth century the City Beautiful movement infûsed design professionals 

with the principles of beauty, syrnmeûy, coherence, and monumentaiity. These design principles, 

that had endured from Renaissance times, were used to create grandiose plans public buildings and 

public places (Hodge 199 1 ). For example, Manitoba planner Noulan Cauchon featured these 

design elements in his plan for the civic center in Hamilton (Kodge 1991). The tenets of the 

movement can also be seen in the "streetcar suburbs", such as Oak Park, Illinois, built between 

1900 and 1930. Though the designs of these suburbs were not as monumental as their downtown 

counterparts, they emphasized a Street network that was in a grid pattern and oriented around Iocal 

. transit stops, town squares and civic buildings (Fulton 1996). With its emphasis on civic 

buildings, plazas and landscaped parks the City Beautifil rnovement sought to bring beauty to the 

city.- 

25 Howard's legacy was füll realized after WorId War II when the British governm$nt instituted the 1947 New 
Towns A n  By 1950 woik on 13 6ew Towns was under way to relieve the overcrowdin in and amund the greatec 
London area Many of Howard's ideas were tweaked. For example, the greenbelt was adEered to, but it was not the 
fm belt as Howard ima ined, it was a green girdle suitable for mreation fu;poses. Milton Keynes,Bripi$s largest 
Ney Town, built on 900% hectares, Ci close to its pro-ccted po dation of 2 O. 00-peo le. Mon housing is single 
family dwelluigs. and its low density l?y-out rnakes L e  use o?cars a necessity (~irar&t 1992). The Garden City 
concept w a s r h r  most closely realized in the United States through the greenbelt program under Presrdent 
Roosevelt's ew eal. 



2.2.4 Synopsis 

The predominant design philosophies of the Pre-Modern era valued the goodness of a 

pastoral environment, the *integration of city and nature as the ideal living environment, the notion 

of a comprehensive plan for urban developrnent, and the beauty of civic spaces. 

2.3 The Modern Cities 

During the decade that preceded World War II the suburbs began to explode in number ' 

and area, and the dominant shaping force of the city became the automobile, The context of this 

era is captured in the following observation by Gerald Hodge, 

Of al1 the forces reshaping the city, the most powerful and insistent are 
those rooted in changing modes of transportation ... The streetcar has al1 
but disappeared, the bus is proving an inept substitute, comrnuter rail 
service deteriorates, subways get dirtier, and new expressways pour more 
and more automobiles into the centre of town. (Hodge 1991,63) 

The result of the transportation mode change, carrying with it a desperate need to accommodate 

the car in urban design, fiactured the urban design profession into two philosophical camps. The 

first favored decentralization of the population into the suburbs and the second favored a 

regeneration of the historicaI urban core. 

2.3.1 The Decentrists 

During the 1930s Decentrists designed cities for a society entering the automobile age. 

They separated land uses within a community to prevent confl ict; turned houses away from the - 
street to face sheltered green spaces; and, created strategies to deal with the automobile. For 

example, in 1928 architect Clarence Perry proposed the neighborhood unit which elirninated the 



mix of land uses proposed for Garden Cities by eliminating the greenbelt and local industry.2' 

Ferry reasoned that this separation would insulate the unit fiom excessive automobile traffic 

Figure 2.2 Street plan for Radbum, New Jerscy. Source: Sewcll 1993,39. 

Furthemore, the Decentrists changed the orientation of homes. The Greenbelt Town, conceived 

%y Henry Wright and Clarence Stein in 1928, was buiit for the automobile and pioneered 

neighborhoods that featured houses facing gardens and parks instead of streets, a hierarchy of 

roadsio meet different h.anc needs and intensity, a systern of pedestnan walkways, and a 

continuous park systern as a means to provide a habitable envuonment while still enjoying the 

3 Perry's concept, aIso known as the su rblock, was purcly a rcsidcntial cornrnunity. He cxcludcd 
agricultural, commercial and indumial uxs fiom E s  unit, and O aniad midentid areas into uni& large cnough to 
rcquixt one clementary school. Residenca w m  locatcd on Ainear strccts and cuidc-sacs that prcvatcd 
t h y  traffic; a.cmtrai c?mmo? opcn space allowed for p t i o n ,  schoo.$, and compunity cIubs. -The. 

k m o d  unio wae lunitcd in m e  to a quarter-mile radius for convcniait ptdestnan accas, which luniteci the n=J& 
g distance to the school to 500 m. 



lwrury of the automobile (Fulton 1996).27 

The clearest articulation of the need to decentralize the city and design for the automobile 

was made by Frank ~ l o y d - ~ r i g h t  in his 1935 proposa1 for Broadacre City.f8 Wright concluded 

that any traffic problem could be solved in Broadacre, 

Every Broadacre citizen has his own car! Multiple-lane highways make travel 
safe and enjoyable. There are no p d e  crossings nor left turns on grade. The 
road system and construction is such that no signals nor any larnp posts need 
be seen. No ditches are alongside the roads. No curbs either. (Wright 1996). 

The notable difference in Broadacre, fiom earlier Decentrist designs, is Wright's fi111 embrace of 

the automobile and its accompanying infiastructure as a means to create a decentralized city of 

self-reliant home~teads.2~ Although each homestead would be isolated from one another Wright 

comected the community through a dense network of highways, and relied on the automobile to 

shrink distances to create a sense of community. 

The Decentrist intention to obviate the affects of intensiQing traffic or embrace the 

27 Above al1 the Greenbelt Town attempted to accommodate the w, and, as Fulton (1996) concludes, did so by 
creating a rigid separation between automobile and edestrian traff?c by usin ove asses and greenwa S. The f m  
Gnenbelt Town, called Radbum, built in 1928 on & undeveloped edge of 8ew Zr Iq  was built for Z{OOO people, 
was sumunded by agricultural greenbelts, and located near a community center and a shopping a r a  

is Wri t's proposal for Broadac~ City, in The Disao~earing Citv (1935). prornoted one acre of land for every 
citizen in the @ nited States, and small cornmerciai town centers that would be located adjacent to ev residential 
neighborhood. The design of his horkontally expansive cities would be acc-d by a network of h z w a y s  that 
would, as Wright believed, fiee people from the inflexibility of the street car and rail travel. John Sewell concludes, 
that in regard to the need to decentrdize Wright broaches no dissent: any wise recognition and definition of fieedorn 
under Democracy m u t  sa that ultimate satisfactions no longer depend upon but are destroyed by density of 
population (Snvell 1993, $0). 

29 The automobite, owned by every family in Broadacre, was integral to Wri ht's vision. He included multi-lane 
h ighway~col l~ ton  and local meets in his design, al! engineered to make travel sak  and enjoyabte. Cars, he believed, 
would shnnk distances Iike no other mode of transport 

30 Many of Wright's ideas about the reIationshi between the automobile and the city were conceived when he 
bc an bis ractice in the streetcar suburb of 0ak ~ a r k ,  hinois during the early 1900s. Wright's homes exploded the tm'%itionJnature of residential design. Recogniring that the automobile would destroy the nature of m e t  lifg wherc 
you once sa! on the front orch and talked to peo le walkin by Wright dismissed the importance of the fiont orch as 
a xml-public gathenng &Xe- Instead he ~ m e d  Roma 90 %egrees, incnaxd their lot wdth, and set thmi bac{ from 
the street to ensure privacy. 



automobile made residents dependent on their automobiles. For example, the pedestrian walkway 

systems in the Greenbelt Town did not have destination points, Iike job sites or retail stores, that 

might have reduced car t i p s .  This rneant that Greenbelt Towns were not autonomous; instead 

each was located within commuting distance of a major metropolitan area (Christofordis 1994). 

These urban designs effectively jettisoned the city in favor of a sprawling metropolis (Jacobs 196 1, 

Despite the trend to decentralize there were designers who explored ways to adapt the 

historie, interactive and dense city to the modem era (Safdie 1997). Two distinct visions were 

offered as the form the metropolis might take. These visions can be cIassified as those who 

followed the Modemist vision attributed to LeCorbusier, and those called the apostates who 

rejected the notion of the automobile as the dominant design principle." 

The Decentrist approach to urban design con- starkly with Modemist concepts 

developed by the architect LeCorbusier in the 1920s.- Instead of a traditional downtown core 

and small ciusters of rnostly single-family houses, LeCorbusier envisioned a city based on science 

. 31 Modemism embodies the Enlightenment concept that the eternai and immutable tniths of science and 
rationality are instrumental to emanci atrng humanity fiom the uncertainty and chaos created by cultural change and 
social problcrns (Habermas 1985). Ti! e city was seen as an hidorical creation that demandtd maximum eficiency of 
al1 its systems, particularly transportation, which rneant, standardization of road widths, and construction methods. For 
F e  pre-eminent modernist LeCorbusier this meant the complete abandonment of the histonc fabric of the city, 
rnclu@ng the 'the death of the street', and a 'dictatorial' plan- 

32 Prior to WorId W? II+very different sohtions to Howard's Garden City ernerged. LeCorbusier, M i -  van der 
Rohe, and WaIter Gropius, rn ired by the Bauhaus and the Modem Movement in arçhltecture, presented new id- 
about the piannin p f  citia. %e spint of the age was ail about creahng fiom ound zao, or to -te a new society. 
Thrs was reflectefin the radical new appmaches to architecture, plannm an<K;iousing where there was no room for 
nostaigilgia and traditional. LeCorbusier, the mon voc@ proponent of rnockrnisn, cmphasized repetition, 
standarduabon, and geometry to create the most eficient urban form. LeCorbustets concepts were fuliy articulated 
when he authored the International Congres on Modem Architecture IV (CIAM) town planning manifesto in 1943, 
called the Athen's Charter. Despite common belief that LeCorbusiefs views were received with unanimity at ClAM 
Gold (1998) has discovered otherwise. Gold has found CIAM manuscripts that prove the Italian dele ation and many 
other architects advanced a more gentle reformism that embraced conservation of the historie city, ratfer than the 
radical ideas offered by LeCorbusier. 



and technology, of which sescrapers and highways wouId represent the perfect fox~n.'~ His desire 

was to alleviate the congestion of the old cities by: destroying the traditional walking city; building 

at hi&-densities; and, creating transportation networks for the car and not the pedestrian. His Cite 

de Trois Milles (1922), a plan for central Paris, replaced traditional medieval streets and grand 

boulevards, and replaced the seven-storey urban fabric with a grid of giant office towers and 

apartment buildings. Slqscrapers, LeCorbusier believed, presented the possibility of concentrating 

the population without congesting them. 

LeCorbusier was also fascinated by the automobile, and fully articulated the role 

transportation was to play and the way streets were to be designed. In the City of Tomorrow 

(1 929) LeCorbusier wrote, 

the great city is like a fume1 into which every street shoots 
its traff~c ... wide avenues must be driven through the centers of our toms. 
We must create vast and sheltered pubIic parking places (Safdie 1997, 19). 

In his plans for Paris LeCorbusier demanded reliance on the automobile, he included: 

superhighways; great arterial roads for one-way express traff~c; a reduction in the number of 

intersections to permit efficient traff~c flow; underground streets for heavy vehicles and deliveries; 

and, built parks to keep the pedestrians off the streets. 

It took the passing of a full generation before a new group of architects, planners and 

critics, who were called the apostates, came to appreciate what the Modem movement had entirely 

overlooked, or destroyed, being a fundamental component of urban Iife: namely the pedestrian - 

33 Rejectin the notion of Unwùi's cooperative planning and Geddes's public exhibition of plans LeCorbusier 
believed that the pfmning of the ci was too important to be left to rcsidents. He belicved $e haqonious crty must 
first bc planned by experts who ungrstand the science of urbanism, the rnust work out therr plans m total &dom 
h m  p e s a n  press~~es and special inte-; once their plans are fomiurafed, they m u t  be implemented without 
opposition (Sewell 1993,32). 



pre~inct.~' For example, during the early 1960s the Team 10 architects of Paris, including Aldo 

Van Eyck, and Giancarlo De Carlo, attempted to reinstate a place for the pedestrian in the city 

(Safdie 1997). The a p o d e s  demonstrated that automobiles would destroy the pedestrian scale of 

cities and that conscious and evolutionary steps would be required to change the physical structure 

of the city. 

Jane Jacobs (1961) drew attention to the effect of automobile dependence on cities. Jacobs 

demonstrated that the use of automobiles eroded cities, and the building of idhstructure, 

although rationalized, was insidious to neighborhoods. In order to reclaim the street for civic life 

Jacobs reasserted the value of life in an 'urban village', and the usefulness of the street as a center 

of activity for both people and cars (FuIton 1996)." In order to prevent the erosion of cities Jacobs 

concluded that automobile trafic must be diminished by slowing, or increasing the frictions of, 

automobile t r a ~ e l . ~ V n  other words, Jacobs was calling for a steady and gradua1 attrition of 

automobiles through a conscious and evolutionary process. 

In 1956 architect Victor Gruen, who was commissioned to revitalize the core area of Fort 

Worth, Texas, proposed a new concept to redesign the downtown. He took a planning approach 

that was antithetical to the one that had produced the city's high-rise, automobile-dominant urban 

w Counter to modemisrn is ostrnodernism, which is generally ed to be characterized by a respect for the 
liberative forces of tradition and cuk~re, vernacular architecture, and a Eentrist a ppmch to the solution of urban 

. problems. Most notable about ihe postmodern perspective is that it reguira a fun&mental chan e in how we sec 
transponation. The modern paradi rn created the myth of p e e t  qobility and the automobile c&uirr. Postm?dernism 
deconsûuets this myth because it fernonstrates that mporiat ion is not rnerely a rneans of gettmg to a place; it  can be 
an experience of place itself (Engwicht 1993). 

35 While Jacobs recognizes the im ortance of the automobile she believes thai in their abundance they have 
been affliered b their own redundan & their abundance, she warns that too much dependence on private 
automobiles angcity concentration O?& are incompatible. One or the other has to give. Depending on which 
pressure wins in most of the victories one of two rocesses occurs: erosion of cities by automobiles, or attrition of 
autopobiles by cities (Jacobs 1961,349). While L o b s  supports the latter, the former proces, she asserts, will 
continue to be supported for the purpose of increased convenience, speed or access (Jacobs 196 1). 

36 Jacobs description of New York's Washin on Square Park offers an early accoFt of traffrc calming. 
Transportaiion pl-ers gloyd trafic thmugh the &ign of narmw streqts, many-ûaffic Iighis, parked cars, hard to 
ne otiate corners, wrdening sidewalks, shorting blocks and more pedestnan crossings. Jacobs targets for traffic 
&!ming any project that pi6  traffiic flow against otiw city uses. 
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form. In order to revitalize the core, Gruen recommended a series of steps that would eliminate 

automobiles fiom the streets, and preserve the streets for pedestnan trafic. While the plan was 

adopted by city authorities, only certain features, such as the creation of a loop road around the 

core and pedestrian-oriented streets, were implemented. 

M i l e  Gruen's plan was never hlly realized the ongoing deveiopment of downtown 

Copenhagen, Demark as a pedestrïan precinct provides a lesson for other cities. During the 

1 9 6 0 ~ ~  when traditional streets and squares were tumed into high speed arterials and parking lots, 

city planners in Copenhagen decided to Iimit access by car. The concept was to take away 

lanes and reduce parking by 2% per year in order to retum the area to people by creating public 

space instead of providing an environment for cars (Gemzoe 1998). 

The project began in 1962 by turning the old main street of Copenhagen into a pedestrian 

street. While reservation came fiom politicians, bus companies and merchants, people were 

walking up and down in thousands fiom the fust day and it tumed out to be a great economic 

success (Gemzoe 1998,24). Copenhagen's downtown provides two examples of the importance of 

pedestrian streets. First, the process of change must be evolutionary to graduaIly aIlow cars and 

drivers the time to change -c habits, and people on foot need time to find out ways of using the 

new spaces. Second, making streets pedestrian-only has become an economic strategy to revitalize 

the downtown. 

While the apostates' ideas were met with partial interest, with the exception of 

Copenhagen, major new satellite towns, neighborhoods, and public housing projects in Europe and 

North America effectively realized aspects of the automobile-inspired dreams of the Neighborhood 

Unit, the Greenbelt Town, Broadacre City, and the Radiant City. 

2 3 3  Synopsis 

The result of the Decentrist and Urbanist fracture in urban design changed the way cities 



were perceived and woutd have ciramatic impacts upon the design profession itself. From the 

Decentrist and Urbanist we have inherited design theones of segregated land uses, sprawling or 

concentrated living, and automobile or pedesû-ian-oriented transportation systems. Ultimately the 

dominant philosophy was to embrace the automobile which meant that activities could be 

separated - making accessibility a measure of time not distance. The result of these differing views 

not only changed the way cities were perceived but would also weaken the role of the urban 

designer in the future. 

2.4 Contemporary Cities 

By the 1950s, urban designers no longer had a role in creating a vision for cities, instead 

specialists were analyzing specific structural components and providing solutions in virtual 

isolation of one another. Moshe Safdie (1997) and Peter Hall (1996) describe how university 

training and professional practice fiagmented urban design into distinct disciplines (architecture, 

city planning, and transportation planning), and narrow functional tasks of designing individual 

buildings, writing zoning by-laws, or designing transportation networks - d e r  than perceiving 

the city as a whole. Since then cities have become physically and socially-fragmented, and suffer 

fiom what Richard Sennett has called a 'sufieit of sameness'; meanwhile, the problems that once 

plagued the industrial city now affect the entire metropolitan area.'' 

Despite the professional cleavages and the problems of the city a new generation of urban 

designers have begun to look at the city in a sustainable way. There exist both conservative and 

radical schools of thought on the subject. The conservative school has corne to be associated with 

37 Anthony Downs (1989) has identifkd four major flaws with the current rnetmrlis; (1) excessive travei 
ne& brought about b lowdensity development patterns; (2) inadequate housing for ow-morne eamers; (3) no 
eons~zlsus on how to fkance i n ~ c t u r e  neais equitably; and 4) no effective politicai mechanimi to deai with 
conflicts between the welfare of society as a whole and welfare O ! smdler segments of that society. Consequently, 
Downs has called for a new vision to guide metropolitan development in the future. 



New Urbanism. This school of thought recognizes the discontinuity between existing hinonc 

cities and the mega-developments of today, the devastation caused to traditional cities by 

contemporary transportation, the congestion and density of hi&-rise centers, and the huge scale 

rnega-developments in cornparison with the pedestrianized cities of the nineteenth century. At the 

opposite end of the spectrum are the visions of what the city might be. This school of thought 

recognizes the ecological, the need for new urban form, and the declining importance of the 

automobi le. 

2.4.1 New Urbanism 

In Canada and the United States, an interest in pre-automobile urban design began to 

gather particular rnornentum in the early 1990s? At that time urban designers began to provide an 

alternative to development patterns by introducing traditional architectural vernacular, and to 

develop towns that rnimicked the design of pre-automobile villages.39 Since then a design 

philosophy has evolved fkom a disparate group of designers rejecting 'conventional' suburban 

planning to a fully fledged movement called the Congress for New Urbanism (0. Onginally 

fonned in 1993 the CNU now has 500 members and an articulated vision about the re-creation of 

31 The lineage of the rnovement can be traced to an earlier combination of theones and profwional practices. 
New Urbanism is coincident with the emergence of a postmodern theory in architecture in the early 1980% which 
emphasized local vernacular and more traditional f o m  of urban design (Fulton 1996). Two landrnark residential 
developmcnts, pattery Park City, a new-tom-in-town development created in 1979 on 92 a m s  in Manhattan, and 
another in Seas!de Flonda, an 120-acre mort town created in 1985 both of which included a grid street system, and 
stnct design guidelines are becoming the symbols of a new design movernent 

39 The towns shared the following characteristics: a mixed-F core; the &@ment of em loyrnent-and civic 
centers; fostenng a sense of wmmunity meet patterns that allow dnvers and pedestnans a vanex o h a t h  O tions; 'e S encouragement of socioeconomic diversification by providing housing for al1 income types; a b anced Ian use mrx to 

le to walk between midences, businesses, and employment centers; higher than ical subinban density as 
f&g!?locatiaang various uses within walking distance; meeu da~gned to encourage m%fe; common open 
deslgned for u b l ~  use, oAen modeled after an historie village square; and, a distinct architecnval character 
a e r  the 1ocaPvernacular (~ookout 1992; Pearson 1990). 



both the neighborhood and the region:" 

Prior to W s  formation, the disparate followers of the movement had several distinct 

developrnent types and spedfic design objectives, they are: traditional neighborhood developrnents 

which attempt to change suburban development patterns; transit-oriented developments which 

focus on alternative transportation systems; hamlets have provided a new design process; and 

metropolitan purlieus have created new zoning regulations. Each of these contributions, plus a 

mixture of land uses, have become the hallmarks of New Urbanism. 

Traditional neighborhood developments .QTJDs) were created by the f m  Duany 

Plater-Zyberk @PZ) to counteract decades-old zoning laws and traEc engineering that had 

established easy vehicular circulation in new developments. 

Figure 23 The TND of Duany Plater-Zyberk at Seaside in Florida 80 acres of vistasy narrow strcets, and 
public spaces. Source: Fulton 1996. 

- 
Incorporating planning ideas from Unwin, Peets, NoIan and Krier and their knowiedge of 

the history of North American town planning, DPZ's TNDs are designed around a small town with 

40 The New Urbanin vision, rooted in the 1991 Ahwahnee PrincipIes, was presented in 1996 with the CNU 
Charter (sec Fulton 1996). The Charter is a set of fiindamental principles that is a cornprehensivc strate containin a 
s t a t p m t  of values, and a nurnber of strategies to uidc public olicy, developrncnt practioc and urban ranning and: 
design Above ail the Charter is an effort to redeke the urban famiscape by address~ng sprawl. 



a mix of housing and commercial uses, with streets and sidewaIks scaled to the pedestrian, and 

narrow roads for cars (Chirstofordis 1 994). To manage fiirther growth they sunround ttieir towns 

with greenbelts (Knack 1989; Knox 1993). The towns of Seaside, Florida, and Kentlands, located 

on a 352 acre site fifieen miles from Washington, D.C., are symbolic of their goals.41 

San Francisco architect Peter Calthorpe has created transit-oriented developments (TODs), 

or pedestrian pockets, which are mixed-use areas located within a five-minute waking radius of a 

Iight rail transit station (Calthorpe 1993) .42 The 100 to 500 acre TOD and DPZ's TNDs resemble 

each other, particularly in terms of their peciestrian scale and housing diversity. What 

distinguishes TODs from TNDs, and traditional subuhan development, is the emphasis on public 

transit, relatively higher density, oEce complexes, and a restoration of open space interspersed 

between and within pockets (Bressi 1990).4" 

The benefits of higher density within TODs are many, including af5ordable housing, but 

their greatest attribute is the ability to reduce the amount of vehicle miles traveled WT). In a 

study to determine the reIationships between density, land use and transportation in low and high 

density areas in the San Francisco area John Holtzclaw demonstrated a consistent relationship. He 

found that VMT is reduced by 30% by doubling of population density (Woodhull 1992). How 

41 Duany and PIater-Zyberk haye recentl produced a master plan for CorneIl, a new urban communi 
t o m  of Markham, Ontario, encompasmg a l a d m  of980 hectares with a projected populahon of 27.O 
and T o k a .  1995). 

42 Calthorpe (1993) strongly advocates TODs for redevelo ing suburban areas. He argues that a modest 
i n c r e e  in densipes, to 12-16 uni4per acre, transit becomes feasibe m the niburbs (Calthorpe 1993). Calthorpe:~ 
~ e l i ~ c e  on transit stems from a desire to reduce automobile de endence. As such he includes the "park once" pmciple 
in his d-gns. He acknowlcd a that peoplq rnay arrive at the f OD by but thaî +ey wll nw only to pz+ once to 
meet thev needs (Fulton 1998. In c?rnpanson O Calthorpeqs iom bon for density, a pedestnan pocket III Redmond 
Washington was developed at a density of 35 uni& to the acre &mgd!k 1998). 

43 The prototypicz+ TOD clusters two thousand -iden- - includjn apartmen9 over s torq townhouses, and 
single-farnily homes withui a quarter-mile wallc of a transit station. A 2 suburb might hold a Iittle over seven 
hundred homes in the same acreage (B-i 1990). Each packet is intes& to chan e travel behavior, develop its own 
idmtity and would be connecteci together dong a rapid transit system. A -nt *%y by Dunphy and Fisher (19%) 
concludes that incrrasin demity shar&inaea~s transit use, and they roconunend the m i o n  of more cfficaent 
suburbs through growth%oundaries, O s, and higher levcls of transit services. 



does this density increase affect transit use in low density automobile dependent cities. In the City 

of Los Angeles the average density is 7300 peaondsq. mile, and the average population density 

served by buses is about 10;000. Where the population density is 15,000 there is no diniculty 

attracting people to bus service (Woodhull 1992). In order to compensate for the increase in 

residential density Calthorpe has made open green spaces an important part of the TOD. These 

affects are intended to be repeated at the regional scaIe. 

Figure 2.4 The illustration on the left dernonmates the typicai features of a TOD: a mixcd-use cote, and a 
stcp down pattern of density - from high to Iow - moving away fiom the core (Source: Kelbaugh 
1997, 128). On the nght is the TOD of Bayside Village, in San Francisco, located within a 5 
minutes waik of an LRT station- Source: Schoor 1999 

TODs are designed to function within a larger-scale regional framework where 

communities are connected through public transit stations to allow residents access to jobs, 

services and cultural activities located across the metropolis. For example, a TOD located in San 

Francjsco's North Beach area, called Bayside Village, is located within walking distance of a light 

rail transit (LRT) station, the downtown, the new Pacific Bell basebal1 stadium, and linked to the 

Bay Area Rapid Transit system (see Figure 2.4). Furthermore, a regional plan for a twenty-three 

thousand acre site just south of San Diego recently received approval for development. By the 

year 2020, Calthorpe hopes to accommodate eighty thousand residents in eleven TODs 

surrounding San Diego; the communities are to be connected by the existing highway system, as 
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well as a planned extension of the San Diego trolley system (Calavita 1993). 

Anton Nelessen, a planner in New Jersey, has not only reintroduced traditionaI community 

design, but has also encouraged a new design process called imaginee~g.  Nelessen's designs are 

referred to as harnlets - a traditional eastem US. small town fonn that consists of a comrnon town 

square, and fi@ to one hundred closely spaced single-family detached homes. The homes feature 

front porches, small fiontages, and a common open space in the rear - unlike some TND designs 

where back yards abut service alleys. Positioned around the town center are community facilities 

like churches and shops. 

To create the harnlet Nelessen emphasizes public participation in the design process. 

Using a visual preference technique, called "imagineering", to identifL the common vision of the 

harnlet, community leaders and politicians have a chance to work together to create goals, 

strategies, policies, and zoning by-laws (Knack 1991). 

Canadian planner Ian MacBurnie (1992) has combined aspects of TNDs and TODs as 

well as Garden City and suburban models to create the "metropolitan purlieu." 4 4  MacBurnie's 

development guidelines focus on building design regulations, including guidelines for the height, 

footprint and setback of buildings, rather than on building use. In this respect, it is perhaps the 

most flexible of the models because property owners are not confined by traditional zoning uses.45 

u Purlieu, a French term meaning a frequently visited neighborhood on the metropolitan fiïnge, is defmed by 
MacBurnie a s  a cornmuni encompassin about 150 acres, accornmodating seven thousand residents, and employment Y opportunitio for thm to our thousand. h e  mehopolifan purlieu includa a variety of houzing choices from single 
famiIy detached homes to highdensity apartments. 

45 This system is similar to performance zoning. Rather than ma pin predetermined development uses and 
building rcgulations a city can use a point as  criteria for dcvelo ment Ifevekpers compete with one another to rarn 
the most points by meeting various social and environmental ofjectives laid down by the city. 



Figure 2.5 Nelessen's Hamlet's (Mt) and MacBumie's Purlieus. Source: Christofordis 1996, 9. 

Like TODs, purlieus are transit-oriented and regionally-based. Individual communities 

are baseci on a grid transportation structure, are separateci by greenbelt., and share a common t o m  

center. The grid structure is repeated at the regional scale, and individual communities are linked 

with north-south rail lines, east-west bus routes, and bicycle patbs. 

The aforementioned designs have contributed to the development of the CNU, however 

the New Urbanist goals go well beyond the goals of the earlier designs. For example, the CNU, as 

outIined in their 1996 Charter strives to design neighborhoods, . 

diverse in use and population; communities should be designed for the 
pedestrian and transit as well as the car, cities and toms should be shaped 
by physically defmed and universaily accessible public spaces and community 
institutions; urban places should be h e d  by architecture and landscape 
design that celebrate local history climate, ecology, and building practice 
(Gabor and Lewinberg 1997). 

- The intent of the Charter is to recognize the problems of current development, and seeks to 

addresslhe ecological, social, and economic impacts of design. New Urbanists are comprehensive 

in their attempt to address contemporary problems by recognizing the built environment on a 

numbeiof scales - The Region: the metropolis, the city and town; The Metropolis: neighborhoods, 

districts and corridors; and, The Neighborhood: the block, the Street and the building. 

The implementation of the New Urbanist approach requires a comprehensive and 



interdisciplinary approach, in which transportation planning plays a significant role. The 

comprehensive approach begins with a change to the planning process and development practice 

through the creation of a ëornprehensive plan, a plan of subdivision and new zoning bylaws.'"e 

process is intended to be an interdisciplinary approach in which design professionals work together 

with many stakeholders to elaborate a physical concept into the cornprehensive plan (Gabor and 

Lewinberg 1997). 

These aspects of a new planning process were displayed in the development of Corne11 ; 

and Seaton, two New Urbanist cornmunities in the Greater Toronto area. For exampIe, the 

interdisciplinary aspect was vital to the cornpletion of Seaton. In 1991 the Ontario Ministry of 

Housing worked with a range of public and private stakeholders to develop a set of planning 

principles for the Seaton lands. In 1993 an 18-month planning and consuitation process, managed 

by a governrnent-appointed cornmittee, began with the goal of creating a mode1 community that 

was practicaI and workable. To accomplish its task the cornmittee sponsored working sessions, 

public open houses and meetings to include neighbors, residents, organizations and politicians in 

the process. The development of Seaton led Neufeld and Tokarz to conclude, in a time of 

increasingly scarce resources combined with the absolute necessity of stakeholder support, make 

partnerships indispensable ('Neufeld and Tokarz 1995,32). These events demonstrate that creating 

, new development patterns not only requires a change in current planning process but also that 

plans not be developed in isolation of the interests, skills and energy of stakeholders. 

46 The significance o f  this process is the episternological change in planning practice. Rather than wing coarse 
~rain tools, nich as traditional zorung bylaws. which are an mfiexible medium to wntrol land usa, plamers are using 
m e  grain bylaws to prescribe density and buiIt form rathcr than land use. 



The most contentious aspect of New Urbanisrn is its transportation component? New 

Urbanist transporiation systems are presented as a means to change travel behavior by locating 

residences within a quarter i d e  walking distance of shops, schools and transit stops, and 

designing a flexible road system that creates an extensive hierarchy of streets to reduce 

auto-dependence, increase walking, bicycling and transit use, and reduce travel distances and 

times. A growing body of research Iiterature supports New Urbanists' claims, narnely that compact 

urban form promotes more efficient land use (Handy 1996), a grid road network disseminates - 

W i c  more eficiently than curvilinear road systems (McNalIy and Hardy 1994), and high density 

developments promote walking, cycling and transit use (Dunphy and Fisher 1996; Messenger and 

Ewing 1996). These studies demonstrate that reducing automobile dependence requires a 

comprehensive strategy to create public policies that direct growth on a regional level rather than 

simply improving transit or the pedestrian environment. 

The comment and critique of New Urbanism has primarily focused on its impacts at the 

neighborhood scale; however, more attention is now being focused on the city and regional 

scales." Critics have argued that New Urbanism is: not tmly urban, particularly with most of its 

developments on greenfÏeId sites (Lehrer and Milgrom 1996); a stylistic attempt to revive the past 

(Mergenthaler 1993); not able to offer socio-economic integmtion because the commun@ 

 sid dents are more interested in enhancing property values rather than achieving community 

17 New Urbanists utilize a ure d, or near grid street network to promote extensive comectivity between land 
uses and to disseminaie M c  ef&ientFthroy$ a nei borhood A conven~onal street system, like those in the 
Greenbdt Town, or Neighborhood Unit, consists of on ? y es ofstreets: local streets, coiiector streets, and 
arterisl $reets. These stems, New Urbanists argue, are luniteEd inflexible and thmfore inefficient because it 
forces v~rtually al1 &C through a limited nupber of intersections at the arterial streets (Fulton 1996). The rnpdified 
grid ystern? advocated by New Urbanists, which creates more through streets and resuIts m a systern that provides 
rnotonsts with more route optcons, cuts down on the number and iength of trips. 

48 William Fulton (1996 is critical of the New Urbanist approach. He observes that New Urbanism does not 
suficiently address architec turai egoisrn, regiond environmental concerns, and sustainable development, Fulton 
argues for the adoption of what he calls The New Re ionaiism which would cornplement The New Urbanisrn. Douglas 
Kelbaugh, in his book Cornmon Place (l997), using L e  concept of critical regionalism, has attem ted to establi~h a 

principles regiondly is to view the region as andogous to the neighborhood. 
P conceptual fiamework for regional planning and design. Kelbaugh concIudes the best way to app y New Urbanist 



diversity (Knox 1993); only able to reduce impacts minimally because the continuing 

preference for the private automobile (Bressi 1990), and finally, New Urbanism has been unable to 

integrate a regional perspective into their philosophy, particularly in regard to transportation 

(Lehrer and Mi Igrom 1996). 

New Urbanists counter the criticism with an attempt to integrate a mixture of compatible 

land uses within a town center, and the creation of a public realm for socialization. The New 

Urbanist community, Celebration, Iocated in Florida is the best example of this attern~t.'~ The 

developer of Celebration desired to mix incomes and ages, as weIl as cornbining land uses by 

situating apartments above stores, townhouses adjacent to schools, and commercial centers within 

neighborhoods (Dunlap 1997). The mixed-use development runs counter to the traditional 

separation of employrnent-related uses, such as office and industrial uses, which are distinctly 

separated fiom residential uses. This separation made sense when industries were incompatible 

because of their noise and odor, but it makes less sense in today's economy of information services 

and cleaner industries. 

The planners who developed Celebration used urban design to establish a sense of 

community. This has been accomplished by defining the relationship of the Street to buildings, 

placing civic buildings in prominent locations, and developing the town center before the 

residentia1 phase was completed. For example, the public r e a h  in Celebration was defined fiom 

the outset. The developers took the unusual step of building the town center first, believing that 

shops and eating places arranged in a town-square-like setting would be a valuable amenity, and 

be critical to helping Celebration become a living town. Even before the first residential phase 

49 Celebration, a creation of the Disney Corn any, encompasses 10,000 acres with building allowed on only 
halfthat (Gindror 1997). The t o m  will have 8,000\0- arran ed in compact neighborhoods within w a m g  
distance of a lakeside downtown. The plan for the town, created % Stem and Robemon, was develo ed &er a seria 
of design charettes acmss the United States to detemine residentidand nei borhwd preferenca. &mey, after B" observing that 20-30% of charette partici ants wanted a.New Urbanist deve opment modeled on p ~ ~ W ? r l d  War II 
d l  to- such as Easlham ton, ~ o n ~ k l a n d ,  determined to market to and capture, al1 îhose familis uitensted ln an 
alternative to conventional urlan developrnent. 



was completed Celebration had restaurants and bars, a book store and a corner grocery (Bressi 

1997). 

The diversity provided by the mixing of uses, and incorporating public spaces, in 

Ceiebration suggests that the New Urbanism as  a whole is able to accommodate changing ideas 

about commercial, residential and public space, answer some of its critics, and blaze a trail for 

designs that are more sustainable. 

2.43 Cities of the Future 

Some urban designers have recognized that urban development over the last f@ years has 

severed humanity's association with nature. Essentially, they have resolved that the city is not one 

coherent entiq but a series of tiny little appendages, called subdivisions, scattered throughout the 

city without connections to rivers, streams and forests. The resuit is the separation of the "built 

environment", or the physical structure of the city, fiom the "natural environment" manifesting an 

outcome of ecological illiteracy (Wann 1993).5Vn other words the natural environment is so 

divorced from human experience that we clearly do not appreciate nor understand the behavior of 

ecosysterns. 

Futurists want to see the built environment and the natural environment as one and the 

same, built and designed to be mutually support ive. Futurists' design proposals involve 

ecological experiments, complex high-density arrangements and the abolition of automobiles, as in 

- the work of Baubiologists, Paolo Soteri, and Michael Sorkin. These proposals demonstrate a fiil1 

M Fritoj Capra describes an alternative state dled ecological literac . This means that valuable lessons can be 
Ieamed from the study of rcosystems, which are sustainable communities o&hnts, anirnals, and Mcro-organim. 
Being ecologically Iiterate means understanding the principles of organization of ecosystems and using those principles 
for creating sustainable human communities. 



embrace of ecological p~c ip les ,  and an abandonment of unsustainable urban design? 

The Baubiologie movement has become a deep-rooted persona1 ethic to take on 

responsibility for energy saving and to be ecologically aware. Its origin was codified in 1976 by 

Anton Schnber, founder of the Institute of Building Biology and Ecology, who constnrcted the 

first 'biological house' (Molinari 1991). Baubiologie communities, like the village of Kassal, 

Germany offer an opportunity to control energy consumption, waste disposa1 and the recycling of 

water. Adherence to ecological doctrine is the guiding principle of the settlement. For example, - 

there are no sealed surfaces in the settlemenf instead they must al1 be porous. The roofs are 

covered with grassy turf, and the roads, car parks and footpaths are covered with gravel. In 

Kassal, the designers of the community have recognized that rainwater need not be refuse and so it 

is not channeled into the drains but is stored for irrigation. The rain which falk ont0 the roofs is 

absorbed into the turf, and that which falls on the roads disperses and finds its way into the water 

table. Persona1 cornmitment to create a natural environment has worked in communities like 

Kassal. They have designed a new fom of urban settlement based on the principles of nature, not 

the traditional regulations of city planning. 

Paolo Soleri's architecture, called arcology (ecoIogica1 architecture), is the manifestation of 

a new kind of environment called neonature, which creates high-density living, working and 

playing environments (Soleri 1933). Soleri, a student of Frank Lloyd Wright and architect of 

Arcosanti (see Figure 2.9), believes that his theory of arcology represents a change of mind and 

attitude, and that we have a duty to prevent complete disruption of ecological systems. 

5 1 Architect Rem KooIhaas believes we are heading towards a global understanding of the urban condition 
(Koolhaas 1996). AIthough he indicts the Modern movernent's architectural goak and its consequential 
autornobilesriented urbanism for causin decades of urban destruction, he reco izes that the present chaotic urban 
assemblages are inevitable and weicornetf A ncw urbanisxri, he believes, should%nbrace divenity by abandonin the 
Modern notion of h m o n y  and overd1 coherence entirely. Inspired by his own advice, or perhaps by popu~ar cufnire. 
Koolhaas has descfibed h!s urbq projects, such as Congrexpo and those in Fukuoka, Japan, in eneral as 'ceIebrating 
the end of rnodernist senumentaiin/, and specifically dealing with 'nothingness' (Koolhaas 1998. 



For Solen, the sustainability of human environments requires the use of ecological 

imperatives to create high dénsity settlements. For exampie, arcologies are built on the principle of 

carrying capzcity, whereby the optimum size of a settlernent is determined by the resources that 

c m  sustain it. In order to achieve this principle the built environment is constructed.so that the 

distances of time, and the obstacles separating the person fiom the location of activities, are scaled 

down to the supply of energy available to each person. For example, in Soleri's concept of a 

'hyperstructure', a population of 520,000, at a density of 171,000 people per square mile, lives in a 

megastructure designed to have low per capita energy consumption (see Figure 2.6). In other 

words Soleri intends to create a settlement that is dense enough to wak to work and to leisure 

pursuit. by creating a structure that has very little Mpact on the environments2 

Figure 2.6 Located 65 miIes fiom Phoenix, in Arizona's Paradise Vallcy, Soleri's Arcosanti is an 
urban cxperiment. Cunrntly home to 300, Arcosanti rcpresmts a teal timc investigation 
into the propcr ratio of density, the concept of fnigality vs. self-suffïciency, and of 
planning vs. spontaneity. His arcologies are intcnded to promote the reorganization of 
the sprawling metroplis into dense and inkgratcd towns and citics. Source Levy 1997, 166. 

52 This concept of densi f o m  the basis of Solcn's thesis, and is exemplificd in the quaiion: Arcolo = 
MiniatUriZation (Sole+ 1969). makia this connation he belicva m l o g y  @$e !ink b a w p  the nahd% the 
artifcial. The kc to Iinkagc is w L  hc 2 1 s  Uiniaturization' - the proccss th& mmunuqthe pnmc handicap of the 
physica! worlc!, Xe tirne-spacc strait-jacket More simply, density of human sdtlmiait bnngs a convergence among 
the apparent dlvergenccs of nature, matter and energy. 



More recently, there have been proposals'at the metropolis scale that completely displace 

the car as the primary mode of transportation in favor of pedestrian-oriented systems. For example, 

architect MichaeI Sorkin creates systems of transportation comdors at ground level and building 

masses that have either multiple geometries, or no perceptible order at all- Influenced by chaos 

theory Sorkin has created entire urban Iandscapes in three-dimensionaf proposals in which 

buildings are constmcted to create an extensive network of pedestrian ways (Safdie 1 997). 

2.43 Synopsis 

The social, economic, and environmental issues of contempomy cities have inspired : 

urban designers to redesign the human environment to become more sustainable. New Urbanism 

provides an alternative set of design principles for urban development, however, much has yet to 

be discovered about the approach, particularly in regard to transportation. Futurists, meanwhile, 

have demonstrated the need to reconnect the urban environment with nature, increase densities, 

and abolish the automobile in favor of pedestrian systems. In general, contemporary urban 

designers are coming to appreciate that resources are finite and that the human environment must 

reflect this reality. 

2.5 Synthesis 

The grand visions of the city that have been manifated in urban design are principally 

about the bettement of humanity. However, the purpose and the characteristics of each proposa1 

are ofien conflicting. Despite the conflicting nature of its proposals the Modem City has not 

resolved social, economic and environmental issues. As a result, contemporary urban designers are 

attempting to resolve these issues through a reinterpretation of p s t  urban design proposals, and an 

introduction of radically new urban designs. 

In the spectrurn of proposals for the contemporary city there are the New Urbanists at one 

end, with a desire to preserve traditional values of Iife in a small town, and at the other end, there 
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are the Futurists who believe current reality requires new architectural expression. Despite the 

difference of approach the proposals share the following characteristics: walking cornplements the 

automobile; a mixture of rand uses located within close proximity of one another; an increase in 

residential densities; a street system based on a pure grid or near-grid structure; multi-centered 

development; and closer association with nature. 

In the middle of the spectrum lies the Modem City where primacy has been given to urban 

design based on a Modernist vision. Today, there is hardly a city planned since the end of World 

War II that does not embody the principles of the Garden City, Broadacre City o r  the Radiant City. 

The tegacy of Howard, Wright and LeCorbusier is cities planned for low-density residential living 

in the suburbs and high-density work environments in the urban core, where transportation 

systems are created for automobile traff~c, and where land uses are separated to produce a 

habitable and sanitary city. 

The critique of the Modern City can be summarized as ecologically unsustainable, or more 

specifically in three ways: the failure to establish a re1ationship.with the natural environment; the 

failure to facilitate interaction between citizens; and, the underestimation of effect of the 

automobile (Ewing 1997; Safdie 1997). Any urban design proposa1 for the future should resolve 

these facets. 

The drawings provided by Modern urban designers did not accurately describe the city, 

and the city dweller's relationship to natures3 For example, LeCorbusier's Radiant City did not 

- 
n Urban designers can not be blamed for the dislocation and severing of ties with nature. Society in general 
has corne to believe in one generd principle regarding the environment. N a m  is understood to be stable, its changes 
unalterable, and its capacities enduring and impervious to Our resence (Folke 1991). This myth was ounded in the 
Greek's general philosophy that humans were at the center of &e universe and could do as the desirefwithouf 
consequeme. This is the myth of anthropocentrism and was updated by the binh of the scientiHc and indumiai 
revolution. 

w e r e  the Greeks defined ha piness as a means achieving intellechiai knowledge, Bacon defines ha piness 
exclusively in terms of matenal and utikarian procurement Thus nature was seen as a fining object for peo& to 
dpminate and Fe. The G f e e 4  and Bacon have effective1 se arated humankind frorn nature, But it was duhg and 
s F e  Bacon's Iife th$ civilisation ha! the technology to d e r  $e environment As a result we have built ciaes, endless 
cities - a Megalopolis that has conspired agarnst nature. Mountains are replaced by s .scrapers and mega-structures, 
hi11 sides are replaced by dorned stadiums, and rivers are replaced by 'wet and wild par % - 



convey how the spaces between the high-nse towers, between the acres of parking, and the endless 

configurations of highways would be used- In reality, the green of the drawings became gray parks 

of asphalt. Furthemore, the-one-acre self-sufficient homestead and the regional town that Wright 

imagined has not evolved into a close-knit community of farmers and craftspersons working with 

nature. The consequences of LeCorbusier's and Wright's plans have resulted in a detachment fiom 

nature, and an urban fabnc consisting of highway and parking lots, vast tracts of open space and 

well-manicured parks and residential lots." Despite the deficiency of ecological diversity in the - 

designs, Save for public parks, this type of development was considered a harmonization of 

humanity with nature. 

Since the turn of the twentieth century urban designers have effectively helped defeat one 

of the original purposes of urbanity itself - to facilitate interaction among people (Bookchin 1986; 

Engwicht 1993). The reason for the devaluation of intimate social contact relates to two factors: a 

reliance on regulation, and a reliance on te~hnology.~~ For example, in a comparison of design 

principles between ancient cities and modern cities Mun-ay Bookchin, in The Limits of the City, 

demonstrates that the former has a human scale design that emerged from the intimate association 

between the entire community, while the latter was based on legal regdations to engineer a 

homogenous living and working environment. The consequence, concludes Bookchin, 

54 The automobile-oriented design5 in Lecorbusiet's and Wright's plans, that had people Iiving and working at 
both very high and very low densities, both equally promised to save considetable time in travel. However this 
convenience has come at a high socid and environmentai cost, particularly Wright's vision of a tow density 
development which subdivides land until every acre is develo ed; there is never enough fùnctional O en space for civic 
uses, orto p-*e ecotones, such as wetlands. - Without su&spaces, Ewing (1997) concludes that Lre can oot be 
authentic public Me or vital ecological systems in a community. 

55 Since the industrial revoIution goverment re lation and technology has brought radical changes to our life. 
For example, technology has incrmin ly k e n  able <O #an e, rnodify and transfomi our environment, thus presenting 
us with an ever different world in whici to act and choow. has bmught the cornputer, new nuclear applications for 
both-peace and war, biolo icai and genetic research and an absolutely staggering amount of by-products, waste and 
dsbns which on1 gradua& began to be recognized as both troubtnome and dangerous (Wann, 1990). It is elear that 
our techno~o~icai)~rowers is beginning to have an incalculable effect on ow lives, cuiîure, and the earth. 



is that the neighbourliness in the modern city is mistaken for organic social intercourse and 
mutual aÏd, and any appearance of community conceals the incompleteness of an intimate and 
shared social life. Whereas in the ancient city the relations between people produced the design 
eIements to create a coherent and vital urban entity consisting of accessible markets and public 
spaces (Bookchin 1986,200). 

The inability to facilitate social interaction is also largely due to a reliance on technology. 

For Frank Lloyd Wright and LeCorbusier the technological advance of the automobile were Ieft to 

foster interaction. For exarnple, in a critique of LeCorbusier's Cite de Trois Villes Marshall 

Berman, author of AI1 That 1s Solid Melts into Air, describes the architects' complete distaste for. 

the vitality of street life in favor of technology, 

in this street, as in the modem factory, the best-equipped mode1 is the most 
thoroughly automated: no people, except for people opemting machines; no 
unarmored and unmechanized pedestrians to slow the flow. Cafes and places 
of recreation will no longer be the fingus that eats up the pavements of Paris. 
In the city of the future, the macadam will belong to kaflic alone . . . LeCorbusier's 
great contribution: no streets, no people ... LeCorbusier said it very cIearIy in 1929: We 
must kill the street! (Berman 1982,168) 

LeCorbusier not only failed to reconcile the scale, m a s  and concentrated activities represented by 

the ta11 buildings with any new idea of a humane social space, hé did not even try? As a resuIt 

technology as a design principle in itself degrades urban life precisely to the degree that technique 

celebrates its power to control the city's destiny (Bookchin 1986). 

In total, urban design based purely on regulation and technology represent a limited view 

of what urbanity could be. This cm, however, be remedied by thinking about the kind of life for 

which is being planned, and understand its values and meanings, rather than obsessing on the 

specific forms in which it rnay be expressed. 

Finally, urban designers have underestirnated the impact that the automobile would have 

on urban form, and misunderstood the implication of creating a separation between 

$6 LeCorbusier planned only one ciy, Chandigarh, in India He d e s r d  i! as an American cjty suitable for the 
routine use of automob!les making its spatial arrangement contradictory to e traditional way of Indian hfe (Safdie 
1997). 



pedestrians and  automobile^.^ Frank Lloyd Wright believed that Broadacre would solve al1 

trafic problems. However, he did not come close to anticipating regional populations of millions, 

and the very high number of daily automobile trips. Furthemore, LeCorbusier's vision of 

skyscrapers in the park degenerates into skyscrapers and parking lots where there can never be 

enough parking (Jacobs 1961). UItimately, both designers underestirnated the extent of the 

infrastructure which would actually be necessary to overcome the distances of the Broadacre City, 

and the amount of parking needed to satisfy the number of automobiles in the Radiant City. 

The Modern City has also separated the automobile environment fiom the pedestrian 

environment, particularly in the Radiant City, the Greenbelt Town and the Neighborhood Unit- 

This has resulted in a war between automobiles and pedestnans that degenerates into strategies of 

creating exclusive places for pedestrians, and exciusive spaces for vehicles. In contrast, the main 

virtue of the TODs is not that they emphasize transit and completely lack cars, but rather that they 

are not dominated by cars. The designers of the Modem City did not recognize the importance of 

a balance between transportation modes - between automobiles and pedestrians, or for that matter 

between public transit and bicyclists. Separating these modes ultimately destroys urban vitality, 

and to fixate on the segregation of each as an urban design goal is to go at the problern fiom the 

wrong end. Jane Jacobs, in The Death and Life of Great American Cities, prescribes that cities 

need to be designed as lively places, and concludes that unmanageable city vacuums are by no 

- means preferable to congestion. 

- Today, the manifested values of pre-automobile urban fonn have been adapted to the 

contemporary metropolis, in both conservative and radical forms, seeking address the social, 

economic and environmental costs of the Modem City. New Urbanists have expressed theu goal 

57 Even with a conscipus emphasis on building grand networks of hi ways, roads, parking lots, and arking 
stp!ctures, the effect of al1 this automobile infrastructure was simply beyon anyone9s,(save for the apostatesf: frame of 
vtsion. 
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as a desire to create the compact, high-density neighborhoods in a regional setting. Meanwhile, 

fûturists have embraced ecological pnnciples in their designs. In doing so the designers of the 

Contemporary City have léapt forward to imagine an alternative to urban development that is 

either based on historical re-interpretation or ecological principIes. In both cases the proposals 

either seek a balanced transportation system, or a gradua1 or immediate attrition of the car, to 

create a sustainable city. 

2.6 Conclusion 

Cities have historically been designed to provide the elernents of living, working, 

recreating and interacting. Urban design creates the places for these actions to occur, while 

transportation systems connect these elements together. Since the middIe of the twentieth century 

this retationship has overwhelmingly favored automobile technology, so much so that the design of 

the high density and compact city has been abandoned and the automobile has becorne valued over 

pedestrian, bicycling and transit systems. Despite these conditions there is an evolving recognition 

that a sustainable alternative, if not imperative, exists. 

In the Walking City a high-density, compact urban form was needed to rneet people's 

needs when everyone walked or used the streetcar. Now that few people do either the purpose of 

the high density city has vanished. The compact city was a least net cost solution to an access 

problem. It was the center of greatest accessibility when people moved on foot or streetcar to 

overeome distances. 

In the Tracked City and the Rubber City undue importance has been given to modes of 

circulation that promised the greatest mobility and speed leading urban designers to overlook the 

role and needs of pedestnan or cyclist. Since the 1950s better transportation systems have 

perrnitted auto-oriented designs to be built because formerly isolated farmland could support 



residentid and nonresidentiai activities. In other words the fiction of movement was eliminated. 

This has produced a situation where urban form and the transportation system promote the value of 

time saved rather than distarice negotiated as a mesure of access. In the Pre-Modern suburb, 

houses were clustered around a local market because walking to get groceries was important, or 

around the railroad station, because access to and fkom a job in the city was important. The 

automobile has made the suburban site aImost equal in terrns of access. This rnobility has corne at 

a price which has not only allowed the indefinite expansion of the city, but also cornmitted urban - 

designers to the one-dimensional solution that gives the automobile priority over other transport 

modes. 

The proposais by the New Urbanists and the Futurists suggests a postRubber City. This 

movement not only suggests a desire to reclaim the importance of wban design as determinant 

force in creating places for people rather than spaces for cars, but also to design a city that is 

sustainable. The New Urbanists have used the Tracked City concept of TODs, and the Futurists 

have used the Walking City concept of higher densities, to engender more sustainable patterns of 

living. The New Urbanists and Futurists are using the power of design to re-create cities that are 

more sustainable comrnunities, that make transportation work in context with community living, 

rather being the determinant of community living. These concepts demonstrate that the wide gap 

between what we 

- proposal, is ofien 

see when we look at Our cities, and what we get when we accept any design 

a matter of what transportation technology and system planning we employ. 



THE EVOLVI[NG P A W I G M S  OF URBAN TRANSPORTATION PLANNING 

Keeping the goal of this research in mind, the search for a better paradigm to guide the 

development of a fiiture sustainable transportation planning process, and given the indications in 

the previous chapter that urban design is becoming more sustainability-conscious, this chapter wilI 

introduce and refme the definition of the tive transportation planning paradigrns pursued by certain 

transportation plamers at various times in the past or at present. As an introduction to this chapter 

the definition of the transportation problem, the role of transportation planning and the 
- 

transportation planner, and the characteristics of the urban transportation planning process are first 

presented, as they are the common elements of the five transportation planning paradigms. 

3.0 The Transportation Problem 

Transportation planning since the mid-twentieth century has evolved as a response to the 
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transportation probIem as it was defined at any given time (Eüce 1985). The problem is defmed as - - 

a relationship between the use of the various modes of transportation and the provision of facilities 

in an atternpt to plan for traEc movement, accidents, congestion, transit, difficulties for 

pedestrians, environmental impact, and parking (Tolley and Turton 1995). To deal with these 

problems a transportation system is planned and managed by the profession known as 

û-ansportation planning. 

Figure 3.0 Transportation imposes social, environmental and economic cos& is on society. It is part 
of a dynamic problem oFten called a vicious cycle. Source: ToIley and Twton 1995, 183. 

3.1 The Transportation System and the Transportation Planner 

A transportation system is a basic component of an urban area's social, economic, and 

physicai structure. Michael Robinson (1993), a lecturer in the Department of Landscape 

Architecture at the University of Minnesota, has demonstrated how transport systems can make a 

positive contribution to city form by giving structure to cities. According to this view 

transportation systems are an investment in civic life, providing opportunities for travel and 

exchange, and ultimately in inf'iuencing patterns of growth by providing access to services and 



activities (Hodge 1993). 

The role of the transportation planner is to ensure that the transportation problem does not 

interfere with these opporfunities. According to the transportation planning literature this means 

that the transportation planner must create an efficient transportation system to accommodate 

pnvate and public transportation, the movement of goods, and the use of existing bansport 

facilities (Moore and Thorsnes 1994; Shunk 1992; Yu 1982). The planner creates the system 

through a procedure called the urban transportation planning process. 

3.2 The Urban Transportation Planning Process 

Camying out the practice of transportation planning in urban areas is identified with the 

application of the urban transportation planning process (UTP). The UTlP process, which is a 

common practice to transportation planners around the world, is a scientific, comprehensive and 

expert-driven process that has remained relatively consistent since its inception in the 1 ~ S O S . ~ "  

The UTP process is a scientific effort to provide quantitative estimates of the benefips and 

costs of transportation projects and system  configuration^.^^ The transportation planner has a 

number of analytical tools, narnely models and measurement techniques, to predict future travel 

sg n i e  UTP process has its on in in the urban ortation studies in Detroit (1953-56) and Chicago 
(195561). as well as the research con%ucted in 1954 a=mbia University, which p-nted k elmenu in the UTP 
rocess: mventories of land use, transport and travel; the analysis of ment  land use and travcl x-eristics; the 

!orecast of land use and p d  characteristics; the setting of oais anf the formulation of transpo* alternatives +signai 
to accommodate the rqected wvel  dexnands and land use &anges; and, the testing and evaluation of alternative 
transportation plans $irnitriou 1992). 

59 In the United States the methodology has been institutionaiized by govemment and su ported by IegisIation, 
such as the T ortation Efiicien Act for the 21s Cenniry (TEA 21), and its foreninna the fntemodal Surfaa 
~ ~ r t a t i o ~ c i e n  Act ( I S ~ ) ,  obli in rnetropoli(an planning agencies to $?pt particular procedures 10 
quali for govemment%nding. In Canada & e h  procm is organized a .  the municipal level. 



patterns and make recommendations about systems to be built in the future.60 Trmsportation 

planners are as comprehensive as possible in their analysis of future transportation systems (Yu 

1982). By coordinating trslIisportation studies with land use plans, plamers can determine how 

social and economic factors influence transportation behavior. 

The UTP process is designed to provide decision-making guidelines and pri~rities for 

fiiture investment and engineering of urban transportation infiastructure. Because 

decision-making is an integral part of implementing transportation plans the transportation planner- 

is seen as an 'expert' to evaluate the best course of action (Dimitriou 1992). Khisty (1996) and 

Carlson (1995) confirm the pIanner's role as expert, and observe that the ro1e of the public is that 

of the 'outsider' or 'partnef. In the absence of public discourse the transportation planner is 

afforded great fkeedom to determine the values, objectives, and the studies to be conducted in the 

transportation planning process. The UTP is M e r  defined by its assumptions, its general 

framework, and the four-step process. 

3.2.1 The Assumptions of the UTP 

In character, the UTP is an effort to predict and provide for urban transportation demand 

by simulating various transportation relationships on a regionaI, city, and neighborhood basis. The 

process predicts demand by: observations of current travel behavior generated fiom household 

and roadside surveys; advancing hypotheses conceming the reIationship between land use and 

movernent; testing these hypotheses as a basis for making estimates of hture travel demand: and, 

making recommendations (Dimitriou 1992). The UTP process has main two categories: the 

general framework; and, the four step process. 

60 The 'fiture', in transportation plannin is cdled a horizon period .The period is defin* as a time @une over 
the l o ~ g  or short tem. Lon range plans, whicfare staternents of funire visions and seen as a guide for eontmtpxs 
ganning , cover a paie obtwenty yean or pater (Shunk 1992). Thq short-ruge plan.generally eovers a penod of 
ive years, and its genesis as a Ianning Cool is commonly associateci with the transportation system management 

policies îhat ernerged in the 19$0s. 



3.22 The UTP Structure 
. - 

The UTP process is structured by an eight-stage process. Each stage provides a iogical 

progression of analysis. Thé steps are: project definition; projection of trends; constraints on the 

systern; options to pursue; formulation of scenarios; testing alternative scenarios; and, evaluation 

of each scenario based on specific criteria:' M e r  these stages are complete the recommendations 

of the transportation plan are presented to decision-makers to determine appropriate actions 

(Shunk 1992; Steuart 1977; Tolley and Turton 1995)- 

Cr- 

Figure 3.1 The Urban Transportation Planning Process. Source: Dimitriou I992,lO. 

ét The proc? can also be understood as a series of uestioas: Wat prqblem is -$e plan iptended to solve? 
How will the situatio? develop if the pmbblern continues? \&nt are the Iimits mthiq which plannmgmust oeeur? 
What an the akernattves and their strengths and weaknesses? What are the aItemative plans and opbons within @e 
constrauits? eow wouId each of the alternative lans work out in practxce? Whrch plan gives the greatest value in 
te- of solutions? (Tol1e.y and Turton 1995,198)- 



3.23 The Four Step Process 

The UTP process has a modeling component within its eight stages known as the four-step 

process (see Appendix II)? It is similarly descnbed by Dimitriou (1992) and TolIey and Turton 

(1995), as a technical analysis of automobile travel which corresponds to the decision-making 

steps of the trip maker, narnely: whether to make a trip (trip generation); where to go (trip 

distribution); which mode of transport to use (modal split); which route to use (trafic assignment). 

The models are used to analyze, simulate and forecast fùture trafEc movements based on land use 

and socio-economic data, such as the distribution of residences, ernploymenf and commerce. .- 

These are predicated by models relating to land uses, population trends, employment and 

incorne levels, and the performance of the urban economy. These forecasting techniques have 

remained relatively similar since the 1 9 5 0 ~ ~  however, landmark updates have been made in the 

Carolinas' Transportation Compact (Hartgen, McCoy and Walcott 1996), the San Francisco Bay 

Area Metropolitan Transportation Commission (Ewing 2998), and the Making the Land Use, 

Transportation, Air Quality Connection study, called LUTRAQ (~arlson 1995), which have 

demonstrated that land use, pollution and congestion factors, and walking and bicycling trips can 

al1 be accounted for within the four stage process. 

33 Five Transportation Planning Paradigms 

The paradigm used by the planner in the UTP process, according to transportation planner 
- 

Ron Rice (1985), has much to do with the perception of the transportation problem. Carlson 

(1997) and Ewing (1993) have identified five successive transportation paradigms that 

62 For a general description of the four stage process, its a plication, and how lanners have used this rnodel to 
detenpinc 'estirlatecf a t p t i v e  effecu', or gravity modeling, see l%ley and Turton !995. For a more-detailed 
description, which provides a conceptual genesis of the models, comparative analysis, and an evaluation of the models 
see Dlmitriou 1992. 



transportation planners have used to resolve the transportation problem. They can be characterized 

respectively by their emphasis on either increasing the capacity, mobility, accessibility, livability, 

and/or sustainability of thé transportation system. Each paradigm is not mutually exclusive, and 

builds on, or blends in, the knowledge of the previous paradigm. The following section will detail 

the characteristics that define each paradigm based on process and outcome elements, or 

characteristics. From this categorization an analysis can be made of the intent of each paradigm 

(the differences between the paradigrns and their characteristics are shown in Figure 3.6). 

3.4 The Capacity Paradigm 

The capacity paradigm, representing a period between 1950 to 1970, represented the first 

stage and initial buiIding block of transportation system planning, and was initiated as a response 

to rapid urbanization, and the drarnatic rise of automobile traff~c (Gakenheimer 1985). The 

paradigm places a high value on engineering and technological solutions to alleviate congestion 

and provide time savings to travelers by providing roadways, fieeways and highways (Danforth 

1 WO)? The capacity paradigm should be understood as a desire to suppIy transportation 

infrastnrcture, with several defining process elements: a rational comprehensive approach; reliance 

on expert knowledge; the assumption of a fixed land use pattern over long-range horizon period; 

, and, speed as the measure of system performance. 

3.4.1 The Rational Comprehensive Ap proach 

- During the capacity era transportation planners rationalized hrture transportation 

63 For example, Detroit's transportation and land use plant T+US 1969),-envisag. that an additionai 600 km 8 of fieeway would be needed to meet travel demand. Planners rationalited at an rncrease in trip length, frorn IO to 16 
km, combined with a decrease-in public transport mode split (IWA and a rise in private rtation mode split 
90% indicated *e nced for sjgnificant ~ ~ c t u ~  investrnmt )folley and T U M ~  199"p"ane Jacobs bas 

Ihat As procen 1s representatwe of a posi~ve febdback loop, and fesu1fs in the emsion of eitio by automobi l~~Cobs  
1961). 



idkastructure and facility investrnent through the UTP pro ces^.^' In an examination of the 

professional context of transportation planning during thû period, Altshuler argued that the 

rational nature of the UTP process could be found in the transportation professionals' main 

assumptions, their self-image, their procedures, and their orientation toward key societal values 

(Altshuler 1974). This approach is charactenzed by an assurnption of public consensus; a 

preference for the automobile; expert decision making; technical analysis; and, comprehensive 

planning (Altshuler 1974). 

3.4.2 The Transportation Expert 

During this period transportation planning was limited to technical considerations that 

created an instrumental, or 'means-end', conception of transportation planning practice. This 

concept promotes the planner to a position of expert, rather than a part of the transactive process 

that occurs between planner and community (Friedmann 1987).65 For example, when the 

Penn-Jersey Study (1 959), and the Chicago Area Transportation Study (1 96 1) provided 

recommendations about the future transportation system, the planners were assumed to be acting in 

the public interest, but without involving the community in a rneaningfbl way (Gakenheimer 

1985). In the capacity paradigrn the expert planner knows how problems must be defined to be 

arnenable to a solution, and is able to determine a cornprehensive solution. Meanwhile, the public 

is never giveri a role in the process, except as "outsiders" (Khi* 1996). 

a The rational comprehensive approach, which ovides sophisticated ~ a l y s i s  techniques and elaborate 
forecasth rnodels, refen to a future daired state of &rs as well as those actions which would achicve that system 
(Camhis 1579). 

a This philosophy is enunciated by advocates of a central lanning authority. Thorstein Veblen, a professor in 
economics, believed experts should control the economy and s p A  for the public interest in order to care for the 
community's material welfate (Friedmann, 1987). Herbert Hoover believed that scientific rationaiizatipn and soc@ 
engineering b experts would raise livin standards, humanize relations, and integrate conflicting sociai elements mto a 
cornmunity ofinteres& (Friedmanp 1989). Rte acceptance of & s e  concepts, concluda Friedmann (1987), rcnilts in 
the belief that experts have the ability to lay out the future in advance. 



3.43 Land Use and Horizon Periods 

During the capacity era land use and horizon penods became critical elements of the UTP 

process. The fundamental assumption of transportation planners is a stable relationship between 

land use and demands for urban transportation services (Gakenheimer 1985)? Typically, as in the 

Penn-Jersey Transportation Study (1959) and the Chicago Area Transportation Study (1961), land 

use and locational decisions are incorporated into the four stage process, which would simulate 

urban growth and predict the pattern of population growth, land development, and transport - 

demands for a 20 year horizon period." These studies were based on the assumption of a fued 

development pattern of segregated land uses and the preference for automobile travel (Dimitriou 

3.4.4 Speed as a Measure 

During the capacity era, traveling speed became the ultimate measure of transportation 

system performance. When planners of this era evaluated a range of alternative transportation 

systems, differentiated by varying amounts of investment in highway, roads and public transit 

facilities, the system was judged on travel time, or speed (Rice 1985). This perspective is limited 

and oversimplifies the experience of travelen (Ewing 1993). In other words, transportation 

planners believed speed was desirable for its own sake. Mumford is more cntical. He concludes, 

that speed in locomotion should be a function of human purpose. What Our experts 
in transportation are kept by their own stultifying axiorns fiom realizing is that a 

66 This assurn tion is based on a series of classical and neo-classical econornic theonts and rnodels, most 
notably ~hristailer (1533). Losch (1940). Wingo (19611, Alonso (1964). Muth (1968) and Mills (1969 , that were 
accepted as the standard explmation of the spatial distribution of activities within urban areas (De La d a m  1989). 

67 The Penn-Jersey Study was unique in that its mode1 was to operate recursively in tirne, yielding development 
predictions at five year intervals, rather îhan a sin le horizon ear. This was an anomaly in relation to plans of its tirne 
which commonly us+ tsventy year horizon perip&. The SUC& also pioneered the use of a aumber of spatial interaction 
models, that were designed to descnbe the locatxon decisions of households and in$itutions. The study researche~ 
found location decisions were shaped by the cos& of overcoming the distances which separate activities (Gakenheimer 
1985). 



transportation system cannot be created in terms of any single limited means of 
locomotion however fist its theoretic speed (Mumford 196 1,508). 

3.4.5 synopsis 

The capacity approach, which formalized the UTP process, has four principal process 

elements - a rational comprehensive approach, the reliance on expert knowledge to provide 

e n g i n e e ~ g  and technical solutions, the assumption of stable land use patterns and the production 

of long range plans, and speed as the ultimate measure of system performance. These 

characteristics generdly resulted in recomrnendations for making significant investments in 

highway, fieeway, and road system infrastructure so that travelers would not even notice 

congestion. 

The outcome of massive roadway systems revealed that the capacity paradigm was a 

limited approach to address the transportation problem. n i e  Lithwick Report (1 970) found that 

transportation planners were dealing with problems as if direct cures might be found. For 

example, the increasing problem of congestion on our roads, Lithwick concluded, leads us to build 

more roads (Lithwick 1970,25). Here the problem has been viewed as one of moving automobiles 

more quickly. It should hardly s u r p k  us that in almost 60 years of automobile travel the problem 

of congestion has not been solved. In fact, in most cases the solutions have aggravated the 

problems, and their introduction has induced changes that are ultimately self-defeating (Lithwick 

- 1970,26). This realization revealed to transportation planners and policy-makers the need for a 

broader approach to solving the transportation problem. 

3.5 - -The Mobility Paradigm 

The mobility era which begm around 1 970, and still predominates today (Ewing 1998), is 

considered a reaction to the implementation and effects of the capacity approach (Gakenheimer 



1985; Carlson t995).68 Mobility, understood as the ease with which individuals c m  move about, 

is a concept that includes the notion of individual actions, potential action, and the freedom of 

action (Nijkamp and Reichman 1987). Within the UTP process these travel behaviors are 

measured by: economic status; average speed, automobile ownership, transit usage, daily person 

trips, and miles of travel (Nijkarnp and Reichrnan 1987). A mobile population, concludes Ewing 

(1993), is one that travels fieely because the tirne and cost of û-avel are moderate, and the travel 

options are numerous. 

The mobitity paradigm is characterized by: citizen protest; an awareness of the impacts of 

transportation infrastructure; the implementation of trafic management policies; and a set of new 

performance measures. 

3.5.1 Citizen Protest 

By the late 1960s, transportation planners found themselves faced with increasing 

resistance to the implementation of capacity era transportation plans fiom both the general public 

and professional p lanner~.~~ The public, inspired by massive protest rallies, demanded that they 

have a meaningfùl role within the planning process to voice their concems about social and 

environmental problerns (Sewell 1993; Steuart 1977). The general public's disillusionment with 

professional transportation system planners was also expressed in critiques by planning 

68 The combined effects of the capacity and mobili a proach has been the provision of alrnost erfect 
rnobility. The prices for this mobiliv are detaled tellinglyrby blumenfeld, sities spread out further and Rnher, and we 
have1 ... to places which previously would have been considered completel out of reach. So, in the end, we find that 
al1 these costly technical rnarvels, designed for the improvement of traffic, bave resulted not in the hoped-for saving of 
tirne, but in the use of more s ace and in wider opportunities for contact, because that is what we wanted moG But 
once-we have used the bene& of irnpmved transportation for these purposes, we again Fgret the amount of time 
re uxred for travel, and we cornplain about the t r a c  problem and demand more traffic unprovements (Blumenfeld. 
19?9,282). 

69 This epoch in planning histo definitively termed the 'parti@p?tion e?' by Hall (1 989), is characterized by 
the rejection of resaiptive techni-&. 7&?g, an acceptmcnce of pluralistiqplannmg meth?&, such -> a d v o ~ c y  
planning (Davifoff 1965 , and a si&cant mcrease in the arnount and vancty of community in ut in planning 
decUoas. The successfû 2 rall against the Spadina Expressway in Toronto (Sewell 1993 , and tl?s decision to revent d n< r-ay construction-in dmcouveh Chmatown (Litman and Ho 1998)deq1onmate the e f f e c t i ~ e s s  
m8uence ofcomm~i ty  input on the physicd des ip  of the city. The pantcrpation era Ieci to recognition that inequality 
pervaded the planning process and many stakehol ers should be included in the planning process. 



professionals themselves (Hall 1989).70 

3.5.2 Impact Awareness 

Public resistance opéned the field of transportation planning to the possibility of operating 

with a new focus. Dick (1973) characterized this focus as an environmental evaluation, that 

extended beyond the physical transportation systems themselves, to include the impacts of these 

systems on non-transport sectors: social, economic, and political systems. As a result, the test of 

good planning was not the ability to produce comprehensive plans consisting of large-scale 

projects, but rather the ability to produce modest plans focused on site-specific problems. These 

problems were addressed in a new approach to transportation planning: the introduction of trafic 

management p ~ l i c i e s . ~ ~  

3.53 Traffic Management Policies 

The mobility paradigm has introduced two transportation policies, transportation system 

management and transportation demand management, that focus on maximizing the use of the 

existing transportation system without resorting to additional infktructure investment, and 

generating revenue fiom transportation faci 1 ities. 

By the mid 1970s transportation planning began to focus on transportation system 

management (TSM) (Gakenheimer 1985). TSM integrates roads, rails, hi@-occupancy vehicle 

(HOV) lanes, bus systems, walking and bicycling into a muiti-modal system that increases 

10 At this tirne serious questions aiso began to be raised about the relevance and use of the information 
generatéd b transportation ptanners. These uestions were first raised with respect to the large-scale models used to 
r d i c t  1and;se aqd transponation variab~eskerha~s the b a  known criti u a  of ca acity and mobility were made by 

raybmoke and L@blop (1963) and + (1973). who argued that cornpr%msive &ning was doomed to fail 
because of the practtcal limits on rationaiity. 

7 1 In essence, there was a transition fiom a regional scde apptication to sub-area and comdor scaies, fiom a 
heavy higfiway emphasis to a balanced modal approach, fiom an inclusion ofjust construction alternatives to a mi. of 
constntcuon and O erational irnprovements, from large data collection exercises to the colIection of iimited behavioral 
data, trom the proclLion of extensive cornputer output to interactive and sumrnary interpretations, h m  an expensive, 
compIex process to a less costiy sketch process, fiom a e c t l y  professional exercise to a more open, oliticai exercise 
an& mon importantly, from the estimation of Iansportation systern perfôrmance io the estimation otboth systm 
performance and system impact (Rice 1983,88). 



mobility. For example, HOV lanes speed tnivel time by moving fieely while single-occupancy 

vehicles (SOVs) crawl in tranic. TSM is intended to Save rnoney by increasing the capacity of 

existing systerns or by aciomrnodating people on other modes of transportation. 

By the end of the 1980s there was a recognition that more highways serving more cars is 

not the answer to the transportation problem and that revenue could be generated fiom existing 

facilities. This penod saw the development of transportation demand management (TDM) 

policies, which attempt to change travel behavior through a number of demand oriented policies: 

flex-tirne work schedules to spread rush hour traffk over a longer period of time; higher parking 

prices; congestion pricing; zoning changes and tolls; and emissions fees (Carlson 1995; Ewing 

1997). 

Despite the development of these policies by transportation planners they have failed to 

take root culturally. For example, the failure of the 1973-78 and the 1992-97 Area Wide 

Congestion Pricing Programs in the United States, to produce more than one pilot project suggests, 

that while area-wide congestion pricing is a good idea its tirne has apparently not corne (Ewing 

1997). It appears that most candidates for future congestion pricing are individual transportation 

facilities, such as bridges or expressways that already charge tolls, but would charge a premium at 

peak hours. 

The result of TSM and TDM policy development represents a significant shift in 

transportation planning because it has restricted capital expenditures, reduced interest in 

longrange planning, implemented operational alternatives, and initiated short-range planning 

(Ewing 1 993). Together TSM and TDM policies transcend solutions that build physical faci lities 

by addressing travel behavior directly. 

3.5.4 New Performance Measures 

The mobility paradigrn ushered in a set of measures that not only measured the level of 



service but the conditions of travel through congestion indexing," trip reduction measures," and 

multi-modal mobility. For example, multi-modal mobility measures the adequacy of automobile, 

transit, non-rnotorized travel, and TSM/TDM indexes. This measurement is important in 

recognizing travel behavior, however, it also presents difficulty during analysis. First, while it 

recognizes that some people have limited access to a car and rely on non motorized .travel, or 

transit for their mobility (Zielinski 1995) it also recognizes that modes are neither interchangeable 

for al1 trips, nor equally valued by al1 travelers (Ewing 1993). These measures add a dimension - 

that speed did not provide - they measure the volume of traveI (Ewing 1993), and the opportunfties 

for the transport disadvantaged (ZieIinski 1995). 

3.5.5 synopsis 

The mobility paradigm, which includes the elernents of citizen protest and impact 

awareness, has made significant contributions to the field of transportation pIanning because it has 

initiated the development of policies that attempt to change travel behavior rather than simply 

supplying infrastructure to meet ùicreasing demand. This change along with a landmark study by 

Newman and Kenworthy (1989), who demonstrated that capacity and rnobiLity-based 

transportation planning was a factor causing automobile dependence, ushered in a new 

transportation planning principle that would address these issues. 

3.6 The Accessibility Paradigm 

R The congestion index compares road conditions, or bottlenecks, fiom year to year and lace to place (Ewing 
1993). Jt rneanres degree of roadway congestion at different houn of the day, and s deriveifrom travelm' 
perceptron of congestion. 

73 Trip reduction measures performance in terms-of average vehicle occupancies during rush hour, Tri 
reduction can be induced through legislation. In the Unrted States trip reduction ordinanas are common in urgan areas 
w h e ~  tranic volume is excessive, such as Los Angeles. In Vancouver a transport advocacy group, called Better 
Envi~onrne@aily Sound Tranyrtation (BEST), is working with local businesses to encourage employer-based T'DM 
practlces (Litman and Ho 199 ). 



The pîradigm of accessibility refers to the doseness of urban activities to one another, and 

has generally corne to be known by the mantra: maximum contact with minimum effort (Ewing 

1993)." More concreteli, the accessibility paradigm manipulates land use to solve the 

transportation problem. The paradigm recognizes that there has been a steady decline in 

accessibility fiom the home to jobs, services, and recreation resulting fiom the growth in the 

number and length of journeys by car (Farthing, Winter and Coombes 1995). The paradigrn 

recognizes that these activities should be placed where people already are so that walking can - 

become a viable option. Greenberg clarifÏes the accessibility paradigm, 

The most effective way to respond to increasing travel demand, for 
example, may be attering land use patterns rather than adding lanes of 
traffic (Greenberg 1997, 10). 

The accessibility paradigm indicates a fundamental change in the way the transportation 

problem is perceived and sotved. This new approach is carried through the accessibility paradigm's 

key characteristics: integrating transportation and land use planning; a number of new performance 

measures; and the urban form study.'S 

3.6.1 Integrating Transportation and Land Use Planning 

Because conventional land use practices spread destinations throughout the city, and 

increase the need for land consumption and travel, transportation planning and land use planning 

74 Accessibility consists of two arts: a transportation element which reflects the ease of travel between 
activiries, called resistance, and a s p a d  elerncnt whkh reflects the distribution of activitia, called atqctiveness 
(Handy 1993). Accessibility is measured m travel distance, travel tirne, or  mye1 cost (Ewing 1993). Simple rneasures 
of accessibility such as ave 
More sophisti&ted r n e a s u r 3  frip len? 

or average travel time, can be obtained from household travel surveys. 
ike yehic e miles traveled 0 and vehicle hours ûaveled 0, are derived with 

conventional ûavel demand modeling systems. 

75 After conducting case study research in the United States, Carlson (1995) concIudes that accessibility-based 
transportation planning can be implernented through new urban design, intearateci transportation and land-use 
planning, full-cost pricing, least-cost planning, growth management, and I&EA provisions; as well having the ability 
to enhance local business, and telecommuting. 



are being integrated for the purposes of reducing the number of trips and the total distance 

automobile drivers are required to make. This solution is a recognition that transportation and land 

use are inextricably related: Thus, to create accessibility and to encourage people to use the 

transportation system more efficiently, Iand use policies and zoning regulations, which influence 

residential densities, travel volume, direction, and mode, must reflect a compact urban f o m  to 

meet the goal of accessibility.'6 

The integration of transportation planning and land use planning has corne in the form of - 

the pre-automobile town planning principtes embodied in the practice of New Urbani~m.~' New 

Urbanism is significant because it presents a soIution to the trançportation problem that has very 

Iittle to do with transp~rtation.~"e followers of New Urbanism believe travel is a derived 

demand, or that automobile owners do not consume travel for its own sake, but because travel is a 

means to an end, ends being the activities engaged in out of one's house (see Figure 32). New 

Urbanists reason that if activities are closer to one another, walking, rather than driving, becornes 

an option @uany 1992). The New Urbanist perspective is significant because it recognizes that 

76 In Canada and the United States disperseci land use patterns are typified by the low density suburb. The 
problem with the 1ow density land use pattern is not just dependence on automobile use energy use. This settlernent 
pattern has a complementary set of environmental and social roblems that d l  stem fiom disperscd land use. In 
Copenhagen, which has 19 peo le per acre, and Vienna whicR has 29 people acre, the po ulation either waiks or 
rides transit to rneet their mobi#ty ne& By conûast, low-density citxa, suc/& phoenix wRich has five yp!e per 
acre, are dominated by car-oriented commercial strips and expanses of concrete and asphdg that are unwe coming to 
piestrians and cyclists. 

n In both the United States and Canada there has k e n  a concerted and multi-sectoral effort to create ahernative 
development standards to permit New Urbanist communities. In the United States an International Tran ortation 
En inem Coinmittee is ch-ed with dvloping street design standards for neo-traditionai peikhborho% (Ewing 
1963). In Canada the P p m c e  of Ontano has created Makm Choices, a set pf advisqry guide !nees to be used as a 
guide to creating nnv kinds of streets and neighborhoods, anfas a tool to review municipal policis (Gmnberg 1997). 

71 - 
Most notable for this paradigrn is the ostrnodern erspective which nquires a fiindamental change in how 

we see transportation. The modem paradigrn aliwed u s  to J ink in tcrms of transportaiion behg solely about the 
freedom of movement Posûnodernism deconstnicts this m because it analyzes the process of movernent 
demonstratin that it involves not only the carria e of peop r" e and go* but includes the sharing of Uiformation, 
yducts ,  antex erimces. For example David &@ch& in eclairnin iti d wn : Better Livin With 

T fi (19!!3), concludes that transportation IS pm of afinterdep&?~& ZUtualTkchmge between 
m e i r  envirovent Postmodemism allows u s  to think of transportah; as not merely a means of getting to a 
place; ~t can be an expenence of place itself (Engwicht 1993). 



contemporary urban development has one thing in cornmon: poor accessibility (Ewing 1998). In 
. * 

other words where ever you go it takes a long tirne to get there, and walking is not an option. 

- - 

Figure 3.2 Ilic diagram represents the percentage of trips to activities outsidc the home and the average 
distance traveled for each (Reid 1986). The automobile, as a means to transcend distances, has 
enabled the expansion of arcas where activitits can k located. 

. . 

New Urbanists reason that a clustering of development, and a mixing of land uses at the 

regional, city and neighbourhood scale can prevent poor accessibility (Fulton 1996). Ultimately, 

these measures can change the fom of community itself, namely a TOD or an urban village, to the 

point where the need for new highway capacity and automobile dependence could be obviated.lg 

3.6.2 New Performance Measure 

The accessibility paradigm uses a performance measure, cdled vehicle miles traveled - -  
(VMT), that demonstrates how travel distance can be altered by manipulating land uses. VMT 

19 Thesep? of comrnunitia have been implemented in Laguna West a light rail suburb of Sacramento, 
Califpmia, and isslon Bay, a new lanned development one mile south of downtown San Francisco. Howevel, while 
transit-onmtcd developmenîs provile an alternative to car travel, the arc not being intcgrated or considered with ncw 
developmcnt to reduce car travel. For example Cervcm and Hail (19g9 demonstrate that the development of a new 
regional mal1 in suburban San Francisco signi6cantlY changed the trave 1 behavior of employas once they stopped 
working in the centrai business district Instead of nding the Bay Area Regional Transit employees &ove their cars- 



accounts for the total of miles traveled per trip for a household or person. This measure is 

important when compan'ng communities with different land uses, densities, and travel behavior. 

For example, in a study of sut Florida cornmunities (Ewing 1998) concluded when shopping and 

recreation activities are internalized within a community, VMT can be significantly reduced 

regardless of density or Street pattern. The VMT measure demonstrates that transportation 

planners are creating transportation systems that shifl fiom an emphasis of moving vehicles to 

moving opportunities to people. 

3.6.3 The Urban Form Study 

New Urbanism and the VMT measure have contributed to what Ewing (1998) calls the 

urban form study. The urban forrn study updates the conventional four step process (see Figure 

3.2) which is inadequate for integrated transportation and land use planning.a0 The study is 

intended to prevent sprawl and to predict the travel impacts of alternative forms of development. 

Unlike the capacity and mobility paradigms, which assume a fvred land use pattern in their four 

step process, the accessibility approach compares alternative land use patterns and the 

consequences of those alternatives on travel behavior. 

In Charlotte, North Carolina, the Carolina Transportation Compact (CTC), a 100 member 

regional planning body, tested two transportation scenarios using an urban form study (Hartgen, 

McCoy and Walcott 1996). In the first scenario, minimal transit was provided and the current 

- pattern of development, uniform low density, was extrapolated. In the second scenario, five 

corriders were selected for dedicated busways and light rail with residential and commercial 

80 The main problems with the conventional mode1 are that it does not capture the effects of density and mixed 
use on travel behavior, or the effect of transportation invertments on land usepatterns (Ewing 1998). For example, if a 
road is widened, or residential density is increased around a bus stop, the traditional mode1 could not account for the 
short, medium, and Ion term effects on travel behavior (Akiva 1985). Accordin to Doug Huri, a ortation 
p l m e r  for the City of binni eg's Streets and Transpomtion Division, the modefs used in ~ i n n i ~ e " a p ~  capture the 
short terrn effects of travei beRavior and do not ùiclude long t e m  effects such as trip frequency, car ommhrp  and 
location decisions. For this reason Ewin (1 998 concluda traditionai bansportation rnodeling, based on the tour step 
appmach is not accurate. in this r est %e US bederal De artment of Traruportation, with its Travel ypdcl 
Improvement P r o y  iz puttin million into the !eveLment of new rnodels, and another $25 million to 
disseminate the in ormanon of e%om of a new seneration of models (Ewing 1998). 



development occurring dong the transportation routes, and a ring road consisting of upgraded 

circumferential facilities 25 to 35 km out Iiom the city. After simulating each scenario Charlotte's 

administration chose to iniplement the second scenario and concentrate jobs in activity centers not 

in the central business district, and achieve a balance of jobs and housing. With this strategy the 

regional administration believed that congestion and VMT could be reduced (Hartgen, McCoy and 

WaIcott 1996). The urban fonn study, concludes Ewing (1998) is not only the best tool to increase 

accessibility but aiso to prevent sprawl. 

3.6.4 Synopsis 

For accessibility to work, transportation planners must recognize that land use cm not be 

static and that urban functions and activities should be placed in such a way that the need to travel 

is minirnized. This requires conscious attempts, using the urban form study, to utilize available 

land and discourage the segregation of functions by rnixing land uses where possible." 

Accessibility is important becauçe it inkgrates transportation and land use patterns, and irnproves 

the transportation systern because it moves opportünities and attractions to people.82 

3.7 The Livability Paradigm 

While the manipulation of land uses accentuates accessibility and reduces trip length the 

livability paradigm introduces community values into the UTP process, through public 

involvement. Ewing (1993) defines livability as considering the automobile as one arnong many 

SI One rationale for mixing land uses is to-crete a baiance behveen, and accessibiIity to residences and 
employment This mix also changes travel behavior ui favor of mas transit over the automobile. For example, 
Messenger and Ewin (1996) conclude that the creation of a perfect jobs-housing balance of 1.5 jobs per household 
can raise the bus mock share by two percmtage points. 

n However moving amactions, such as work, recreation, and shoppin closer to eop!els hom-es does ~ o t  
rovide transportaîion solutions. For exampie, ùi a study of m o r t a h o n  beiayor to sRoppin darnaaons in the San 

Fpnsism region, Hancy (1993) ~cpcludes that T e r  accessibility to commerciai uses means &orter traveiing 
dgtances, however, this apx~ibrl i ty  does no! re ate to fewer automobjle trips. In fact, Handy found thaï automobile 
trips were more fiequent in neighborhoods with the greatest accessibtlity. 



options for travel. What this implies is that, although North American streets have primarily been 

a conduit for automobile trafic to the exclusion of al1 other activities, the ability to go anywhere, 

anytime, at any speed is nota findamental right, nor even an ideal to aspire to." 

There are three sides to the livability paradigm: fust, automobile traffic must be reduced in 

volume and speed; second, other modes of bansport must be enhanced through changes in Street 

design, i s .  tmc calming; third, community residents m u t  be part of the planning process. 

3.7.1 Understanding Traffic Impact 

In 1967 a traffic study, by Donald Appleyard, defined what makes a street livable by 

quantifying how trafEc volume and speed erode the social networks of a neighborhood (Roseland 

1998). Appleyard interviewed residents on three streets in San Francisco - one with light tmffic, 

one with moderate traffk, and one with heavy traffîc - to measure how they were affected by 

traffic. He discovered that safety from trafic, peace and quiet, aesthetics, and street life were most 

desired, while ease of movement by automobile is only one of many qualities valued by residents, 

and not the most important (Ewing 1998). The study by Appleyard demonstrated that a livable 

street environment is better not only for residents but for pedestrians, bicyclists, transit users, and 

perhaps even motorists, since it makes for a more pleasant driving experience (see Figure 3.3). 

In recognition that city streets are not sirnply artenes for travel, the Province of Ontario, 

ernploying an interdisciplinary team of urban designers, engineers, architects, landscape architects, 

. industrial designers and artists, created a new set of development standards for streets, called 

Making Choices. The traditional approach to street design is to ensure that streets are wide and 

obstructions are set back far fiom the curb, and to regulate driving speeds by posted speed Iimits. 

u Blumenfeld (1 979) characterizes the consequence of our collective transportation desires: we have a tra£Ec 
problem not because our means of transportation are so bad, but because they are so good - too good not to make use 
olthem plumenfeld 1979,282). Blumenfeld (1979) and Carlson (1995) demonmate that it is lm ossible to provide 
unlimite mobili and if it we=, it would have conwqumces that are undairabk For example, L e m a n  and 
Kenwonhy (L9?%have co?clu$$d that hi levels of rnobility bring high social and environmmtai cons, while high 
levels of accessibility and Iivability have $ e opposite effect. 



Instead Making Choices, which acknowledges that streets m u t  be designed for priorities other 

than the flow of tdEc, is an attempt to address the social dimension of streets, their contribution 

to the urban Iandscape, and how they are defined by architecture (Greenberg 1997). 

Figure 3 3  The world's most "crooked strcctn, locatcd in San Francisco, demonstrates the concept of a 
liveable Street and the ability to increase the fiction of travel through landscape design. 
Through design automobile is slowed, which changes the strtct environment fiom an 
automobile dominant space and a thoroughfare, to a location for sociai interaction (notice the 
tourists on the right). Source: Schoor 1999. 

Making Choices not only changes the design of streets but also changes travel behavior by 

creating a new environment for drivers. Drivers are made aware of their driving environment 

through street nmowing and bringing obstructions closer to the street. As a result Making Choices 

. has created an expanded hierarchy of six different street types that slow tmc, or create travel 

- - friction, by design rather than regulation (see Appendix III). These alternative development 

standards are being imptemented in the cornmunity of Comell in the Town of Markham, Ontario, 

and Montgomery ViIlage in the Town of Orangeville, Ontario. This approach has its roots in 

t d r c  calming. 

3.72 Traffic Calming 

The approach known as traffic calming is a means of reclaiming streets for non-rnotorized 



travel by reducing traffic volume and speeds through neighborhoods. Widely used in Europe and 

Australia and increasingly in Canada, particularly in Vancouver (Roseland 1998) and Toronto 

(Sarnuels 1991), traffiic calmhg involves the redesign of streets on an area-wide, or neighborhood 

basis. 

The main types of speed-rcducing measurcs. Source: National A p c y  for Physical 
Phmimg 1991,12. 

The redesign of streets involves several techniques, and its focus is to create an interactive 

and participatory process between planners and the community."--The four main traffic calming 

techniques, according to Sarnuels (1991) are the narrowing of roadways, chokers, chicanes, and 

speed tables (see Figure 3.4). The most identifiable -c calming technique is the Dutch 

woonerf, or living yard. In the woonerf, cars are forced to navigate slowly around carefblly-placed 

trees and other landscaping. Since motor traffic c m  not monopolize the entire street, the space 

- 
becomes open to walking, cycling, and play (Roseland 1998). 

. - 
T6c calming is intended to have a wide range of benefits, fiom aesthetics, to 

sustainability. However, its greatest benefits are measured by the reduced number and the severity 

u Samuels (199 1) descriw the cxperience of more than 20 r&dcn~associt$ons i i  Torojto, particulady 
Balliol Street, who mitiated and impkmented traffic calming projects and piIot projects wth des~gn htlp fiom civic 
officialS. 
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of traff~c accidents, and its cost effectiveness (Roseland 1998)."5 

3.73 Public Participation 

Public participation in transportation decision-making is becorning central to 

accomplishing the vision and implementation of transportation plans, most notably the Intermodal 

Surface Transportation Eniciency Act (ISTEA), and its successor TEA 21, in the United States. 

Traditionally, public participation meant an adversarial environment between the experts and the 

outsiders (Khisty 1996). Today, transportation decisions are being made by partners in a 

colIaborative process (Carlson 1995).'" 

Collaboration is becoming a guiding approach to transportation planning. It is defined by 

Weisbord (1992) as, 

the combination of a wide variety of skitls, resources, knowledge, and 
ideas to translate goals, and hoped-for outcomes into action. It brings a 
wide range of people and systems together for the common good. It 
cetebrates the beauty of difference (42). 

Collaboration brings expertise and experiential knowledge together to benefit the entire 

c~mmunity.~' Collaborative processes such as  the soft systems methodology (Khisty 1993), and 

85 A stud by the Insurance Corporation of British Columbia reviewed 85 trafic-cairnin case studies from 
around the worlcfand found that the decrease in collision frequency ran ed h m  18% to 100% (korcland 1998, 1 15). 
In four detailcd Vancouver areaFes collision fie uen was reduced Eom 18% ro 60% swing the insurance 
company almost $300,00O/year in each case (~ose?and%98, 1 16). 

86 The evolution of the ublic articipation process be an in the 1970s when criti ues against the modem 
planning style ernerged (Hall h 9 ) .  kowever, fewpmducecfa better understanding of i e  existin condition$ and the 
nec6~ary ingredients to ddiver the profersion from its quand than Canadian lamer H-y ~ a r f .  Lash, afkr 
em loying a new style of planning with the Greater ~ancouvexivable  Region &an, reco ized the inherent pmblern 
of %e rational cornprehensive appioach and pmvided a conce tual freework for better pEning. Lash wanted to 
reot-ient the profession by bridging the large schim between &e traditional causal reasonin that dominated 
plan-making with an emergin -ch for rneaning. & concluded that effective planning of human settlements 
depends more upon human refkons in the process of arrïving at decisions, than on a plannets technid ski11 of 
plan-making (Lash 1976). 

17 Hauser and Breese (1996) found that as recently as the early 1990s partnerships between government and 
industry were formed simply to secure fundin to create multi-modal facilities for the pubIic; however, since ISTEA 
was passed in 1991, partners, including the p&lic, fnquently cited meeting sociecal values and trave1en1 needs as rnost 
important. 



the h r e  search conference," are bringing people together to solve problems through innovation, 

ernpowermenf shared vision and collaborative action.8g Furthemore, industry associations such 

as the Minnesota Transportation Alliance (Johns and Corrigan 1 993), and community-based 

organizations, Iike Portland's Sensible Transportation Options for People, or STOP (Carlson 

1995), and Vancouvefs Better Environmentally Sound Transportation, or BEST (Litman and Ho 

1998) are initiating broad-based partnerships and community involvernent to solve transportation 

problems. Despite the wide range of collaborative approaches, Carlson (1995) and Hathaway and 

Wormser (1993) have identified three characteristics that are synonymous with effective 

participation: inclusiveness, early invohement, and accessible information. 

In spite of these characteristics several problems still exist within the realm of public 

participation. The problems that exist are: the planners' inability to build support for public 

participation; the planners' inability to deal with political issues; the planners' belief that public 

participation is a waste of time; and, the limited ability of planners to resolve conflict and build 

consensus (Khisty 1996). The main problem is transportation planners' reliance on technical 

issues to the exclusion of communicative action and an emancipatory interest this has resulted in 

an inability of such planners to cope with the demands of participatory democracy (Khisty 1996)1O 

u The future search conference, guided by a facilitator, is a method of co!laborative p l ~ i n g  between 
stakeholders. Stakeholders work together to agree on common vaiues, and to build a shared vision of the fiiture for the 
comrnunity. This is achieved through a series of exercises that Iead articipants to assess and famulate comrnunity 
goals, and to develop action plans to achieve thae goals (Weisbord e992). Most irnportantly, the hiture search 
conference is designed to provide communities with the tools and knowledge to manage themselves. - 

t9 Hathaway and Wormser (1993) conclude that a broad array of strategies can be used to involve the public: 
public education, public forums, competations, opinion surveys, technical sup ort, outreach, task forces, advisory 
cornmittees, workshops and charettes, and alternative dispute resolution with facilitators. 

W The substantive role that public partici ation is beginnin to have is approaching the desires to activate and 
empower comrnunities advocated by Bookchin 8992), Freire (19& and Lamoureux, M a  er, and Panet-Raymond 
(1 989). In gelpl .  the~e  pro~ess+ are based on the pr inc ip l~  of equality and self-help. dr exarn le Freire (1 970) 
advocates a cntical CO-investigation pmcess betwem rofesstonal and layperson. Bookchin (1992)% elieves the 
ncovery ofpolitics is necesraiy for an active citizensRip to evoive. 



EXPERTS EXPERTS 

Figure 3.5 Wcisbord wnceptuaiizcs the cvolution of public participation (Weishrd 1992,4). 
The Learning Cuvc moves h m  control by experts of technology, meanhg and 
decision-making to an inclusive proçess involving cvcrybody in self-manageci 
dialogues Source: Weisbord 19954. 

. - 
Although the results of increased public participation have been mixed, political and 

social conditions have supported further initiatives. For example, a recent study by Coogan and 

Meyer (1998) concludes: federal policies (ISTEA and TEA 21) that require Iocalities to involve 

the public have created an atmosphere of creativity towards the solution of the transportation 

problem; early efforts to involve the public in the procesç &te credibility and acceptance of the 
- .  

plan; continuing involvement in irnplementation of the plan's proposais increases the likelihood of 
- .  

plans being implemented; and, using diEerent rnethods and venues for engaging the public 

increases the chances of involving new stakeholders. This evolution in public participation, its 

democratization, and the use of creativity is graphically detailed in figure 3.5. 



3.7.4 Synopsis 

The livability paradigm changes the role of traditional street, and the UTP process, The 

Iivability perspective recogdizes that urban streets are multi-fimctional public open spaces serving 

many different types of users and purposes. Public participation, rather than expert solutions, is a 

way to assemble locally appropriate solutions to meet the transportation needs of a oeighborhod. 

Furthemore, those who advocate traffic calming measures are not oaly playing a part in 

transportation decisions; they also insist that it is a way to achieve sustainable transportation 

(Samuels 199 1). 

3.8 The Sustainability Paradigm 

While the livability paradigm focuses on physical design and public participation to solve 

the transportation problem the sustainability paradigmgl seeks to reduce the ecologically-harmfùl 

impacts of transp~rtation.~~ The main ctiaracteristics of an unsustainable transportation system are 

fossil fuel consumption, carbon monoxide emissions, and inefficient use of land (Roseland 1998). 

Reducing these impacts means the creation of new performance measures, an urban space model, a 

9 1 While sustaifiable development was for ed by The Brundtland Commission in 1987 the lima e of 
sustai-nable transportation cmerged in the 1960s. $or exarn le the Buchanan Report (1963) recommentf& a lirnit, or 
environmental -dard, to the amount of vaffic that a neigRbohood, town or re ton wouid accommodate. . . and 
warned that if the capaci were inc-ed bcyoad the standard it would reduce tfe guaiity of the environment (Tolley 
and Turton 1995,210). guchanan's conce t of 'envimnmental standards' has remaineci a potent force. Newman 
(1997), and Roseland (1998 have argued ka t  under a general policy of traffiic resIaint. M c  volumes can bs reduced 
ero-ughout the .ban ! n Europe this principle is called environmental M c  management (MU). ETMjs 
similar to accessibility in that it argues for a new fiamework for the UTP roces, one that recognizes the relationshi 
that exists behveen ;peed, access, environment and the quality of .ban life (Tolley and Turton 1995). It is achievecf 
through five strategies: promoting the bicycle, encoura ing walkmg, practicing trac-reducing city planning, 
pmmothig public ûansportation, and restraining car &c. 

92 The sustainability paradigm is a broder perspective for transportation pIanners. It combines the mobility 
paradigrn goal of revenue gencration fiom transportation facilities, the accessibili paradigrn goal of access not r moyerneqt; and the livabili paradigm goal that .m ortation supports a sense O corn-+y, human health and 
e-quity (Litman and Ho 19?!)). Where ûansportation p P ~ e r s  traditionail Ivked at CO* in te- of swings: such - 
time CO* (they ~ u g h t  to irnproye qeed by crea$g one way streets, pr%uilding new hi&-ways), and red"ced accident 
cost (buildm wxder roads) sustainable transportation planners are taking a full-cost analysis of transpomon 
ap mach. T& cost opgories, developd by Todd Litman of the Vicpna T-ort Inshtufe, are: ve&e ownenhip 
veiicie 9 qrating subsidies, user trave fime, inte!. and a<tcrnal accidents, mterng and c+ernai parking, congestio< 
road facihes, roadway land value, municipal services, equity and o p o n  values, airpollutmn, noise, resource 
consumption, banier effect, land use impacts, water pollution and, waste disposal (Litman and Ho 1998). 



multi-modal transportation system, the use of urban f o m  studies and growth management 

s t r a t eg ie~ .~~  Ultimately, the irnpIementation of  the sustainability paradigm requires a transfer to 

green transportation rnodéspg4 and to an alternative land use pattern. 

3.8.1 New Performance Measures 

The sustainabili~ paradigm uses performance measures that assess the impact of travel on 

the environment, for exarnple, vehicle hours traveled induced d e m a r ~ d , ~ ~  and trip 

degeneration measure the time, volume and type of travel. Trip degeneration, also known as car. 

shedding, is a usefül measurement because it measures the shift to Iess envuonmentaliy-damaging 

93 v i t e l e a .  (1 993) further refines sustainability with eight iding nnciples that redefine the p 
transportation lanning, i t s  methods, techniques, and govemance. l% ?utcR have an integrated three-haeu:g$ach 
to sutainable 8welo ment: the first îrack requires the reduction of vehicle ernissions through a new set of  missions 
standards; the seconcftrack involves trip degeneration policies; and, the third tmck recommends wRic caiming 
approaches (Kroon 1990). 

94 In order of hi hest to Iowest sustainability the green transportation modes are walking, cycling, mass transit, 
and the automobile and Turton 1995). M e r  the shift to green modes motorized M c  would be rstrained by 
using a number of different measures that ran e from accommodation of the automobile, such as &c calmin 
(Nanonal A ency for Physical Plamin 199 1f to the pedemianization of n m t s  (Tollcy and Turton 1995). 08er 
m m  cafl for motoriski paying for $e full eost of their automobile use and include, tolls electronic road pricing 
(ERP), and parking restrictions. 

95 Vehicle hours traveled 0, measured as the total hours per trip, is bein used as a measure of air quality, 
a standard for emissions controis, and a standard for road network type (Ewing 19935- Rick Piwr conducted a mid to 
determine the efFect of land use and street networks on W, VMT, and inframucture investrnenl (Ewing 1998). 6ne 
test \vas run for a master lanned community and the second for a sprawl land use pattern. Piser also tesEd -* *et 
nemrks: $urvi!inear, cofiector, and grid Piser concluded that the med network havmg the-mort eonne$ivity, ui eis 
case the gnd, wiII result in a reduction of VHT and VMT. Furthemore, the annuaI cost savings for the invesbnent in 
added connectivity of a grid system more than paid for itself (Ewing 1998). 

% - Induced demand, measured as a percentage of M c  that new roadway ca aci creates, refers to the concem 
that adding lanes of will make it ossible to drive faster and farther, pushin $eve%pment hirther to the 
pe" hery. The consequence of inducecfdernand is that VHT and VMT "se. ~arf Hanxn, a profersor at Berkeley, 
coniucted a midy which looked at corridor improvernenîs and VMT after improvement (Ewing 1998). Hansen 
concluded that as years pass &ter improvemenk induced demand will substantially increase. He estimated that if lane 
miIes of highways were increased by 10% in the first year, that d e r  five years VMT will increase by nine ercent. 
Therefon qinety percent of increased capacity will be eaten up by induced traffic (Ewbg 1998). Ewing 1598) 

govemments, and transportation authonties to find other options for automobig transpon 
f concludes induced demand demonstrates that cities can not builci highways to revent congestion, and it orces 



modes of travel - narnely walking, cycling and public transite9' This measurement is the logical 

extension of the TSM and T'DM policies of the mobility paradigm because it leads to policies that 

radically change travel behavior to more environmentally-fnendly modes of travel. Rawcliffe and 

Roberts (199 1) recommend a framework for sustainable transportation, which includes the 

reduction of VMT, encouraging public transportation use when travel is necessary, and adopting 

policies that give walkhg and cycling precedence over other forms of travel, to reduce the impacts 

of transportation. 

3.8.2 The Urban Space Model 

The extension of the Rawcliffe and Roberts policy fi-amework is a rnulti-modal 

transportation system that makes the most efficient use of urban space. This system has been 

created by Olof Gunnarson who concludes that walking, together with bicycling, are the most 

efficient ways to use city space and should therefore be given priority in both policy and in urban 

development? Gunnarson's mode1 for the use of urban space balances the needs for mobility, 

accessibility, livability and the demands of environmental protection and energy savings. He 

concludes that considering city space as a scarce resource is an important key toward saving 

natural resources and promoting a higher quality of Iife in cities (Gunnarson 1996). 

The Urban Space Model has five categories, each recognizing the need for diverse 

,transport modes and finctions, that help create a multi-modal environment. The first two 

m Calculating ortatiofi system capacity Gunnarson dernonstrates that the need for space of a pedestrian or 
a bicyclist is 50-100 tirnes ""P ess than the need for space of a person moving in a car. Public transport systerns such as  
buses and trams have vcry low space capacity. in tenns of pubtic transportation Gumarson concludes trams and buses, 
which take u significant urban space for loading are somcwhat inefficient, and should therefore be rnixed with other 
vehicles or p L e d  underground or elevated. Gunnarson recommends a li t raÏi transit systern which has three to four 
times higher capacity than conventional systems and twice the capacity O l? cars. 



categon'es are exclusive mobility spaces, Exclusive Foot Space (F) where you cm live, walk and 

bike fieely without conflict and disturbance from motor vehicle, and a specific space for motor 

transport, the Exclusive h s p o r t  Space O. F includes completely car-fiee areas such as squares, 

greenbelts, parks, playgrounds, sport fields and separated foot and bicycle paths. T includes 

exclusive links for car and tnick t e k ,  such as fieeways, major roads, some feeder streets in city 

centers and residential areas. An intermediate space is added, Trafic Cairning Space (C), where 

pedestrians and bicyclists can be integrated with motor MIC under special conditions. From 

these urban spaces two hybrid spaces are created, Integrated Foot Space (HC); and Integrated 

Calming and Transport Space (C/T)? nie essential part of Gunnarson's recommendation is to 

promote non-motorized trafic, more space for pedestrians and bicyclists, and the reduction in the 

volume and speed of motor vehicles. 

Implementing the sustainability paradigm requires a strategy to obviate induced demand, 

reduce vehicle hours traveled, promoting trip degeneration and the promotion of space designed 

for multi-modal transport use. These measures are embodied in a number of new techniques, the 

second generation urban form study, and growth management strategies. 

3.8.3 Growth Management Strategies 

There is a growing movernent in North Arnerica to develop growth management strategies 

. as a response to inefficient land use. In Maryland, because half a million acres of farm and forest 

land could be consumed by development in the next quarter century, the State Governor is 

99 Each-space is characterized as follows (Gunnarson 1996); 1. ExcIusive Foot Space (F), as mentioned above, 
is exemplified rn the ci of York, En land, w h v  39 streets in the cjty center are open only for pedestrians. Access for 
cars 1s lunitcd to a f e w L  dunng t fe  day, or 1s gainecl by pemission; 
2. integrated Foot Space (WC) where p e d d a n s  and bicyclists have the ri ht of way over motor vehicles. These areas 
are identified by s i ~  to indic* their purpose, whichis to d u c e  the speet of mo~or vehic!es to thai of pedesûïans 
5 10- . Typrcal integrated foot vaces are pedestrian sinets, open only for delivery vehcles, and Woonerfs. The 

&%of C d !  has irnplemented sundar spaces in the St he? Arenvs Mg1 and schoo! mns: 
3. raffic almin Space O is rcmicted to serve losal &c ui a residmtial ana of a city center, with low wffiic 
volume, low speerf(30 ian/h and without through tdfic. In the city of Grax, Austria, over 80% of the streets are 
limited to 30 km& an4 4. h t e  d Calming and Transport Space (0 rvhere through-traf!fïc and local fraffic are 
rnixed but are accommodated to E t p d i t i o n s  of the Caiming Space. Ph sical anan mimts pst bc made to 
p i m t e c  safety for p e d e m i ~  and biç c l + .  by the w of speed l*its ($0-50 km& Expenences h m  Dmmark 
with streets that have an "envimnmendpnontyn have shown reductions m speed and accidents. 



attempting to channel development into established communities or priody areas where 

infiastnicture and other public services already exist (langdon 1998). These strategies have 

transcended the accessibili~ paradigm in changing travel behavior, they are changing 

neighborhood, rnetropolitan and regional f ~ r r n . ~ ~  Growth management strategies not only place 

urban activities closer together they are used as policies to create a boundary withhwhich a region 

can choose the manner and direction of its development, through conscious transportation and land 

use planning (Carlson 1995; Young 1995).1"L 

Regional growth management has passed through a nurnber of waves. Land-use and 

transportation planner Reid Ewing describes two: the frrst wave was concerned with how much 

growth would be allowed; in the second wave, the focus shifted to where and when growth would 

be permitted, and who would pay for it (Ewing 1997, 10). The third wave, now upon us, shifts 

emphasis to how do we grow better. The best example of this 'smart growth' campaign is 

occurring in Florida, and Oregon.102 

AAer going through the waves of growth management, which totaled thirteen years, the 

State of Florida hm created a growtb management strategy, directed by a regional transportation 

and land use committee, designed to encourage infil1 development where excess roadway capacity 

LOO M v y  localities across North America are wrestling with issues of owth management and automobile 
dependence in an atternpt to create a new urban form (Ew!ng 1997; ~oselanfi998). Man cities or regions have either 

- atternptcd tq: remict growth (Pitllfield New York, and Kingston Ontario); lunit automo6le ve (Oregon's 
Transportatxon Rule); or have attern ted to u grade the quality of urban development by adopting growth management 
strategis (New Jersey's Sratc Plan, horida'siest Dcveloprnent Practices). - 

LOI The impetus for rowth management c m  be traced to Newman and Kenworthy's (1 989) study which found 
that cities with low autorn&ile dependence offerecl more transportation mode choiceglaccd more restmints on 
high-speed tmffic, and were more intense in land use. Newman and Kenworthy conclu e thaî the reliance on 
automobiles and sprawling land use patterns are practices that run counter to sustainabilir Roseled inteqms their 
results and conchdes that sustainabIe cities can be achieved not from technical fmes, suc as changmg the s m  of cars, 
from the eficiency and compactness of land use patterns (Roseland 1998). 

102 In a study to determine the performance of Oregon's regional growth boundaries researchers have concluded 
that the contiguous pattern of growth promoted by the planning policies has been successful (Weitz and Moore 1998). 



exists, and to implement multi-modal transportation policies (Ewing 1998). The strategy is being 

used as a guideline in the development of a 12,000 acre infiil site in the southeastern part of 

Orlando. Through a cost-;haring partnership between the City of Orlando and numerous 

developers, a master plan for a New Urbanist community featuring town centen that are compact 

and walkable have been deve10ped.~~~ 

Perhaps the best example of a no-sprawl environment is metropditan Portland, Oregon- 

Since 1979 the Portland area has had an urban growth boundary (UGB), encircling 364 square - 

miles, that is designed to protect natural resources, prornote city and suburban cooperation and 

facilitate long range planning. The premise of the growth boundary is simple. Outside the line, 

development is discouraged. Inside, development is encouraged through infi-astnictwe 

construction, faster permit approvals, and allowance for higher densities each aimed at making it 

easier to build in those designated areas (Young 1995). 
+ 

The consequences of the boundary have had both positive and negative effects on regional 

development. For exarnple, a light-rail rapid transit line has resulted in the development of a 

number of communities that are more compact and less automobile-dependent than surrounding 

suburbs. The Orenco Station neighborhood, built on 200 acres, consists of nine Iight-rail transit 

stations, a mix of office and retail space, and 6000 residential units (Langdon 1998). The Portland 

. exarnple demonstrates that using mass transportation as the tool of choice to manage growth, and 

as a neighborhood organizer, can provide a means to create compact, high density developrnent 

t ha t~an  give developers incentives to build a diversity of housing types, Save on infrastructure cost 

and change travel behavior. 

- 
Some negative aspects have plagued the UGB: land prices have increased, housing costs 

103 The pian inchdes higher residential densities and higher floor area ratio's for comme-rcial space thqwould a 
standard development, a@ preserves almost half of the tord land area for recreation a m ,  public spaces, and bdce and 
pedestnan pathways (Ewng 1997). 
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have escalated, and residents are fighting infill development that is at densities higher than their 

own neighborhoods. While Portland planners have yet to resolve these issues Montgomery 

County, Maryland p lmers  have counteracted sirnilar problems with an inclusionary mning 

ordinance. The ordinance requires that a certain proportion of units in any new housing 

deveIopment of a specified size be moderately priced (Le., 20% of what is built has to be starter 

homes). The ordinance helps temper the rise in land prices and helps ensure that people with 

ordinary incomes can get decent, af5ordable housing (langdon 1998). 

Growth management strategy demonstrates that govemments and communities are iooking 

for alternative patterns of growth and devel~pment .~~~ Anthony Downs proposes three new growth 

patterns as alternatives to the current pattern of unIimited low-density growth, or sprawl. The 

alternatives range fiom the 'bounded high-density growth', to 'Ihited spread rnixed-density 

growth', to a 'new communities and greenbelts' alternative. These alternatives share two essential 

elements: some f o m  of growth boundary to Iimit future expansion; and sorne regional governance 

structure to provide for coordination and cooperation among local goverrunent bodies (Young 

Recognizing that transportation can be used as an organizing tool for neighborhood 

planning, and that alternatives to current urban development patterns exist are the first steps in 

changing travel behavior and land use patterns. The next step is creating the models and processes 

101 If comrnunities do not want growth bouadaries, yet still want to create an efficient pattern of wban 
development, they must go beyond the notion that land is a commodity, and chan e grogrowth paqerns by reconceiving 
the propmy m system. A new systcm, concluda Rowland (1998). yould idcntii a c!ifferwitiated trcatmept of owned 
and vacant land m pro erty m o n .  For example, for va-t propertm, which municip$ govemmenfs typicall 
asses at Far l e s  than #eu market value, effenively nwardui property owners for keeping thev land idle, shodd be 
taxed more heavily than developed parccls (Roseland 1998). % m e  the high land tax m o t  be avoided land ownen 
are motivated to generate incorne h m  which to pay the tax. To avoid spurts of wth and speculation it is important 
to combine these owned and vafant land tax straîegiq *th cleqrly defined groxb?und.ia and nbelts to 
contain development As a -lt the gmttat cconomic un erative to develop land ml1 aist whereEd vaiues are 
highest, acïacent to cxistin ~ b u c h m  and ammitics &se~and 1997,130): At the same time, a reduction in the 
tmc app!iedto buildings m g F  that developm+t more profitable. Away nom u i h s m c ~ e  where land values are low, 
taxes wtll be low and there wll be IF Fonpmtc motivation for development The result 1s more compact 
develo ment that can be served by cxrsting uifiastructure, at lower costs to taxpayers and the environment (Roseland 
1998, p31). 



to get there. 

3.8.4 Second Generation Urban Form Study 

The second generation urban form study enhances the earlier four-step process, because it 

includes a pre-mode choice. The pre-mode choice not only reflects the decision made by travelers 

on whether to walk, bike or use a vehicle; it also predicts the future land uses and travel demand 

that will be generated fiom such a choice. This incarnation of the urban form study, known as the 

Portland Travel Mode1 (PTM), is significant because it allows transportation pIanners to analyze 

the choices between rnotorized and non-motorized travel, and conventional and alternative 

development. The circumstances surrounding the creation of the PTM, in a study named Making 

the Land Use, Transportation, Air Quality Connection (LUTRAQ), bears examination, because it 

provides lessons about the mixed strategy of accessibility, livability and sustainability. 

3.8.5 LUTRAQ 

In the fa11 of 199 1 the study Making the Land Use, Transportation, Air Quality 

Connection (LUTRAQ) was begun in the Portland rnetropolitan area.'OS LUTRAQ, according to 

Ewing (1 WS), is the most significant experiment yet in sustainable bmsportation in North 

America. Its underlying purpose was to deal with the unseverable connection between 

transportation, land use and the en~ i ronmen t .~~~  n e  introduction to LUTRAQ explains why this 

. integrated approach was taken: 

10s LUTRA , organized by 1000 Friends of Oregon, began as a gras mots r onse to the recomendation 
made 6y Podand'%fetmpoIitan Service DistrictXstm) to build i bypass fkeway%etm reasoned iha the b a s  
would c i m v e n t  congestion. Recognizin that c proposed bypass would not rneet the *te's Trans ortation%lc 
1991), whieh uires VMT to be redua$% IpOh over 20 y-rs, and 20% over 30 y-,- 1000 ~riendS ofOregon- 

kled y i t  a ainst%as'ash@gton County for indding the b ass in tts landruse plan and against iV@-ro for includ*g it in 
the region% transportapon plan (Carlson 1995). A judicirbody that decided the lawsuit determincd thar.Washtngton 
County had not complied with the state's Iand use act The mlmg meant that Meîro could not proceed with 
nght-of-way purchases and the project was open to fimher examination. 

106 L W Q ' s  explicit purpose was to identiQ re IicabIe methods for accomplishing the following ob*ectivp: 
~ i n g  a l ea t iye  land-use developrnent patterns as a rnegod of redu+g travel dernand; using Iand 1- as a&ami- 
interactive vanable in transportatton modeling procedures; and modifjmg the more w~dely used hmsportation and air 
pollution cornputer modeling systems (Carlson 1995). 



to deal responsibly with one issue requires integrated analysis of the 
others. Failure to do so invariably leads to policies that work at cross-purposes 
to each other, and inevitably reçults in increases in trafic congesti~n, oil consumption, 
air and water pollution, and suburban sprawl (Carlson 1995,66). 

As a response to these concems, the LUTRAQ mode1 regarded land use as the deteminant factor 

for future transportation systems. LUTRAQ recornmended a regional land use pattern of transit- 

oriented development, to control the rapid growth in the region and to deal with environmental 

issues.Lo7 

In order to test their recommended scenario the LUTRAQ project teamloe created an 

interactive model called the PTM, which would have the sensitivity to pick up the difference 

between a traditional transportation system, a highway bypass and an alternative transportation 

system, LUTRAQ's recornrnendati~n.~~~ Using the PTM the project team compared three 

scenarios: the bypass, the statu quo, and TOD. The team found that the bypass provided the best 

results if speed was the only measure of system performance, because it created the least delay. 

However, if other performance measures, such as  VMT and induced demand, are used, LUTRAQ 

out performed the other two because walk and bike trips were captured in the PTM (Ewing 1998). 

Io7 The LUTRAQ recomrnendation is bas& on transit-oriented devetopment covering more than 17,000 acres by 
the year 201 0. Three categories of land are represented for placement of transit-orienttd development: Redevelopable 
and M I 1  Sites, New Growth and D i s p e ~ d  Lncremental Infil1 and ReDevelopm~nt (Carlson 1995). The areas 
would be served b four light"rines mianatm b r n  Portland and one circumfercntial lmc. Outlym areas wuld  be 
seyed by ex rcsT guses at ~nd-of-line stations. focal feeda buses a n d d e m ~ d  responsive buses woul8 w v e  these 
stations. ~e&atnans and bicyclim would bc served by new paths. Ma~or highways and roads would be widened and 
their intersections improved consistent with the existing regional transportation plan (Carlson 1995). 

101 The LUTRAQ project team consisted of a multi-disciplinary consortium: Cambridge Systematics Inc. 
providd transportaiion, economics, and computer modeljng supporr; The Hague Consu!ting Group and S.H. Putman 
Associates contrilbuted t-ortation and land use modehng expertise, Calthorpe Associates, were contracteci to handle 
urby  and reg!ona( lannin and design; while the firm Blayney Dyett Gieenber provided growth management and 
zoning expenise (&rison 695) .  

109 In a surv of modeling in the US the LUTRAQ pro'cct team reached the conclusion that the four stage 
proces h a  sscnt iZy remamed unchanged in the majori o~metropolitan areas for wmty ears Carlson 1993). The 
report found on1 the Pu et Sound Regional Council and&n Francisco's Bay Area Metropohm l!fatlSportatron 
Commission @&O) haffully implemcnted tools to predia the wa r in which congestion influences land use, while 
land F. attans simultaneously Muence congestion (Carison 19h ,  14). Metro develo d the POLIS model which 
has signlkxndy ehanged the four c pro- by addmg a feedback loo (Ewing 1 9 9 g  The model would account 
for incrcascd traffic volume and -3 times thai would be induad by a&ng lana of ûaffÏc (Ewing 1998). 



The LUTRAQ experience demonstrates elements of the accessibility, livability, and 

sustainability paradigms. The study was initiated by a grass-roots organization, with technical 

support provided by a rnulti-disciplinary transportation and land use planning team, and featured 

integrated Iand use and transportation planning as a means to reduce the ecologically harmfiil 

effects of transportation. The LUTRAQ recommendation, above all, reflects a transfer to ''green" 

transportation modes, and the creation of alternative urban f o r m ~ . ~ ~  

3.8.6 Synopsis 

The sustainability paradigrn indicates that as  a society we are getting to a point of 

realization where the consequences of capacity and mobility are less desirable than that of an 

environmentally-sustainable approach. Urban form studies provide opportunities to deal with 

transportation issues in a broader land use context, and growth management demonstrates that 

patterns of growth can be changed. The LUTRAQ experiment demonstrates that transportation 

and environmental concems can be addressed in a comprehensive study that directs urban 

development patterns fmt  and transportation secondarily. The sustainability paradigm 

dernonstrates, as Roseland concludes, that land use planning should guide transportation, and 

transportation should be designed to accommodate and support planned growth, inducing the 

needed changes in urban form (Roseland 1998, 127). 

3.9 Summary 

This chapter has attempted to determine the UTP process elements that define each of the 
- 

five transportation planning paradigms. This section provides a summary of the paradigms, and 

110 Sirnilar to LUTRAQ the Ci of pgary's transptransportat-ion plan (CTP) $ 1 ~  fqr the f i m e h g  of res iddal  and 
ern loyment growth into a sena of utan villages of varying sizc and complexion (City of Calgary 1997). These 
vilk&es are intmded to concentrate midences, jobs and semices in an integrated maMer so that people can access the 
basic elements of a community by foot or public transit. 



their common elernent~-~l 

Urban transportation planning can be represented by an evoiution of paradigrns that 

attempt to solve the transpoitation problem. The capacity paradigm used a structured process and a 

set of analytical techniques, to rationalize the investrnent in roadway infiastructure, and to provide 

an efficient transportation system for automobiles. The rnobility paradigm refined the techniques 

of the UTP process to recognize the impacts of trafic, and to manage a multi-modal transportation 

system. The accessibility paradigm further refined the UTP process to increase walking and 

bicycIing trips, by manipulating land uses and testing alternative transportation scenarios, to create 

compact communities. The Livability paradigm introduces community d u e s  into the UTP 

process, to create locally-appropriate soIutions, such as traffic calming. Finally, the sustainability 

paradigm recognizes the severity of the adverse ecological impacts of transportation, and seeks to 

integrate transportation and land use planning in a coordinated effort to create alternative 

development patterns and growth management strategies. 

Each successive paradigm has demonstrated a growing sophistication of multi-variant 

analysis. As a result the UTP process has moved fiom a purely technical analysis of transportation 

issues, and an expert-driven process, towards a broader perspective that encompasse land use 

planning at a regional scale to redirect growth, and that is more oriented toward drawing upon the 

bowledge of the public. Meanwhile, the integration of transportation and land use planning as 

one activity has resulted in the desire by transportation planners to target a desired state for the city 

as an entity, not just for the transportation system. 

I I I  The five aradigms share several common traits: an orientation towards a specific horizon year;. land use as a 
variable in the da.,ess; the succes qttrans ortation systerns are rneanired on *e bcnetits lhey rovide to 
travelerqexpem an cituens have a role in the h process. However, each paradigm have evolv2  these 
charactenstics to become more accurate of reality. 



THE UTP PARADIGM EVOLUTION MATRIX 
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Five transportation planning paradigms and their characteristics 

3.9.1 Critique 
- 

This section provides a critical analysis of the findings regarding the paradigms, in ternis 

of the outcome, and the process elements of each paradigm. 

Each paradigm appears to embody a self-fulfilling prophecy. In their purest form each 

represents a specific way to see the transportation problem. For example, the capacity paradigm, 

which offers a steady supply of transportation infi-astructure to meet an unlimited demand, presents 



one vision of what the transportation system could be. The accessibility paradigm focuses on land 

patterns. Each paradigm, if applied in isolation and rationalized through the UTP process, relies 

on a "solutions-first" approach. 

While usefül in eliminating some of the acute transportation problems, the underlying 

chronic problem remains, and eventually new problems emerge. For example, the mobility 

paradigm demonstrated the need to increase personal rnobility, reduce congestion and reduce 

infiastructure funding, by making betîer use of the existing transportation system. While these 

strategies, such as the introduction of HOV lanes and congestion pricing, are attempts to change 

traveI behavior, they do not directly address the issue of congestion, nor the democratic inclusion 

of the public in the UTP process, or impacts to the environment. Perhaps the paradigm of 

mobility, or for that matter sustainability, require more findamental thinking, engaging the way we 

perceive the transportation problem? 

Both inverse and harmonious relationships exist between some paradigms. For example, 

if capacity is increased, accessibility will decrease. Ivan Illich (1974) illustrates that, beyond a 

certain speed, motorized vehicles create remoteness, which they alone can shrink. They extend 

distances for al1 and shrink them for only a few. Meanwhile, some paradigms work in harmony. 

Accessibility broadens the way we think about land use, 1ivabiIity broadens the way we think 

about community and transportation, and sustainability attempts to integrate with the idea of 

limiting environmental impacts. Therefore, the progression from one paradigm to the next is a 

necessary step, and the UTP process should be designed to recognize the value of each paradigm. 

The process elements of each paradigm comprise a subjective, technical and expert-driven 

process. This can be demonstrated with three examples. First, the four step process implicitly 

contains subjective judgments. When the UTP process was created in the 1 9 5 0 ~ ~  during the 

capacity era, it was a penod of growth and optimism characterized by an assumption that car 



ownership would and should spread (Dimitriou 1992). As a result, the four step process accounts 

for the behavior of motorized vehicles, and not walking or bicycling trips. For contemporary 

practice this means that the four step process presurnes future travel patterns will be based on the 

rnotorized travel patterns of the past forty years. It was not until the sustainability paradigm that 

alternative travel behavior was accounted for, and alternative transportation systems tested- 

Second, the UTP process elements in each paradigm represent technical solutions to the 

transportation problem. The sophistication with which a transportation plan is created, conclude . 

Nijkarnp and Reichman (1 987,) stands in contrast to the limited perspective from which 

transportation is perceived: 

deeply rooted in an engineering tradition, transport planning is 
incapable of encompassing the subtle interactions between transport 
and other aspects of society such as energy and ecology, location and 
land-use, or human lifestyles and activity patterns. Such questions as 
the relationship of mobility to broader issues of urban and regional planning 
and policy were not treated systematically, nor was much attention paid 
to the negative effects of car use on social interaction (Nijkarnp and Reichman 1987,2). 

The consequence of the conventional technical approach is that stock solutions are provided for 

cornplex problems. To cope with congestion in metropolitan regions, more roads are built. To 

provide unencumbered movement for automobiIes, standard roads widths are created, and 

obstructions, such as trees, light poles and sidewalks, are set back far fiom the road. To deal with 

. travel behavior, driving speeds are regulated (posted speed limits), rather than slowing trafic by 

design-(trac calming). The transportation system is subject to the dictates of engineering 

manuak and standardized solutions, so much so that they are measured f~ by the capacity to 

move trafic and, only very secondarily, by their capacity to sustain the life of the city around them 

(Greenberg 1997). 

Finally, the function of the UTP process elements and process outcomes provided in a 



transportation plan rely on direction from experts. Goals are set, studies are completed, and 

models are sometimes tested in the absence of public discourse. In the mobility era this kind of 

expert-driven process in tkansportation planning was severely criticized by the public. However, 

in the livability era a collaborative process was initiated by transport officials, and an active public 

can now participate in the UTP process. 

The UTP process is flexible enough that it can adapt to the aforementioned trends. In 

response to the reliance on technical solutions the accessibility, livability and sustainability - 

paradigms have drawn from, or include, other disciplines, such as urban design, landscape 

architecture and ecology leading to a more socially, economically and environrnentally-responsive 

UTP framework. The convergence of these disciplines within the mind-set of the sustainability 

paradigm suggests that the integration of urban design and transportation planning could influence 

the city in a completely different way. For example, despite the dominant development pattern of  

dispersed activities within a urban area, and the potential destruction of ecological systems 

transportation planners are helping to create new strategies, such as integrated land use and 

transportation behavior rnodels, and new measures of system effectiveness, to provide an 

alternative to low-density development. Furthemore, transportation planners are redefining the 

purpose of the street, the character of the neighborhood and the development of the region. Traffic 

. calming, compact communities, and growth management strategies demonstrate the need to 

provide local solutions to the trafic problem, while being sensitive to regional issues. 

- 

3.9.2 Conclusion 

- In the evolution of the five transportation planning paradigms each have introduced new 

elements in the UTP process, that make it unique in cornparison with the preceding paradigm. 

These unique elements created three drarnatic shifts in the outcome of each paradigm. These shifts 



are: first, transport modes other than the automobiIe are accounted for in the UTP process; second, 

the process is more concemed with the systernic consequences of transport on social, economic 

and ecological systems; andthird, the UTP includes public participation as a primacy element of 

the process. The paradigms indicate a progression towards the convergence of an integrated urban 

design and transportation planning process, under the common goal of sustainability. Finally, it 

appears that there is a desire, with the accessibiiity, livability and sustainability paradigms, to solve 

chronic underlying problems, demanding a deeper level of thinking. 



URBAN TRANSPORTATION PLANNING IN WINNIPEG 

4.0 Introduction 

This chapter reviews the history of urban transportation planning in Winnipeg since World 

War II, specifically the Smith Report, the Winnipeg Area Transportation Smdy (WATS), the 

Winnipeg Developrnent Plan, and TransPlan 2010.n2 In the previous chapter the UTP Paradigrn 

Evolution Matrix (PEM) was created to illustrate the elements of each transportation planning 

paradigm. The PEM will be used to define elements associated with each urban transportation 

112 Prior to $e Smith R~port nine transportaiion planning reports we? prepared between 1945 and 1946 by the 
Metro litan Planning Commrttee and the W i ~ i  eg Town Plannin Commrssion. The reports were cornpiled and 

in 1950 as a Comprehensive Plan for Cp-eater Winnipeg h e  report rep-nted the first attempt at an 
overall street ystem plan Fr the City Winnipeg (City of Winnipeg 1978). See Appendix III for a summary of 
recommendaûons h m  this report. 



plan, and identify the relative correlating paradigm.Lu 

4.1 Transportation planning in Postwar Winnipeg 

Leading up to the first regional transportation plan in Winnipeg, called The Smith Report, 

several key events set the course for the way transportation planning was conducted-in Winnipeg: 

first, the need to create a govermnent structure responsible for regional services; and second, a 

solution to deal with increasing automobile ownership and declining transit ridership. 

The post war period saw a growing trend towards centralization of planning institutions. 

In response to the need for greater coordination of planning the Metropolitan Planning 

Commission of Greater Winnipeg (The Commission) was formed in 1948."' The Commission, 

with representation fiom the f rovince and twelve member municipalities, was responsible for 

preparing plans and advising the municipalities, but had no power to irnplement. 

While Winnipeg's population was steadily growing there was a corresponding ciramatic 

increase in registered automobile owners and a reduction in transit ridership. Between 1946 and 

1956, the population of Winnipeg grew by 100,000 to 400,000, auto registration almost tripled to 

90,000, and the number of annual transit rides had dropped by 36 million to 71 million passengers 

1 13 As this is not.experimenta1 or uasi-expenmentai -research scientific rigor is diEcu1t to achieve. However the 
cross hinorical cornpansons are explores by accesstng archrval ~ o r d s .  Prirnary (cg, TransPlan 201 0) and semndary 
sources(e.g., August 1996) are supplemented by key informant interviews. 

114 About the s q e  time, faced with similar roblems throughout the Unitec! States, Congress passed a bill to 
expand the interstate highway systern. The bill, wRich would make urban am\s eligible for ninety percent federal 
h d i n  ' provided incentive to not onIy bui1d highways and make major connecting routes through urban areas but also 
createckdmands for new transportation planning techniques (Carlson 1995). 

I IS In 1956 Winnipeg's rivate transit Company passed into public ownership under a special ara-wide body 
called the Gmter  Wuinipe Commission. Despite the change in omcrship, and an extemion of services, 
transit ridership was steadiky declining. 



This period also rnarked the demise of Winnipeg's extensive street car systern.xxc When 

the operation of the Winnipeg Street Electric RaiIway Company began in 1892 it built city routes 

along Portage Avenue, Main Street and Broadway. By the early 1900s The Winnipeg Electric 

Railway Company had lines running to Headingley, Selkirk and Stonewall (see Figure 4.0). 

Linear urban development foIlowed the construction of these rail iines in a sirnilm marner to that 

described in Figure 2.0. However, by the 1950s the Greater Winnipeg Transit Commission 

embarked on a program to purchase diesel buses, limited the use of the streetcar systern, and - 

eventualiy removed the streetcar track. In this environment, and with growing automobile 
. - 

transportation demand, the government created a planning body responsible for coordinating and 

providing transportation infrastructure. 

Figure 4.0 ïhis 1930 photograph is looking towards downtown dong Portage Avenue fkom Sherbrook 
Street Notice the width of the street required to accommodate streetcars and automobilcs. 
Despite the amount of physical space dedicated to transportation technology the buildings are 
scaIed for the pedestrian. Source: Baker 1982, 78. 

116 For a description of Winnipeg transit history from the 1890s to the 1950s please see Baker 1982. 



4.2 The Smith Report 

Concerned about how rnuch transportation infrastructure to supply, the Commission, 

began preparing what became The Smith Report (1957), the first comprehensive transportation 

planning study. The purpose of the Report, which corresponds to the capacity paradigm, was to 

rationalize the long-term transportation needs of the Winnipeg region by assessing future 

population, land and vehicIe use and relate these factors to present traffic patterns (Smith 1957). 

The Report included: recommendations to extend and increase the capacity of the existing road ,. 

system with new infiastructure; a regional government structure to implement the pian; and an 

expert-driven transportation study. It is interesting to refiect on the paradigm behind this Report - 

because the Report continues to provide an important influence on Winnipeg's transportation 

infrastructure. 

The object of The Smith Report was limited in that it was to provide forecasts of 

congestion, and to make recomrnendations for capital irnprovements to handle it (Partridge 

1978).In For example, although surveys indicated only a few streefs to be near capacity during 

rush hour the Report made recornmendations to account for an expanding population, and 

increasing car ownership and decreasing transit use. Based on these tMc forecasts, and in order 

b meet the anticipated problem of congestion, many new roads and bridges were proposed to 

significantly increase the capacity and speeds of the existing system (see Figure 4.1)."8 
- 

IIT The study, which rojected into the 1981 for opulation and vehicl~registration, accounted for those 
trips which p ~ d  through t& downtown, and'missed travefbetweep distncp outside the doyntown.- It al? included 
surveysof transit usage, parking, and also traffic counts and travel Orne studies on several major artenes (City of 
Winnipeg 1978). 

1 I l l  The Smith Report recommended: (1) a loop ex ressway ta b pass the downtown area; (2) radiai 
expr-ays nom the w- and notth to mcet the nee& of the subu&; and, (3) an arterid cimrnferential mute, 
five miles frorn the city center (Smith 1957). 



Figure 4.1 Smith's proposeci intermediate circumfercntiaf route, which has sinct becorne known as the 
imer beltway, was hspircd by the outer circwnfenntiai route, or the perimeter highway. The 
dtvelopment of the imer bel- rcflected two needs. The firsf to providc more efficient 
routing between Winnipeg's suburban neighborhoods, and to support the existing radiai stnxt 
system. The second, was a recognition that Canadian citics were wcperiencing rapid horizontal 
expansion. Thereforc transportation routes wen dcerned ntcessary to accommodate the 
expanding urban form. Source: Smith 1957,233. 

Smith also recommended, although it was never implemented, an institutional framework - 
with appropriate financial powers to effect the implementation (see Appendix IV). In 1955, while 

the Smith Report was being completed, a Provincial commission was studying the move toward a 

regional govemment structure. By 1960, by vktue of a Provincial Act, a new metropolitan 

(Metro) fonn of govenunent took office @amas and Smith 1978). Metro, which had ten 

members elected from pie-shaped districts, to encourage an area-wide rather than local approach, 
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was given sole authority over planning and zoning. Metro, financed by direct levies fiom 

municipalities, was in charge of preparing a development plan, and a long-term plan for 

transportation. 

The Report reflected the bias of transportation planners, and did not predict the effect the 

new transportation system might have. The Report recommended the construction of numerous 

parking facilities in the downtown, and the establishment of  an extensive series of one-way streets 

throughout the city. For exarnple, River and Stradbrook streets were changed to one-way streets - 

based on the rationalization to increase capacity, reduce turning conflicts and simpliQ traffic 

movernents. No predictions were given for the effects the proposals would have on fiiture travel 

behavior, land use patterns or impacts to the pedestrian environment While techniques had not 

been developed to analyze future land use patterns the Report was symptomatic of the predominant 

philosophy of the tirne, in so far as it gives the impression of  a purely technical, rather than a 

social, view of transportation planning, with a bias in favor of the automobile (Partridge 1978). 

4.2.1 Synopsis 

In general, the Smith Report recognized growing automobile ownership within the city, 

and recomrnended a transport system to accommodate the automobile. This fact, along with the 

Report's reliance on expert knowledge to provide solutions, demonstrate key elements of the 

- capacity paradigm. 

- 

4.3 Winnipeg Area Transportation Study (WATS) 

During a period in which Winnipeg's suburban form began to emerge, and increasing 

pressures were put on the existing transportation system, transportation pIanners in the 1960s 

responded with a significant refinement of transportation planning techniques. This period, 



however, represented only a moderate change in transportation planning paradigrn. The elernents 

in this era were: a long-range planning project; new modeling tools; the proposais for massive 

transportation projects; Gd, a failure to include the public in the planning process despite 

opposition to proposed projects. 

Throughout the 1960s transportation plamers were extremely active in an attempt to 

accommodate suburban growth, with provision of major thoroughfares for the automobile. In 1962 

Metro directed the Streets and Transit Division to begin a long-range transportation plan, called' 

the Winnipeg Area Transportation Study (WATS). WATS was based on a study that incorporated 

technical advances and seemed to have corrected the deficiencies of the Smith Report by 

comparing a range of alternatives with estimates of cost and perfomance.llg 

The WATS, a coordinated effort between the Streets and Transit Division and the T&ic 

Research Corporation fiom Toronto, was technically superior to The Smith Report because it 

incorporated new surveying techniques and new analytical tools to predict transportation behavior, 

and it tested different transportation system scenarios. FVst, surveys were conducted at ail area 

households, rather than on those cars that happened to pass into and out of the downtown, thus 

providing a more comprehensive trip coverage, although still Iimited to the work journey (Damas 

and Smith 1978). 

Second, the WATS Trafic Prediction Model (The Model), similar to the four step process 

described in chapter 3, analyzed transportation behavior, land use patterns, and population 

characteristics to predict friture travel behavior (see Figure 4.2). Despite these advances in travel 

prediction, future land use patterns were still assumed as stable, and automobile travel was 

119 WATS began in 1962 with the collection of base data, and was completed in Se tember 1968 with the 
ublication of Volume Ili, r ti n d Rec m endation 1 -1 etropolitan &rporatioa of Greatcr 

%ïnnipe 196, , o d ~ % # & & ~ ?  $ O h %  ; Vo&e6t B g g d i t i o n s ,  and Volume II, Travel Analysis. 
~olurne f summanrcd the followmg con%;:: land6& traf~ortation fwility invento , &hg travel patteqs 
invento . Volume iï conducted travel analysis and describes e development of a travxpredietion mode1 to nrnulate 
travel r&onships. 



assumed to be the mode of choice. 

.- 
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Figure 4.2 The WATS T&ic Prcdiction Mode1 (City of Winnipeg 1978,26). 

Then five different transportation system alternatives were tested by simuIating the 

* .  

nurnber of automobiie trips, total travel tirne and modal choice through the four steps of The 

Model. - The systems were priced, giving a cornparison between costs and performance in tems of  

travel time and congestion relief. From the five schemes tested, the study team recommended one 



scheme costing $800 million over a ~en ty- four  year period.""e scheme included five radial 

freeways running through city, a subway system that ran fiom the arena-stadium compIex through 

the downtom to   end ers on Highway, and a circumferential fieeway named the suburban beltway. 

Figure 4.3 The photograph shows the functional design of  the South Eastern and Southern Frceways 
as they pas  through the downtown . Under this recommended plan it would be hard to 
imagine the Forks ever being developed. Source: MetropoIitan Corporation of 
Greater Winnipeg 1968,203. 

The recomrnendations in WATS demonstrated that transportation planners still heavily 

favored the automobile and their recomrnendations caused reaction fkorn the public. For example, 

. . in 1964, before brave1 analysis had been cornpleted a progress report on WATS was presented to 

Metro Council. The report predicted that the final study would show a need for a suburban 



beltway p h  eight radial fieeways @fetropolitan Corporation of Greater Winnipeg 1 968).lZ1 

Meanwhile the extensions of a new Osborne Bndge over the Red River and the Disraeli Bridge 

through residential areas wére creating local protest (Partridge 1978). 

Despite a lack of public involvement in WATS, Metro approved the Report as official 

policy on May 14, 1970. It cm only be assumed that the councilors were persuaded by the 

sophisticated and convincing arguments of the planners, who, in the absence of public debate, had 

a virtual monopoly on expertise (Partridge 1978, 13). However, the recommendations of the 

WATS were eventuaIIy rejected by the new Unicity Council, perfiaps swayed by negative public 

reaction to the proposed fieeway systems. 

4.31 Synopsis 

The WATS is reflective of the capacity approach to transportation planning. It was an 

expert-driven process dedicated to freeway construction, concerned with technical solutions based 

on speed and congestion measurement, rather than the community values that were fùeling local 

protests. 

4.4 Winnipeg Development Plan 

The decision to reject WATS moved transportation planning away fiom the capacity 

paradigrn, and more clearly into a new approach, mobility. In 1973 the City of Winnipeg 

+ Development Plan was adopted to direct future growth and transportation pIanning. It contained a 

Transportation Policy (the Policy), that not onIy filled the void of WATS, but ushered in a new era 

121 -With the metro popdation at five hundred thousand and car ownership rising, Stretts and Transit believed 
the demand for transportation infrastructure required the completion of infrastnicture ro'ects before the completion of 
WATS. Two proposed projects would be features of debates in the ear1y 1970s. In 1 8 d ~ e t r o  had b e g - t o  pegotiate 
with the CN Rai!way abop the ossible removal of obsolescent tracks at $e junction of the Red and Assin~boine 
Rivers, and possible creatron oA scenlc dnve dong the Red. The first proJect b-e the Forks, and the second projcct 
is underway with the completion of a new basebal1 stadium. By t 966, discussions had also begun with senior 
overnments concernin a new bridge over the CPR tracks in no& central Winnipeg, called the Sherbrook-McGregor 

b e r p a s  (Partridge 19&> 



of transportation planning that involved a short time horizon , a combined auto and transit 

transportation systern, and transportation management policies. 

The Policy recommended a continuing process to deal with changes in urban development 

and transportation. As a result, five year capital prograrns were adopted, with continua1 updating 

on an annual basis (City of W i ~ i p e g  1978). For example, in 1976 a report was completed that 

attempted to establish an approach to growîh management within the financial capacity of the City. 

The result was to concentrate growth into five residential areas and one industrial area. The . 

irnprovernents associated with this program are illustrateci in Figure 4.4. 

- 
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Figure 4.4 A cost effective transportation and land use approach (City of Winnipeg 1978,46). 



The Policy recognized the need for a transportation system which allowed public transit 

and private automobiles to complement each other. In particular, the policies directed that public 

transit was to be emphasized for the movernent of penons to and fiom the downtown and that 

roads should be provided to allow private vehicles to be used for the movement of persons 

between al1 other parts of the City (City of Winnipeg 1978). The Policy committed the City to 

maintain its existing road system without expanding to include freeways. 

The Policy recognized some of the social and environmental implications of 

transportation, and directed that M e r  consideration be given to the impacts of the transportation - 

system. One guideline echoed the growing trend of trawportation system management (TSM) by 

recognizing the direct relationship of the cost of urban trmportation systems to the peak load . . 

demands, and pledged the City to adopt methods to reduce peak loading (Dillon 1978). 

4.4.1 Synopsis 

The Winnipeg Development Plan is significant because it represents a change in 

transportation planning paradigm. Transportation policy shifted fiom long range comprehensive 

planning to long term studies containing policies and guidelines, and short term comprehensive 

plans (Damas and Smith 1978). Furthemore, instead of building infrastructure the Policy focused 

on non-capital-intensive transportation projects, such as preferential treatment for high occupancy 

vehicles, implementing para-transit services (Dillon 1978), and a policy approach to deal with 

trafic demand. n i e  Plan is representative of the mobility paradigm. 
- 

The elements within TransPlan 20 10 are only moderately different fiom previous 

transportation planning incarnations in a technical sense; however, the outstanding difference is a 



community involvement eternent that directed the entire planning pro ces^.^^^ TransPlan 20 10 

recommended the creation of a regional transportation and land use planning organization, the 

developrnent of new fundfng policies, continued public involvement, and guidelines for 

sustainable developrnent, al1 indicative of a combined paradigm approach.lf3 

4.5.1 Community Involvement with Technical Support 

A five member volunteer Steering Cornmittee (The Committee) was directed to oversee 

TransPlan 20 10. The approach taken by The Committee was to develop a strategy to ensure -' 

community involvement, dialogue, and consensus building with the integration of technical 

information throughout the process.lZ4 

The recommendations and guidelines in TransPlan 2010 were created from a fow phase 

Community Involvement Process (CIP), Tbe CIP offered an alternative to expert-driven and 

engineering-oriented UTP processes. In the first phase, participants, not transportation planners, 

determined the goals and objectives for the UTP process (City of Winnipeg 1996a). In the second 

phase, a preferred transportation scenario began to emerge. The emerging scenario was created 

from a combination of factors: transportation modeling; existing trends; and the participants in the 

CIP who drew to draw a fiiture vision of the city of Winnipeg, In the third phase, the ernerging 

in TransPlan 20 IO is Iong ran e transportation plan undertaken-by the Ci of Winnipeg and the Province of ?' Manitoba to rneet the ob-ectives of PL Winnipeg - Toward 2010, policies SC-0 to SC-IO - and requests made by the 
Province of Manitoba han W i i p e  outlines two prioritia in dealing with ~ o r t a t i o n :  maintenapce, and 
irnpmvemeots. TransPlan 20 IO was &O mandated to intepte land use, urban design and ortaaon lanning to 
mate  ngional policia. For further explmation of Chapter 5C please s a  TransPlan 20 10 (% ~ ~ p e n '  A. 

IU Ken Klasscn (!998), an a~tivist citizen plannedpolicy anal observes chat the priorities in T-Pl* 2010 
conflict wth Plan Wmipeg. Despite Plan Winnipeg's requiranenîs, h s s e n  concludes, the recommendations in 
TramPlan 2010 make no provisions to fiind the maintenance of $e existing trar)sit stem, or make major 
imprqvernmts to the transit stem. It does howvever go into detad about spending 8 0 0  million for a major expansion 
ofthe regional street sy.stem%assen 1998). 

124 TransPlan 2010, which had oves 2000 participants (Ci of Winnipeg 1998b), used a nurnber of different 
tools to infonn apd involve 'e public: comunity workshopr, &usrm public opinion nwcys,ne-wsMq pilot 
workshops, publrc presentations and open houses, newspaper ads, pu ic service announcernents, radio mterviews, and 
public access television (City of Winnipeg 1996a). 



scenario, or the TransPlanning Model of transpomtion options, was mapped out (see Figure 4.5). 

The mode1 was used to build consensus for future transportation priorities in the Capital 

Region. The ~ r a n s ~ l a n a i n ~ ~ o d e l  provided direction for transportation planners to test 

alternative systems through their mode1s.l" In phase four, the future scenario was defmed as a 

balanced transportation system (City of Winnipeg 1998). 

- 1  a i g l r W & t -  'zz w u / k W i i r . u ( b t  

- .  Figure 4.5 The TransPlanning Mode1 (City of Winnipeg 1998,22). On the horizonta1 axis travel 
behavior is identified fiom car dependencc to dttmativc modes. On the vertical axis 
infrastructure alternatives arc identified, fiom maintenance of the status quo to invatment - in alternative systems. Extnrne positions such as fittways and alternative infhûucture 
were eliminatcd as they rcceived litde support h m  the public. Source: City of Winnipeg 
1998b, 22. 

13 Transportation planners ran simulations for the year 20 10 with the assumption that the automobile would be 
the dominant !rave1 mode. They uscd data for po ulation, crurilopmt, land use, transit ridership, and cornmuter 
ûavel pm*cctionr mis information, as well as d v i a  h m  c ommitttc, wcre oniy.added afttt the CIP had 
concludad n i e  Commiace pmvided advice on: how decisiors ase made on transpotransportahon matters and how fùnding is 
cumntiy provide. +? curent condition and lcvcl of cxpenditure for'e-major maintenana of tf.portati?n 
infiraspucturc* and initiatives that should be supporte4 such as the rcvttaltzation of downtown Wuuiipeg (City of 
Wmlpeg 1968b). 



To achieve the balanced vision the City and Province (although neithcr have yet 

committed) would have to spend $24-29 million/year to maintain major city bridges, streets and 

highways (City of winnipeg 1998). The major priorïties, similar to the Transportation PoIicy in 

the Winnipeg Development Plan, are: irnproved bus service; and improvement to cross-town, and 

radial routes. The improvements are classified as  comections, extensions, and widenings. For 

example, TransPlan 2010 notes that making the intersection of Portage and Main more pedestrian- 

fiiendly will require Ellice to be widened. The crosstown street improvements are the most 

significant recommendations, and are detailed in Figure 4.6. 

Figure 4.6 The crosstown street irnprovtments in TransPlan 2010, s h o w  above, are intended to connect 
an Inner Ring Route. This proposal is a based on the potential benefit to downtown rcvitalization, 
suburb to suburb travel, efficient movement of goods, and the relief of through traff~c in orisüng 
neighborhooâs. Source: City of Winnipeg 1998,77. 



TransPIan 2010 has five recommendations that set it apart fiom transportation pIans of the 

past, and indicate a mobility, livability and sustainability approach.126 

First, TransPlan 20i0 recommends land use policy and controls through the Winnipeg 

Region to encourage compact urban fonn, higher-density residential development, and mixed-use 

residential and employment areas. These recommendations are indicative of the accessibility 

paradigrn. The Committee, however, has not created an integrated transportation and urban design 

body to facilitate these changes. TransPlan 2010 proposes two options to improve transportation -. 

planning decision-making through the creation of a central resource. The f m  option recommends 

the creation of an intergovemmental coordinating cornmittee, while the second option establishes a 

regional transportation agency that is delegated authonty over the regional transportation system. 

WhiIe TramPlan 20 10 acknowledges the need to foster better coordination of activities between 

government departments, particularly zoning and transportation, it fails to integrate urban design 

and transportation planning in its regional authority, 

The recommendation of a centralized agency, while proposed as far back as in the Smith 

Report and implernented as Metro in the days of WATS, fails to appreciate the sustainability 

concept of growth management, and the experience of Florida and Oregon. However, the 

experiences in the United States were created by dramatic growth pressures which stimulated a 

shift in thinking about relationships between transportation and land use. While Winnipeg is a 

- cornparatively steady andor a slow growth center, decision-makers should not abdicate 

- 

126 Ken Klassen ar ues that TransPlan 20 10 recommendations are at odds with the approach of other Canadian 
citia. Most citia are m&hg a transition to green modes of ortation, and compact urban form (Ki-* 1998). 
For -pie the Regionai ~unicipaiity of OttawdCarleton, an%= Cities of Caigary and Edmonton are dcdicating the 
ma onty of their tmnsportation budgets to ex and their e~istin rapid transit systems (Kiassen 1998). The C i t ~  of 
Gdgary, m the Calgary T-q-on P!an QCTP), provida c b t y  +out the fufure pf the ci . The CTP vi?ion is 
baxd on the nnaple of accessibili usin elements that create a sena of transit onented u&n villages (City of 
C a l g y  1996. The CTP goes into %tail &out the type of land use policies requinci to meet the vision In % 
Tram lm 2010 recornmendations a clear O* management policy does not exist. Jnstead the plan gives lunited 
attention to traffic caiming, and land use p&ning. The two were rnenboned as effative meanires ta encourage 
compact p r b ~  fom, higher density residential development, a job-housing balance, mked uses, and discoutaging 
decentralmon of activities and services. The responsibility for administration, policy development and monitomg, is 
not discussed. 



responsibility for the integration of transportation and land use planning. This integration can help 

reduce infiastructure cost, create more Iivable communities, and reduce carbon dioxide emissions. 

Second, ~ r a n s ~ l h  20 10 recommends the creation of revenue-generating sources fiom 

transportation infrastructure and facilities. The CIP directed The Committee to recommend the 

introduction of user fees as means to fund infiaçtructure maintenance. For exampIe, The 

Committee recomrnended a gas tax of two cents per litre, the re-allocation of current taxes, and an 

increase in vehicie registration fees which would be finneled to a dedicated account for regionai- 

transportation purposes (City of Winnipeg 1998). The Committee estimated the fund would 

accumulate $65 million annudly. These recommendations are indicative of the mobility paradigm 

which attempted to change travel behavior through demand-onented policies. Experience in the 

United States has s h o w  that user fees can be effective when implemented slowly, and at specific 

facilities, such as bridges. 

Third, TransP1a.n 20 10 recommends public involvement in local and regional issues at an 

early stage of the decision-making process. This recommendation reflects a desire to create a 

shared regionaf vision through community consultation. This approach is indicative of the 

livability principle, more specifically the concept of collaboration, where transportation decisions 

are being made by partners, transportation planners and stakeholders. However, reflecting back on 

. the Iivability paradigm suggests cornmendation and concern for TransPIan 20 10 and the future 

planning processes it envisages. First, the cornmendation. TransPlan has elaborated two of the 

three primary characteristics for effective public participation processes: inciusiveness, and early 

involvement. The third, accessible information, is included under the headings of transparency and 

economic accountability within the TransPlan 20 10 report. As a result of these characteristics the 

credibility and acceptance of a f ù t u ~  plan, the likelihood of its proposals being implemented, and 

the desire for new stakeholders to join the process should increase. 



On the other hand, future tmnsportation planning processes must be wary of, or anticipate, 

several problems within the realm of public participation. Planners must be able to: instinctively 

support, and build support for, public participation, build consensus and resolve conflict. Most 

importantly, transportation planners must be able to discuss transportation issues without 

distancing themselves fiom the public with jargon, and be able to ask questions of the public and 

treat their responses in a non-judgmental way. 

Fourth, TransPlan 2010 recommends the livability concept of traffic calming to prevent - 

conflicts between h;lffi~c and residential activities. The Committee prescribes traffic calming 

where W i c  congestion spills over ont0 neighborhood streets, and in mixed-use neighborhoods. 

The compatibility between TramPlan 20 10 and the livability paradigrn is further demonstrated by 

the concept of building planning capacity, or the encouragement of resident groups to develop 

trafic calming projects. TransPlan pledges to make fùnds available for groups who would like 

technicaI assistance to conduct studies and write a project plan. These recommendations 

demonstrate a strong livability component. 

Fifth, TramPlan 20 1 O recommends guidelines that acknowledge sustainable 

deve l~pment .~~~ In this regard the Committee has reviewed the concems of the public, recognized 

existing sustainable development legislation, and made recommendations for fiirther action. 

Public input to TransPlan 2010 demonstrated two areas of concem: environmental impact 

assessments, and regional land use patterns that create demand for more transportation services 

and fa~ilities (City of Winnipeg 1998). The Committee believes that these concems are 

127 It is interesting to note that the TransPlan 2010 report does not make mention of sustainable ortation 
plann%g; the t e p  rustainable is amibured to land development Nonethelm The Comminee-does mak2erence  to 
transi! systep improvements" q d  other related system improvements that appear to be sustainable- . c e y  recornmend 

that existing infiastnichw be mamtained and irnprovements to the transportation system through policm, such as 
transportation demand management to decrease automob~le de endence. Further recommendations were made to 
dccrease aqpmobile de ndence: the creation of a pcdemian-hendly doyntown environment, improyerynt tp 
bi d e  facilitifs use opririthe computer Fform+ionsystems-foc transit, better access for people wth disabilities, 
anTthe protection of corndors for fùture rapid transit (City of Winnipeg 1998). 



adequately met by the provincial Environment Act which reviews the development and operation 

of transportation facilities, and the recently legislated Sustainable Development and Consequential 

Amendments Act. ~owever, the Committee believes that effective treatment of land use patterns 

will only occur if the development planning process is shifted fiom the municipal level to the 

regional l e ~ e l . ~ ~  

The recornmendations in TransPlan 20 10 indicate an acknowledgrnent of the sustainability 

paradigm yet it does not penetrate many of this paradigm's criteria. For example, while TransPh 

20 1 O recornrnends the creation of a regional transportation decision-making body it does not 

refiect the sustainability paradigm, as evidenced by LUTRAQ. Other characteristics of the 

sustainability paradigm, such as trip degeneration and second generation urban form studies, do 

not appear in the TransPlan 20 10 report. The exclusion of these characteristics suggests that 

Winnipeg is - at best - just beginning to explore the paradigm of sustainability. 

4.5.2 Inspiration or AmbivaIence 

The reaction to TransPIan 2010 has ranged from apathy to anger, most clearly because of a 

lack of attention given to alternative transportation modes. For example, in the TransPIan 20 10 

section "Transit System Irnprovements" the Committee considered that the improvement of transit 

services to reduce automobiIe dependence is desirable in theory only, and in consideration of 

. cunent trends of decreasing transit ridership they recomrnend, 

... there should be a balance between funding of transit-oriented and automobile- - oriented infrastructure improvements. The funding balance should consider the 
preference for automobiles implicit in the present split between bus ridership and 
automobile use (City of Winnipeg 1998,88). 

This conclusion dernonstrates that the Committee preferred automobile use over transit use 

12s The Committee also concludes that a new review process is needed, based on the foiiowing assessrnent 
categorks: development proposals must provide a clear demonstration of need and demand, and a consideration o f  
alteni-atiye means of meeting that need, o f  downstrearn impacts o f  land development, and o f  full-cost accounting (City 
of Wuinipeg 1998). 



because cars provide the greatest flexibility for multiple-destination, peak-hour trips (Le., work-to- 

shop-to-home). This preference is contrary to the accessibility paradigm, and overlooks the 

potential to reduce autorno6le dependence, to reduce carbon dioxide emissions through the 

integration of land use and transportation planning, and to capitalise on TODs. The opportunity to 

reduce auto use exists within TransPlan 2010. For example, the Cornmittee has recommended the 

implementation of bus-only roadways, and the protection of rail line rights-of-way for long tenn 

development of rail transit corridors. However the implementation of these recommendations has' 

been deferred to an unspecified future date. Since the presentation of these recommendations, and 

the entirety of TransPlan 20 10, to city council in January 1998, one year has passed, and the 

document has failed to inspire political leadership, or support for its recommendations. 

A series of incidents demonstrates the ambivalence towards the document, First, the plan 

has not been acknowledged, approved, or amended by Winnipeg City Council. Second, Winnipeg 

Transit and then Mayor-elect Glen Murray wrote a report (Murray and Borland 1998) that sought 

to arnend many of the TransPlan 20 10 recommendations. Finally, a citizen group, called Smart 

Moves, has organized for the purpose of demonstrating that TransPlan 20 10 has serious flaws and 

offering innovative and enlightened revisions to the transportation pIan (Smart Moves 1998). 

The reaction to TransPIan 201 0 demonstrates that expectations were high for the plan to . 

recommend a multi-modal transportation system with a substantial financial cornmitment to transit, 

cycling, walking and incentives for a more compact urban form. The failure of a political 

charnflon to emerge, the MurrayA3orland Report and the Smart Moves critique of the plan seem 

indicative of TransPlan 20 10's failure to inspire support for its balanced vision and its policies. 

4-53 - synopsis 

Historically, transportation planning has Iargely been an expert-driven and technical 

undertaking. TransPlan 20 10 was unique at the outset in that it represented in part a non-technical 



anaiysis oftransportation issues and solutions. TransPlan 20 10 indicates a blending of three 

paradigms. Its commitrnent to infiastructure Iooks Iike mobility. Its overwhelming commitrnent to 

community involvement ik its process is indicative of the livability paradigm. Its desire to create a 

regional government strategy suggests a movement towards the paradigm of sustainability. It 

appears that the ' balanced' TransPlanning Mode1 created this mix. 

4.6 AnaIysis 

Transportation pIanning in Winnipeg has rernained consistent in terrns of the elements 

being used in the UTP process. In the Urban Transportation Planning ma& provided below the 

paradigm for each pian is defrned by the common eEements derived fiom the literature review of 

Chapter 3. The evidence presented in the matrix is intended to serve as a means to draw a 

conclusion about the paradigms used to guide transportation plans in Winnipeg over a thirty-eight 

year period (see Figure 4.7). 

The matrix demonstrates a consistent pIanning approach, with some significant milestones 

that have caused shifts in outcome, and a balanced approach for TransPlan 20 10. For example, 

the process element column dernonstrates that the approach, the rneasures, the Iand use 

characteristics have remained the same throughout Winnipeg's transportation planning history. 

_ The significant process element change has occurred in the role of the transportation pIanner and 

role of the public. The pIanner has gone fiom an expert to a partner in the planning process, while 

(some of) the public has gone fiom protester to a partner in the process. As a result of this role- 

shifi the process outcomes change, rnost notably in the outcome of TransPlan 20 10 which reflects 

an approach that attempts to balance community values, manage the demand for transportation, 

protect the environment. 
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4.7 Conclusion 

Transportation planning in Winnipeg has evolved fiom the capacity paradigm to elements 

of the livability paradigm. However, transportation plans and systems are approached, modeled, 

and presented with the automobile as the dominant transportation mode, without an aItemative 

offered: 

It is interesting to note that Winnipeg has moved from the mobility paradigm to aspects of 

livability without concem for accessibility. Why? Do transportation planners believe it is too cold 



in Winnipeg winters for travelers to walk, ride a bicycle, or take the bus to an activity. Because of 

this belief, is there no desire to mix land uses? Or is there not a desire to combine land use and 

transportation planning inio a comprehensive activity? Perhaps the recornmendation in TransPlan 

20 10 to create a regional transportation body c m  bring about the change required to incorporate 

the accessibility paradigm. 

Reflecting back to Chapter 3 demonstrates that Winnipeg has yet to really embrace the 

new transportation planning paradigms. The accessibility paradigm is missing completely. WhiIe 

livability is considered, trafftc calming is not a major component of any plan in Winnipeg. This is 

corroborated by Winnipeg measuring transportation system performance on the criteria of 

congestion and speed, a characteristic of the mobility paradigm. Finally, Winnipeg has not moved 

into the sustainability paradigm because the elements of sustainability, such as trip degeneration, 

urban space models, second generation urban form studies, and growth management are not 

included. However, the desire to organize a regional govemment structure dedicated to 

transportation planning suggests these characteristics may appear in the near future. 

While future Winnipeg transportation planners might wrestle with where the sustainability 

parad ip  will lead us, Chapter 5 is intended to provide some choices about that future, and a set of 

possible ecological principles, to potentially help make decisions about urban design and 

transportation planning during the next round of cornprehensive transportation system planning for 

Winnipeg. 

- 



THE SUSTAINABIL,ITY PARADIGM AND ECOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES 

5.0 Introduction 

In previous chapters the research has demonstrated that practitioners of urban design and 

transportation planning are engaging in paraIIel and complementary processes to create a 

sustainable urban fom. As this represents new temtory for both the urban designer and the 

transportation planner a compass for action, or a set of design principles, is required to maintain 

the course toward and within this new operating paradigm. 

This chapter explores the various states of sustainability, such as fiontier ecology, 

industrial ecology and deep ecology. Within these states lies the choice about the type of 

sustainability we, as a society, can choose to follow. This means a decision to follow the path of 

fiontier ecology, industrial ecology, or deep ecology. Each path, while different, requires change to 

the physical structure of contemporaxy neighborhoods, cities and regions. In order to create 



systematic change an implementation strategy that reflects an integrated planning, engineering and 

design approach must be chosen, consistent with the sustainability path. 

The deep design approach is recommended here as a means to achieve sustainability. This 

approach creates consensus around a core set of values, or principles, that are based on the 

fundamental laws of ecological communities. These laws have been weaving in and out of the 

literature reviewed in the previous chapters. As such, the principles become an evaluative tool to 

detemine what type of sustainability we have today. The research will recommend that a 'deep 

design' approach c m  guide society to a sustainable urban form, one that relies on a marriage of 

urban design and transporîation planning. 

5.1 The Concept of Sustainable Development 

The concept of sustainable development, which has roots in the theory of renewable 

resource management, was popularized by the Brundtland Commission's 1987 report called Our 

Common Future. The Commission defined sustainability as development that meets the needs of 

the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs (Rees 

and Roseland 199 1, 15). While this definition is often cited, it is useful to recognize that it 

represents at best a starting point for further incarnations, 

The traditional view of sustainaliility is holistic, and it represents a starting point for an 

ernerging new vision qualified as, ecological (Capra 1996; Wann 1996). The terms holistic and 

ecological differ slightly, and it seems that holistic is somewhat less appropriate to describe the 

current view of sustainability. A holistic view of a car means to see it as a fünctional whoie, and to 

understand the interdependence of its parts. An ecological view of the car includes that 

understanding, but it adds to it the perception of how the car is embedded in its natural and social 

environment - where the raw materials that went into its construction came fiom, how it was 



rnanufactured, and how its use affects the naturai environment and the community. The ecological 

perspective is a recognition of a connected global system, which includes both human activity and 

natural ecological systems. - 

Second, the traditional definition of sustainability is anthropocenfric, or human-centered. 

Proponents of the traditional definition view humans as above nature, and as the source of al1 

value. Strategies that flow fiom this perspective attempt to create inter-generational harmony 

(Hart 1992), and economic growth (Rees and Roseland 1991).L29 Both strategies suggest that -. 

nature has instrumental value, and an assumption that the worldfs resources are infinite. In other 

words strategies for sustainability are independent of nature, in contrast to the emerging ecological 

belief that seeks to create a human environment in hannony with the environment @aly and Cobb 

1989). 

Finally, the traditional definition of sustahability gives no cIear indication about the 

implementation process required to create a sustainable society. However, Billatos and Basaly 

(1997) describe the need for political leadership and planning, while Allenby (1999) describes the 

need for technological guidance and engineering to create a sustainable society. While each vision 

of sustainability is individually important the two have been integrated into the notion of 'deep 

design' (OIT 1994; Wann 1996). 

The evolution of thinking about sustainability demonstrates that it is an evolving process, 

not an endpoint. Accordingly, sustainability is reIative to tirne and place, and will continue to 

evolve. In other words, we rnay have a punctuated sustainability where our world may slip in and 

out of desirable States of sustainability (Allenby 1999). 

129 Richard E. Hart (1992) argues that socie has corne to believe that humans are the center of the universe. 
This is the ofanthropocentrism. Hart concluL that this myth has Icd te anoiha myth: the earth k 
self-rejuvenatmg. As Hart makes this conclusion he &O recommends an environmental reform strategy to create 
harmony between the naturai and artificial environment Thc strategy involves two pty fi@, a reconstitution of 
property rights that carefully rnonitors land-w regulations, economic growth, and d!inking in the short tam; and 
second, decision-rn-ng and policy development thaî reIies upo? the b~ological heuristic of interdependency, between 
ecologicai community and human cornmumty, as means for sumival. 



5.2 States of Sustainability 

The sustainability paradigm can be categorized within a spectrum of three generally 

accepteci sub-paradigms, or states of ecological thought. Each state reflects a normative or an 

objective process to implement sustainability, either through planning, engineering, or design. The 

states and their irnplementation strategies help to determine what an ideal urban form is, and what 

is required to create a sustainable society. 

5.2.1 Frontier Ecology 

Frontier ecology relates to the traditional defmition of sustainability, and corresponds to a 

strong belief in maintainhg the economic and political statu quo (Billatos and Basaly 1997). The 

most common mechanism for exercising control is through command-and-control or end-of-pipe 

regulations (Tolley and Turton 1995). These regulations mandate cornpliance with specific 

standards through the threat of fines and criminal penaIties."O 

Frontier ecology focuses on refonn through regulation and planning to achieve an ideal 

urban form. For example, the creation of urban growth boundaries to combat inefficient land use 

has been recommended as a means of achieving sustainability (Roseland 1998).13f Frontier 

ecology requires transportation planners to create policies that focus on slowing the growth of 

motonzed transport and favoring non-motorized transportation, such as TSM and TDM policies; 

advocating public transit; trip reduction by-laws; road pricing; preferential parking; regional 

carbon dioxide taxes; and, long-term least-cost strategies for transportation investments (Carlson 

LM The t h e  of financiai and cnmind prosecution has resulted in a creative response, calleci green engineering, 
fiom the economic and industrial sector to achieve sustainability. Green engineering is a systems proach to roduct 
design wherc environmentai concerns are tmted as one of several key determinants in the industri8 p r o c a s  h i s  
ap roach has four general oals: waste reduction, polIution prevention, materials managemen& and product 
engamement (Billatos a n d % d Y  1997). 

131 For example, an urban form study (as describai in Chapter 3) in San Jose, California dernonstmted the 
economic benefits of an urban growth boun The study dernonstrated development Iimited to existing covuni t ies  
and alon a transit corridor, as opposed to e s a n  developrnent, would save at least 200,000 miles of cornmutmg plus, 
three mi fion gallons of water every day, and save 40 percent more energy (Rees and Roseland 1991). 



1995). These policies suggest that transportation planning should shift from access by transport to 

access by proximity. In general fiontier ecology relies on institutional changes that deal with land 

use planning and transportaiion planning to achieve the ideal urban form. 

While the aforementioned demonstrate an atternpt to create environmental legislation and 

environmental management practices, concern exists about their effectiveness, particularly in the 

area of growth management and regional governance. For example, a recent study of Charlotte's, 

NC attempt to create consensus and forma1 regional administration among 43 independent 

jurisdictions and cities, five state department of transportation districts and five metro planning 

organizations, on sustainable transportation policy, observed that the region was econornically 

fragmented and politically immature (Hartgen, McCoy, and Walcott 1996). Despite the conditions 

in Charlotte the authors recommend that regional planning, in the absence of fomal regional 

administration, should continue provided partnerships are sought and interaction between 

jurisdictions occur. 

5.22 Industrial Ecology 

Industrial ecology sees nature as robust, and envisions a worId in which technology cm be 

engineered to create h m o n y  between human and ecoIogical s y s t e r n ~ . ~ ~  More definitively, it is a 

multi-disciplinary initiative to deliberately and rationally provide the technological, engineering 

and scientific basis for a path toward global sustainabiIity (AIlenby 1999). The concept of 

- industrial ecology is based on three different modeIs of biological systems. The models generally 

relate to the use of waste within a system (see Figure 5.0). n i e  Type 1 model represents a linear 

flow where materials enter the system, are used only once, and are then disposed of as waste. The 

Type II model includes feedback and interna1 cycling loops which allow interna1 reuse of 

132 The term was first used in 1972 in Japan when the Japanese be an considerin a metaphor for sestructuring 
the industrial systern. In 1989 the tmn was revived to dacribe indumiafsystems coulfbe m o n  efficient, if their 
material flows were modeled after natural ecosystems. 



materials. The Type III mode1 is one in which full recycling is achieved."' 

Figure'S.0 As a systern moves fiorn a Type I to a Type III, materials that wcrc previously wasted become 
part of the system Source: Allenby 1999,44. 

ln - . These stems have changed the way materials are used and reuscd in the indusbial process (AIIenby 1999). 
Using the automgile indunry as an example we can see how indumial mduction can be changed. In a Type 1 systern 
a car is abandoncd at the side of the road and lcft as waste. In the Type fi system a car is fiim strippcd of usehl parts, 
which are then mnditioned. The remaining fiaaie is recyclecl. This is the interna1 faback loop. The [emaînin 
p l a s t ~  and glas$ *hich constiîutc waste,,arc Iandfi!l+ In the Type sys$n a w l f s o n t y e d  system is creatf 
wvhere the enhre Iife cycle of the car and its supportmg mfrastnicturc ts designcd to be continuously rrused. The Type 
III systcm is difficuIt to achicvt because of disstpativc uses of mattrials, that is, materials arc degradcd and Ion in the 
course of a single use. For exam le, fuel is burned in combustion engines. Ln such instances, minimitation of 
dissipativc uses may be the bcst &at can bc hoped for &en furmit techaologier 



In the realm of urban design and transportation planning the modets are best seen as an 

eficiency tune up. Industriql ecology is an attempt to tweak the technological components of 

society, such as zoning by-laws, building codes and development standards. For example, 

WalMart's EcoMart store in Lawrence, Kansas reflects Type iIl because it was designed to combat 

the unsustainable practice of disposable architecture (Wann 1996)."' EcoMart was designed for 

adaptable reuse, for the building to be converted into apartments, once its life cycle as a retail store 

was over. The EcoMart store demonstrates that the entire life cycle of the building was 

considered, from its orïgins to its end uses. WhiIe EcoMart demonstrates how big box retailers .. 

c m  be transfomed into eco1ogicaI stewards, it also demonstrates the importance of ecological 

models as determinants of urban design. 

While the industrial ecology approach is useful, it only operates within the bounds of 

technological advances. Another state of sustainability called deep ecology, however, anticipates 

social change and works fiom a broader palette: a world of possibility. 

5.2.3 Deep Ecology 

Deep ecology represents a shifi in thinking fiom the fiontier ecology approach and the 

industrial eco1ogy approach. It sees the world as an integrated whole rather than a disassociated 

coilection of parts, and recognizes the fundamental interdependence of al1 phenornena. It also 

represents a return to low and appropriate technologies, as a means to create harmony between 

social and ecological systems. To achieve this harmony deep ecologists recornmend the 

IU EcoMart combats disposable architecture because it uses recycled buildin materials throughout the store, 
and irnplernenpi low-in ut landscaping. For example, the store challenged a<-* foc. codgby m e g  - p y  
water, water dischargJfmm intenor plumbin f- or rainf'ail, for irrigahon. f k p i t e  a numnce Npuiatlon in 
local coda th? rohibited gra water use ~cohart butlders we- able to convince tocai officiais of its benefie. As a 
mult  the 17 mifion gaiions orwater generated or collected on site was able to be left on site. Usin convenuonal 
standards the gray water would be seen as waste, and then a similar amount of \vater would have to %e purchased fmrn 
the city to imgate the landscaping around EcoMart 



implementation of a design process that involves an awareness of nature's messages, and ultimately 

the redesign of the human environment. 

Deep ecologists see nature as a world of messages, or principles, that, once understood, 

can be translated to human systems to create sustainable communities. Fritjof Capra (1996) has 

coined the t e m  eco-literacy as the ability to read the messages of nature. David Orr (1994) reads 

the messages as a series of principles: love, intelligence, wisdom, virtue, responsibility, value, and 

good sense, which create an ecological design intelligence. For example, the principle love is uskd 

to describe the condition of biophilia. Biophilia translates into a desire to change urban 

development fiom a mastery of nature to an intimacy with it. Deep ecologists believe these 

principles point to the creation of a new urban and regional e n v i r ~ n m e n t ~ ~  

In order to construct this new environment deep ecologists seek to marry the planning and 

engineering approaches of fiontier ecology and industrial ecoiogy, with necessary social changes. 

David Wann describes this process as deep design, an effort which resists inefficiency, planned 

obsolescence, and environmental decay, and embraces long-term planning to create material, 

biological and cuItura1 wealth (Wann 1996). Consequently, poorly designed physical constructions 

that are over-engineered, such as buildings, transportation infiastructure, and public pIaces need to 

be changed. More specifically, Wann argues that zoning by-laws and technical codes have 

- allowed engineers, planners and architects to create the worst possible city the Iaw will al10w.l'~ 

13s In the book E q h  in Mind (1 994) David Orr outlines a reruralization project, or 2 1 st century agrianism, 
where he sees the diminishing importance of the urban environment, technology, and in its place a reconstitutron of 
premodem values. His project includes an eight point comprehensive strategy to restpcture cities and rural-areas into 
an integrated regional community. For exarnple, in the area of ortation he predicts the end of the fossif fbel era, ""g as well as the end of automobile and transportation infrastrucKre su sidies. In* its p la~e  he recommends a fifty year 
project to rebulld national and urban railways. While On's project may not be mediately palatable he does see 
reruralization as a logical inevitability and a cultural necessity. 

136 For exarnple, zonin by-laws have pqking.provisions that allow enough arking ac? at a shopping mal1 to 
ensure maximum capacity at ehnstmas, the bustest time of the year. Instead deep lesigne&m with a more inspired 
assumption: to provide more transit options rather than provide more automobile p-g spaces. This a proach, 
concludes Wann (1 996) is characterked by incorporating diversiîy, flexibility, and biological compatibihy. 



In order to prevent over-engineered development Wann recommends a two-phase 

community design process to achieve a sustainable society. Phase I corresponds to industrial 

ecology, and Phase II is about optimizing the transportation inkistructure and buildings we 

currently have, and minimizing the loss of public places and ecological habitats. In short, Phase PI 

represents a reconstruction of physical space and social life. Wann believes this strategy will lead 

to a post-suburban metropolis Iike the communities being created at Hayrnount, Virginiau7 and, 

Denver's Stapleton Airport and already created at Village Homes in Davis, California. 

In the City of Davis, California, located behveen San Francisco and Sacramento, lies a 

piece of a suburb called Village Homes that has elements of a sustainable firture we c m  aim for. 

While the suburb has a low density (270 homes situated on 70 acres of land), the community is 

sustainable because it is not automobile-onented, it integrates residential living with m l  farming 

practice, and incorporates ecological planning into its design. 

The first noticeable difference in Village Homes is that houses front o ~ t o  pedestrian paths 

and public green space instead of streets, While this description is similar to the Neighborhood 

Unit, it differs from the past because automobiles are confined to nmow streets on the perimeter 

of the development. While traditional engineering standards require roads to be wide enough for 

buses, fire and garbage trucks to pass by one another the developers, Judy and Michael Corbett, 

overcame this technological standard by introducing forma1 easements that allowed the trucks to 

137 - Ha mount, a t o m  located hour from Washington, D.C., be an construction in 1995 on a 1000 acre 
subdivision. he cornmuni will integrate 4,000 living uni& ~00,00Bsquare f e t  of commercial and light industrial 
space, and 250$00 s q u a r e L  retai1, which is already spok5n F e  town, position* ten minutp fkom a ligh-rail 
cornmuter sto is intended to be edestrian-oriented contain a mm of uses, a diversity of housing unrts, and mte 
ecologica! ha&&. F e  town wie feature traditional and state of the art d q i p .  The traditional element@ that Kte 
town 1s laid out in a gnd attern to createtffdestrian and automobile accssibility. State of the art Iegûlarive tools, 
such as a new mer CO& for buildings at pennits photovoltaics and fucl cells, are u x d  to create energy efficient 
homes (Wm 1 9 9 8  

131 Denver's vacant Stapleton Airport will create 20,000 'obs and attract 30,000 residents. According to the 
d-lopefs visio-n, more than a third of t . ! ~  propcrty will be and open space. A seria of urban w t e r s  or villages 
will provide a mix of employment, housing. recreation, services, and access to open space and to public transportation 
(Wann 1996). 
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drive over flower beds to get past one another. This simple design change maintained the integrity 

of a car free space. 

The cornmunity also has an 'edible landscape'. The public green space is a vegetable and 

h i t  garden. The mix of agricultural uses in a residential area \vas a concern that the Davis 

Planning Department, the Davis Public Works Department and the Federal Housing- 

Administration (FHA) shared. Despite initiai hesitation, in fear of hygienic concems, each 

Department and the FHA relented. The inclusion of agricultural uses has not only created 

self-sufficiency for the residents, but also pride, and a deep care and cornmitment to the 

neighborhood. 

The community was designed to reflect the ecological principle of the recycling of 

resources. For example, the Corbetts designed the landscape to retain storrn water to recharge 

ground water supplies and imgate crops. While the idea of a natural plumbing systern raised more 

concern with the FHA and many municipal departrnents because of its use of grey water, the 

Corbetts proved that while their design innovations would provide ecological and social benefit 

Village Homes would also provide economic savings to residents and the municipali~.~" 

The importance of Village Homes is that it bridges the gap between industrial ecology and 

deep ecology. Phase 1, which changes zoning by-laws or codes, helps institutionalize industrial 

ecology thus making mixed-use, walking and bicycling more acceptable. Phase 1 blazes a trail for 

- more comprehensive designs in the future. Wann concludes that VilIage Homes represents a 

mission to create total value by design rather than fiagmented value by default - an integrated 

sustainable comrnunity, not land development that fills in vacant space (Wann 1996, 132). M i l e  

Village Homes may not achieve the density required to be considered sustainable, the deep 

139 The streets, which are ten to fifteen feet narrower than conventional streets, cost 20 percent Iess to constmct 
and will save on re aving costs. By designing natural drainage in Village Homes the developers were able to saving 
$800 per householc!. 



ecology approach is representative of a search for alternative residential development patterns that 

are in harmony with ecologicaf systems. 

5.2.1 Synopsis 

Each state represents an objective or normative vision of an ideal state of sustainability, 

and specific implementation strategies to achieve those visions. Frontier ecology-represents a 

nomative approach to create systematic change through planning and policy formulation to 

achieve social equity. Industrial ecology is indicative of an objective approach to create 

technological change through science and engineering. Deep ecology requires an objective and 

normative approach - deep design - designed to incorporate the two previous states of 

sustainability into a comprehensive process of technological and social change. In general each 

state emphasizes the efficient use of urban space, reducing the consumption of natural resources, 

and improving community livability.140 

The frontier and industrial ecology approaches are useful; however, in isolation they are 

not sufficient to create a sustainable system. 1s deep ecology therefore the path to follow to guide 

the sustainab if ity paradigm? 

5 3  Planning, Engineering and Designing 

Determining which path to follow requires an understanding of the role of planning, 

engineering and design in the implementation of sustainability. Each process shares similar 

obje'ctives; however, they differ in the means to achieve those objectives. Outlined below are the 

advantages of the design process over planning and engineering. From these advantages a single 

L I 0  These characteristics are similar to five findamentals of sustainability derived at a November 1990. 
conference or anized by The Town and Coun Plannin Association. The five fundamentai vaiues are: 
environmentafeficiency; balance bctween the%;ilt and &e naturai environmen$ prevent processes which harm the 
environment and hurnan health; social well-being; increase participation in political decision-makin (BIowers 1992). 
The primary urpose of the conference was to translate these fwdamentals into practical gxidelines%or policy-maken. 
In orda to acRieve thess goals the conference dclegates recomrnended the cornmitment to achieve a consensuai vision, 
transectoral policy-making and a regional strategy. 



question is derived intended to direct future transportation planning processes.. 

First, while planning, engineering and design represent attempts to create a desired state of 

sustainability they differ substantially in process. Planning and engineering are similar. The 

former is an attempt to produce the outcome by actively managing the process, while the latter 

regulates action through scientifically derived standards (Greenberg 1997). For exartiple, forma1 

procedures such as zoning by-laws, code regulations and standards govern land use, building 

construction, and street widths. These processes and regulations pervade most North American 
* 

Design, however, is a meta-project based on principles that attempt to balance the duality 

of a normative approach and an objective approach. More definitively, design is an attempt to 

produce the outcome by establishing criteria to govem the operations of the process so that the 

desired result will occur autornatically without further human intervention (Ophuls 1992,287). For 

example, the United States Constitution was based upon the principles of peace, order and good 

government. 

Second, design is not bureaucratie and obtuse. Both planning and engineering require a 

dedication to bureaucracy which is difftcult to access for citizens. For example, in chapter 2, the 

capacity and mobility approaches made transportation planning an expert-driven process exclusive 

of citizens. Furthemore, while the government regulations developed for ISTEA , discussed in 

chapter 3, have demonstrated an attempt to include citizens in the UTP process, these are often not 

adequiite local responses to environmental problem-solving because they either have a lack of 

funding, or an uncertainty in program administration (Rees and Roseland 1991), inadequate 

communication between policy makers (Hartgen, McCoy, Walcott 1996) andlor inadequate 

technical assistance (Khisty 1996). 

Counter to these approaches is design, which fosters self regulation. Author William 



Ophuls (1992), prescribes decentrdized govengnce, and describes its ability to result in the 

selection and implementation of a set of design criteria aimed at sustainability. This allows us, 

concludes Ophuls, to channel the social and technological system in such a way as to avoid having 

to constantly plan, manage, and supervise (Ophuls 1992). For example, Ivan Illich has proposed a 

design criteria of an absolute speed limit, of 15 to 25 miles per hour, which he believes would 

promote efficient use of resources and would create self-regulation. While these steps have yet to 

be taken the Making Choices street standards demonstrate a movement toward the vision Illitch - 

proposes. 

Third, design represents a new level of thinking about current problems. Albert Einstein 

observed that, the signifiant problems we face cannot be solved at the same level of thinking we 

were at when we created them (Covey 1992,42). In other words, the social, economic and 

environmental problems caused by unsustainable transportation systems are fundamental problems 

that can not be solved on the level at which they were created. 

Planning and engineering make use of paradigms which describe reality. Thomas Kuhn 

defined paradigms as a constellation of concepts, values, techniques - used by a communi~ to 

define problems and solutions. More illustratively Steven Covey calls paradigms lighthouses. In 

other words they fûndamentally affect how we see problems, as well as the way we attempt to 

solve them. For example, in a desire to create self-sufficient acreages, and make use of existing 

technology Frank Lloyd Wright, in his description of Broadacre City, prescribed a car for 

everjmne. As a response to increasing congestion the capacity paradigm prescribes more fieeways. 

While each paradigm is usefûl in an evolution of design and transportation theory we continue to 

conceive problems in the same way. In other words the way we see the problem is the problem. 

Paradigrns require a deeper thinking to address underlying problems, and abnormalities that 

challenge the orthodoxy. 



In contrast, design makes use of principles which is reality. In essence principles are the 

ocean to the paradigrn's lighthouse. Principles are the natural Iaws that govern nature and society. 

P rinciples surface tirne and time again, concludes author Stephen Covey, and the degree to which 

people in a society recognize and live in h m o n y  with them moves them toward either survival 

and sbbility or disintegration and destruction (Covey 1989,33). Current urban design and 

transportation planning practice provide a lighthouse for sustainability, not the ocean. 

Fourth, and most importantly the design approach is the way of nature. The 

anthropocentric perspective, canied by the fiontier ecology approach and to a lesser extent the 

industrial ecology approach, has created an environment that is destructive. Yet, in cornparison, 

during more than three billion years of evolution the planet's ecosystems have organized 

themselves so as to maximize susbinability (Capra 1996; Ophuls 1992). While we cannot leam 

about human values fiom nature, what we can learn is how to live sustainably. it  al1 comes down 

to this, concludes Los Angeles architect Sam Hall Kaplan, 

design is the process by which form comes into being through time. Nature is 
always doing it. People do it too, but sometimes unconsciously or badly. The 
principles by which nature designs its living creatures and the environments they inhabit 
and help create, can be adopted by human beings in Our own designs (Kaplan 1992,36). 

The need to design sustainable communities is coming f5om many sources, and the 

basis is similar. Authors Capra (1996), Harrnan (1988) Ophuls (1992) and Wann (1996) describe 

the need to begin construction of a postrnodern society based on principles that underpin the - 

wisdom to ask the right questions. Sustainability, deep ecology and design represent the Pinta, the 

Nina, and the Santa Maria as the ships to explore the new world. As the new world is seen on the 

horizon, every single aspect of the old world must be questioned from an ecological perspective. 

In order to chart a sustainable course the first question that results fiom the deep ecology approach 

concerns: What are the ecological pnnciples that can guide the paradigm of sustainability? 



5.4 Design PrincipIes of Sustainability 

Ecological systems operate on several findamental principles. The principles by which 

they sustain themselves are: interdependence, recycling, partnership, flexibility and diversity 

(Capra 1996). Based on this ecological understanding these principles can be used by urban 

designers and transportation planners as guidelines to build sustainable communities. In the 

folIowing sections, each principle will be described, how they relate to the research and their 

implications will be presented, and finally, consistent recommendations for Winnipeg's 

transportation system will be offered. 

5.4-1 The Principle of Interdependence 

Interdependence, or the mutual dependence of al1 processes on one another, is the nature 

of ail relationships (Capra 1996). This prînciple indicates that the success of an entire community 

depends on the success of its individual mernbers, while the success of each member depends on 

the success of the entire community. Therefore, a sustainable human community is aware of the 

multiple relationships among its mernbers (Harman 1988). 

Interdependency is characterized by the complemenkq actions of urban design and 

vsportation planning. Interdependency in these disciplines is summarily expressed by Walker 

- and Rees; the most important factor relating urban form and transport energy consumption is the 

separation of activities, which is itself a finction of density and land use mix (Walker and Rees 

1997, 103). The mutually dependent relationship between these factors is documented in Chapter 

2,3 and 4. For example, in Chapter 2 New Urbanism integrates transportation and land use 

planning to locate jobs, services, and recreation close to home in town centers. Chapter 3 described 

how transportation planners are integrating these practices in the urban form study, to create the 



conditions necessary for a multi-modal transportation system. In Chapter 4 TransPlan 20 10 

recommends the need to encourage compact and sustainable urban development. This 

acknowledgment indicates zin awareness of interdependence.1" 

The implication of this principle for Winnipeg requires a redefinition of the transportation 

system and urban fom. Interdependency would mean that Winnipeg's transportation system 

would be able to control consumption of land, while Iocating aq integration of urban functions 

within close walking distance of home, and giving hi& priority to walking and biking. A recent -. 

publication by the Town and Country Planning Association sumrnarizes these concerns by 

concluding 

a multi-centered city is needed, conditional to planners recognizing: a balance 
between compact and low density developrnent; and a solution able to counteract 
piecemeal patterns of development (Blowers 1992). 

In line with this recommendation Winnipeg must create t o m  centers, in the TOD style, along 

dedicated busways and railway rights-of-way. One such line would originate at the Forks, and run 

south along Pembina Wighway. This type of development wouId begin to be implemented through 

the New Urbanist style of development practice which changes exclusionary land use designations 

to a mixture of commercial uses and higher density residential uses. The creation of town centers 

with a transit element is a srnart growth solution designed for the long terrn, with the intent to 

create sustainable comrnunities. While this formulation appean simple there is no bluepnnt for 

sustainability; accordingly, this recommendation would require definitions about compact 

development, and deterrninations about the location of t o m  centers, ideal job-housing balances, 

and ided density levels. 

14 1 In an attempt to créate interdependence between civic departmen& Ma or Glen Murray has created a 
Transportaîion Dmand Management coinmittee. The committee combines stadfrorn Winnipeg Transit and Public 
Wo.. This researcher has .r$commended to the Mayor that the committee include land use planners as a means of 
creating complementary poIicies for urban deveIopment, 



The interdependency principle translates into a recognition that land use and transportation 

are forever linked, and that a sustainable urban form values land as more than an inexpensive 

commodity, while a sustainable transportation system does not rely on finite natural resources as 

energy sources. This implies an imrnediate response towards an evolutionary approach toward the 

implementation of 'green' transportation, such as solar-powered vehicles, with an-emphasis on 

urban design that gives priority to walking and bicycling. 

5.4.2 The Principle of The Recycling Process 

The recycling nature of the ecological process is an important principle of ecology. An 

ecosystem's feedback loops are the pathways along which nutrients are continually recycled 

(shown in Figure 5.0). In an ecological system there is no waste. More definitively, al1 organisms 

produce wastes, but what is waste for one species is food for another, so that the ecosystem as a 

whole remains without waste. 

The lesson for human communities is to produce a transportation system or an urban form 

that does not produce waste. However, the tension between economics and ecology in producing a 

sustainable system stems h m  the fact that nature is cyclical, whereas Our industrial systems are 

linear. For example, transportation systems require resources like oil, which is transformed into 

products like roads, the roads are used by consumers who create waste through automobile use, 

. and when the roads are consumed it requires constant repair or degrades the environment with its 

impermeable consistency. If the transportation system is going to be sustainable its patterns of 

production and consumption must be cyclical. To achieve this condition in urban design and 

transportat ion planning we need to fündamentall y redesign the physical form of cities. 

- The literature reviewed in this thesis demonstrates that a sustainable city must reflect 

nature's pattern and create multipIe feedback loops. The Baubiologie movement, descnbed in 

Chapter 2, is indicative of this principle. Residents of Kassa:, Germany have taken on the persona1 



responsibility to design their community to recycle waste. The second generation urban fom 

study, or the Portland Travel Mode1 (PTM), descnbed in Chapter 3, literally demonstrates this 

principle. The PTM, which has a feedback loop within its mode1 structure, called the pre-mode 

choice, accounts for the decision made by travelers on whether to walk, bike or use a vehicle. The 

consequence of this simple design characteristic has created the ability for transportation planners 

to measure the difference between the wastes produced in a traditional transportation system and 

its cornplementaxy low density development, with an alternative transportation system and higher - 

density development. The PTM demonstrates that the level of congestion, oi1 consumption, 

air and water pollution, and suburban sprawl of traditional development patterns can be changed 

by creating alternative urban development patterns and transportation systems. The intent of this 

measurement is, quite simply, to be more sustainable. 

This principle is more difficult to identi@ in Chapter 4. However, as transportation 

planning moved from the Winnipeg Development Plan to TransPlan 20 1 O the appearance of this 

principle becomes evident. For example, in the former, Transportation System Management 

(TSM) policies are recommended, while the latter recommends Transportation Demand 

Management (TDM) policies. While these policies are indicative of the mobility paradigm, they 

can evolve into the sustainability characteristics of trip degeneration and car shedding. For 

!Mimipeg's transportation system to becorne sustainable, transportation planners will have to shift 

- their thinking to create strategies that encourage less waste from travel. 

- The implications of this principle for creating a sustainable in Winnipeg are obvious. It 

requires using the only kind of energy, solar energy, that is renewable, economically efficient and 

environmentally benign. It also requires taxation for the use of finite resources. However, until a 

transportation system is designed to run on solar energy, our current system can mitigate 

environmental wastes from transportation with three changes to the transportation system. 



The first change is rnethodological, where the urban transportation planning (UTP) 

process is refined to rnirnic the principle of recycling. For example, the use of the PTM mode1 

would more accurately account for the environmental impacts of transportation. The second 

change is structural, and relates to urban form, and a significant reduction in the cost of 

infiastructure. This change would mean that engineering standards that require impermeable 

surfaces for roads would be changed to allow grave! roadways, such as those in Kassel, Germany. 

The third change is financial and would entaii ecological tax reform (ETR). One such approach is- 

von Weizsackef s ETR, which is based on the belief that taxes should be heaviest on those 

activities that produce the greatest environmental damage (Tolley and Turton 1995). This concept 

has been introduced with the gasoline tax Ievy in TransPlan 2010, and in order to be successful the 

tax would have to be introduced gradually, giving new technologies and consumption patterns 

sufficient time to adapt. 

These methodological, structural, and financial changes, in conjunction with Gunnarson's 

urban space model, described in Chapter 3, would make the use of Winnipeg's urban and 

transportation space more efficient because distances would be shorter and public transit, cycling, 

and walking would become more feasible. 

5.4.3 The Principle of Partnerships 

Partnership, which refers to the tendency to associate, establish links, and cooperate, is an 

essential characteristic of sustainable communities. Since the creation of the first nucleated cells 

over two billion years ago, iife on E;irth has proceeded through ever more intricate arrangements 

of cooperation and CO-evolution (Capra 1996). 

- In human communities partnership means democracy and personal empowerment, because 

each member of the community plays an important role in helping another member (Harman 

1988). For example, as a partnership proceeds, author Stephen Covey explains, each partner better 



understands the needs of the other. In a tnie partnership both partners learn and change - they 

evolve (Covey 1989). In Chapter 2 partnership is a characteristic of the design charrette used by 

architects to create a sharéd vision, and exemplified in the proposais for the New Urbanist 

community of Seaton. In Chapter 3 this principle is exhibited in the Iivability paradigm where 

community residents are partnered with technical experts in a collaborative planning process to 

develop locally-appropriate transportation solutions. In both cases, partnership and collaboration 

bnng together expertise and experiential knowledge to benefit the entire comrnunity. In Chapter- 4 

the partnership principle is exemplified by the Cornmittee directing the TransPlan 20 10 process, 

and the Community Involvement Process, which offered an alternative to expert-driven and 

engineering-oriented UTP processes. In both cases the public and transportation planners were 

partners in developing the TransPlanning Mode1 that might help create a desired future for 

Winnipeg. 

The implication of the partnership principle for Winnipeg is far reaching, and deah with 

human experience, and, ultimately, consensus on the future. In .total, the principle requires a shift 

fiom domination over others and nature, to a collaborative model. For exarnple, Riane Eisler, 

author of The Chalice and the Blade (1987) anticipates the concept of economic development 

giving way to liberatory development, emphasizing liberation of spirit and energy, self-reliance, 

. preservation of cultural diversity and identity, and re-assertion of group history. Within this 

cultural transformation is an emphasis on the individual, or Maslow's concept of self-actualization 

(Ferguson 1980), and the community, featuring a decentralization of population, agriculture, 

management, technology, and economic production (Harman 1988). Thus, the transportation 

planner must address social self-detemination, opportunity and quality of life for al1 groups by 

developing mechanisms that will enable people to participate in, and contribute to the economic, 

social and environmental improvement of their cornmunities. 



The conditions of partnership indicate a need to create consensus between the individuals 

in a community in the creation of transportation systerns. Consensus is achieved by, 

bringing together al1 those who have a stake in an outcorne, and aim to reach 
agreement on actions and outcomes that resolve issues related to environmental, 
social and economic sustainability (Canadian Round Tables 1993,s). 

Consensus processes are designed on a principle similar to Jane Jacobs Sparrow Axiom, which is: 

to make an omelet without breaking an egg. Which means that you can create a sustainable 

transportation system without destroying or sacnficing someone's interest. Although the decision 

may not be universally agreed upon, consensus is reached if al1 participants are willing to live witii 

the total package. 

5.4.4 The Principle of Fiexibility 

The flexibility of an ecosystem is measured by its ability to bnng itself into balance, or 

regulate itself, whenever a stress is imposed on it (Capra 1996). James Lovelock, a Gaia theorist, 

used a succession of computer models, and a fictional planet cailed Daisyworld, to demonstrate 

this principle. In the first simulation, Lovelock found that under the duress of increasing 

temperature Daisyworld was able to regdate its own temperature by absorbing and reflecting heat, 

depending on which species of daisies are present (see Figure 5.1). Lovelock observes that, 

without any foresight or planning Daisyworld regdates its temperature over a vast time range by 

the dance of the daisies (Capra 1996). In a series of more complex models Lovelock found that 

self-regdation becomes more and more stable as the model's complexity increases. Capra - 
concludes that the more variables that are kept fluctuating, the more dynarnic is the systern, the 

greater is its flexibility, and the greater is its ability to adapt to changing conditions (Capra 1996, 

302). 

Daisyworld demonstrates that ecological fluctuations take place between tolerance limits 

(Harman 1988). For example, in the fourth phase of Daisyworld the whole system collapses 



because the temperature has gone beyond those lirnits that the daisies c m  compensate for. This 
. 

lack of flexibility is stress, which occurs when one or more variables of a system are pushed to 

their extreme values. Conséquently, the stress induces increased rigidity thmughout the system. 

The same is tme of human communities, particularly in regard to the monotony and adherence to 

single use zoning and technical standards. 

Figure 5.1 The four evolutionary phases of Daisyworld. The crucial characteristic of the mode1 
that bnngs about self-regul+on is that the black daisies absorb heaî and warrn not only 
thmiselves but also the planct .,, SimiIarIy, while the white daisits reficct htat and cool 
thernselves, thcy also cool the plana Source: Capra 1996,108. 

The principle of flexibility is evidenced in its negative form by the disused and 

underutilized land, buildings and infiastructure in the city. To make communities more 

sustainable we have to stop building communities that serve one finction, and start making better 

use of existing built forms. This can happen through change in land use regulations and 

engineering standards. This change is demonstrated in the Chapter 2 discussion of MacBumie's 

metropolitan purlieu, which focuses on building performance rather than use. The flexibility in 

MacBumiets zoning concept not only aIlows a number of different uses within a building envelope 

but also encourages adaptive reuse of buildings, such as the EcoMart described in section 5.2.2. 

The livability paradigm, discussed in Chapter 3, demonstrates flexibility through trafftc 

calming while stress is demonstrated by single transportation mode domination on urban streets. 

Flexibility is embodied in the street design standards of Making Choices, and fiu-ther supported hy 

the street design in Village Homes. These examples demonstrate that street design neither has to 

follow universal standards, nor do roads have to be excessively wide. The New Urbanist concept 
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of creating flexibility in building use, and the Making Choices model, demonstrate the ability to 

make better use of existing buildings and roads by relieving the designer and pianner of reIiance 

on a single design standard.- Consequently, the idea of creating flexibility in streets is to encourage 

a safer and more livable environment. 

In Chapter 4 flexibility is dificult to pinpoint. However, the recommendation in 

TransPlan 20 10 to implement trafic calming measures suggests a movement away fiom the 

rigidiv of engineering standards. This recommendation differentiates TransPlan 20 10 fiom past . 

transportation plans. The transportation systerns recornmended in the Smith Report, the WATS, 

and the Winnipeg Development Plan were created to move traffic as quickly as possible, and 

without encurnbrances. Consequently, engineering standards for streets remained the same. 

The implication of the flexibility principle for Winnipeg would mean significant changes 

to planning standards that would result in an alteration of the downtown, existing neighborhoods 

and a new suburban fabric. In the downtown, for exarnple, historic commercial buildings in the 

Exchange district would be retrofitted to create residential accommodations. The transportation 

system would become more walking - and bicycle-fiiendly because existing streets would be 

trafEc calmed, while new suburban streets would have a variety of street types within thern, to 

accommodate different modes of transportation. Such changes require urban designers and 

transportation planners to find flexibility and optimal values for the city's system variables, such as 

building use, to provide flexibility and prevent rigidity. 

5.4.5 , The Principle of Diversity 

In ecosystems the role of diversity is closely connected with the system's interdependency. 

A diverse ecosystem will be resilient, because it contains many species with overlapping functions 

that can partially replace one another. When a particular species is destroyed by a severe 

disturbance so that a Iink in the network is broken, a diverse cornmunity will be able to survive and 



reorganize itself, because other links in the network can at Ieast partially filfill the fùnction of the 

destroyed species (Capra 1996). In other words, the more diverse the network is, the more 

resilient it wifl be. 

In human communities diversity is fostered by a mixing of land uses and urban activity. 

For exarnple, in Chapter 2, the New Urbanist town of Celebration has a mixture of commercial, 

residential, and public space to facilitate social interaction. In Chapter 3 this principle is shown in 

the urban spatial mode1 proposed by Gunnarson, which creates a multi-modal transportation - 

system. In Chapter 4, TransPIan 201 0 does not fully articulate the role of the pedestrian and 

bicycling as dominant transportation modes; consequently, this principle is lacking in Winnipeg at 

present. These examples demonstrate that a diverse comrnunity provides choice, and is less 

dependent on one resource. However, if the only choice in the transportation system requires the 

use of an automobile, for example, a community will have less reason to walk, bicycle or ride 

transit. 

The implications of the diversity principle suggest that -Winnipeg's communities must 

becorne tnily vibrant and comected (Capra 1996). In order to do that residential and commercial 

centers, such as Linden Woods, Whyte Ridge and Grant Park Shopping Mal1 c m  not be 

concentrated into isolated districts, otherwise diversity cm easily become a source of fiiction. 

. Suburban communities must integrate a diversity of uses that promote social interaction as a means 

of creating relationships between community members. The diversity of these relationships will 

enrich the community as a whole. The idea then is to design a mixture of urban uses, in 

combination with a multi-modal transporîation system. 

- These then, are the basic principles of ecology - interdependence, recycling, partnership, 

flexibility, diversity, and, as a consequence of al1 those, ecological sustainability. As we head 

toward a new millennium, our survival, Capra concludes, will depend on our ability to understand 



these principles, such that hurnan cornrnunities exhibit the basic principles of ecological 

organization (Capra 1996). 

5.5 Future Research 

This section elaborates directions for fiiture research in Winnipeg. The recornmendations 

for future research are derived frorn the implications of implementing each of the aforementioned 

ecological principIes. Each recommendation represents a need for a research paper, the 

development of a process, or the initiation of a demonstration project to demonstrate the 

importance of sustainability. With these varied avenues of study researchers can either pursue a 

theoretical discourse or projects grounded in practice. This section also proposes the existence 

sixth principle. 

In concurrence with the principle of interdependence a study is required to determine the 

implications of transit-oriented developments along existing railway rights-of-way, such as 

Pembina Highway. This proposed study woutd answer questions about: the cost of transportation 

technology and infrastructure, reductions in VMT, projections for future transit use, increases in 

the property tax base, the creation of affordable housing units, and decreases in carbon dioxide 

emissions. 

In accordance with the principle of recycling an urban form study would have to be 

undertaken. This study would measure the environmental and economic benefits and costs of 

motorized and non-motorized transit, and conventional versüs alternative development. Such a 

study woutd dernonstrate the impacts of congestion, carbon dioxide emissions, low deiisity 

residential development, and the predominance of single use zoning districts. Flowing fiom this 

study would be recommendations about a job and housing balance throughout the city. 

In concurrence with the principle of partnerships future transportation planning, processes 



must be based upon a collaborative and consensus based process. Currently, many urban 

transportation planning processes lack these essential ingredients. Research is required to develop 

an urban transportation planning process that cm; bridge the gap between technical and 

experiential knowledge, and involve the public routinely in transportation planning and decision- 

making. A study analyzing transportation plans that have used participatory planning processes, 

namely plans fiom the cities of Winnipeg, Calgary, Edmonton and Vancouver, should be 

undertaken to develop a new mode1 of participatory transportation planning. 

In concurrence with the flexibility principle zoning by-laws in Winnipeg should be 

arnended to be pedorrnance-based rather than prescription-based. In order to generate interest for 

this endeavour rnixed-use dernonstration projects should be implemented across the city. 

FinalIy, in concurrence with the diversity principle the cost of a development like Linden 

Woods can be weighed against the cost of a hypothetical New Urbanist cornmunity. The location 

for the New Urbanist could either be on a greenfield or a brownfieid site. This study would weigh 

the cost of infrastructure, the efficiency of Iand use, and the amount of functional open space. 

The information provided in these studies, processes, or demonstration projects would 

prove to be a valid reason to impternent sustainable infrastructure, and design sustainable 

communities. 

In order to further demonstrate the importance of the sustainability paradigm's concepts, 

theories, and policies they must be made visible. In this context a sixth principte of sustainability 

is introduced. 

The principle of visibility is an essential characteristic of sustainabfe communities. 

Visibility refers to the relative possibility of an entity being seen under prevaihg conditions of 

light. This definition creates an immediate dialectic between urbanity and the environment. 

Urbanity is expenenced through the five senses, while the essence of sustainability is embedded in 



processes that are not visually accessible. They gre processes that require deeper sensitivities and 

greater participation of al1 the senses. In other words, visibility demonstrates that while urbanity is 

a fiagmented system, nature is a whole systern. In this contes architect Sim Van der Ryn 

concludes that an ecologically-designed built environment will not only make sustainability visible 

but it witl aIso connect nature and technology (Van der Ryn 1992). 

Today, there is a fundamental paradox between nature and technology. The urban 

environment, which nature and technoiogy share, combines a bountifil array of ecological 

richness, while at the same hosting an overlay of technological complexity composed of roads and 

buildings. In the twentieth century the latter has held the dominant hand. Nature has been a 

nuisance, something to be paved, parceled or subdivided. As a result the entire urban region is 

broken up into sections. The systematic process of dividing land not only obliterates ecological 

richness, but also fiagmentç Our perception of the urban enviro~ment. But it doesn't have to-be that 

way. The rnetaphor of a quilt, to describe the visibility principle, is instructional in two ways. 

First, in a quilt you have the organization of a patchwork,.much like the organization of 

the downtown, the subdivision, and the countryside, but you also have the color and pattern of the 

materials, much like the natural systems of a region. A quilt is beautiful and functional to the 

extent that its organization and its materials are in harmony. Similarly, the city should be beautifil 

and functional to the extent that its mechanical systems and its natural systems are in harmony. In 

other words just as individual threads form the foundation for a quilt, the five ecoiogical principles 

are woken into the fabric of society to organize a sustainable community. 

Second, each individual quilt provides meaning. For example, during the United States 

Civil War quilts, hung on Iines to dry, were used as messages to indicate shelter, direction, or 

caution. In this way the quilt has social purpose. As do the visual plans of the design charrette. In 

explaining the charrette, architect Stroud Watson, of the Riverfiont Downtown Planning and 



Design Center in Chattanooga, advises, 

design professionals have to find a way to show people what you're blking 
about whether its &ou& drawings, pictures or models ... planning isn't 
worth a hoot until it has a physical fonn that reinforces it, that gives it value, 
consistency, quality and character (Burnett 1996). 

In other words quilts and design charrettes are the physical manifestations of ideas and concepts. 

They are visions. In the context of sustainability the concepts of ecological principles need to be 

converted it into a vision to express the future direction of an urban area. 

Despite the importance of the visibility principle to elaborate ecological processes, and 

creating meaning there are wamings about the use of this pnnciple. In Local Code, a document 

intended to create Utopia through prescription, architect Michael Sorkin concludes, 

I have decided to exclude drawings or diagrams ... The code recognizes a 
vision already concretized pre-empts the greater possibility of an incitement 
open to many interpretations (Sorkin 1993, 127). 

In Local Code Sorkin provides guidance through text without limiting contemporary or future 

visions. Where his language is limiting he provides for duality. For example, his citizens' Bi11 of 

Rights encourages both anonymity and flamboyance. Local Code cautions that any singular 

concept is exclusionary if it is not sensitive to the duality of Iife. 

While Sorkin presents caution about visibility, the research reported in previous Chapters 

demonstrates its necessity. While urban design, defined in Chapter 2, is a visual and creative 

process, supported by the use of the design charrette and the imagineering process, transportation 

planning, defined in Chapter 3, is a technical procedure reliant on mathematical models to present 

a picture of the future. However, the urban form studies and growth management appear to be 

incorporating visibility into their approaches. 

In Chapter 4 the principle of visibility is not evident. The transportation plans examined 

in this research did not provide a visual picture of its conclusions. Instead their visions were 
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painted by text. For example, TransPIan 2010 does not include a visual description of its vision of 

balanced transportation system (however, during phase IIa of the CIP, participants were tasked to 

draw their vision of what winnipeg would look like in the fuhire). As a result the concepts of 

sustainable development and compact urban form remain partially undefined. Perhaps, this is the 

reason for the ambivalence toward TransPlan 20 1 0. 

The visibility principle would profoundly impact on the next transportation planning 

process. First, the process would begin fiom the paradigm of sustainability being used as a guide. ' 

Second, the principles of ecological design describe the conditions to be achieved. Third, a design 

charrette would create a visuaf plan. The visual plan would include the concepts essential to 

sustainability: TOD, mixed-use, compact development. In short, the visibility principle uses the 

creative power of urban design with the scientific process of transportation planning to create a 

process that works within the duality of intuition and reason. While the principle of visibility 

demonstrates that potentially more principles exist, one final question rernains: What are the 

threads that are invisible? 

5.6 Conclusion 

The paradigm of sustainability is highly attractive, yet it represents a conundrurn: how can 

a planning process be organized to create a sustainable transportation system? The relationship 

between urban design and transportation planning is center stage. Both are complementary 

actions, converging in approach, to produce a transportation system that organizes a variety of land 

uses within walking or short non-polluting commute distance of one another. These factors, along 

with the guidance of ecological design principtes, are not only intended to create a sustainable 

transportation system, but also a sustainable urban form. 

Sustainability, however, has several meanings and several implementation strategies. 

Sustainability can go through States of fkontier ecology, industrial ecology and deep ecology each 



attempting to resolve the arnount of social change and technological change required to create a 

sustainable society. The sustainable society cm be created through a planning, engineering or 

design approach, each empl;asizing a specific degree of regulation. Despite the different meanings 

and strategies to achieve sustainability, urban design and transportation planning cm be seen 

gravitating towards the state of deep ecology, and intersecting in a design strategy that emphasizes 

a set of ecological principles. 

The ecological principles represent a whoIe systems approach to the design of a process. 

Immediately the design approach provokes the question: What kind of c i 5  do we want to build? 

Before the question is answered, the five ecological principles must be consulted, and the 

following used as guidelines: transportation and land use are interdependent; no waste should be 

created fiom urban development and transportation; democratic partnerships are vital to achieving 

livable environments; and, land uses and transport systems must be flexible and diverse. The 

principles provide a h e w o r k  that can be applied globally, while still having the sensitivity for 

local solutions to be developed. 

Making decisions based on the sustainability paradigm, and the awareness of these 

principles, will change the shape of North Amencan comrnunities. As a result, design of urban 

fom will control consurnption of land, strive for a varie5 and integration of urban fûnctions on a 

human scale, place more restraints on high speed trafEc, and give high priority to safe and 

- cornfortable walking and biking, together with an effective public transport system. As a result 

settIements may develop slowly and more effrciently, and transportation systems may shift toward 

more of the non-motorized variety. 
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Characteristics of Automobile Dependency 

Newman and Kenworthy's characteristics to determine the degree of automobile dependency in cities, and some of their 
findings are presented below. They have derived five typologies of dependence and present further classifications to 
defrne each typology (see footnote 1 for M e r  information). 

T Y P ~ ~ ~ Y  Characteristic Example 

Very High Automobile Dependent 
Cities 

High Automobile 
Dependent Cities 

Moderate Automobile 
Dependent Cities 

Low Automobile 
Dependence 

Very Low 
Automobile Dependence 

Minor for public transportation 

Important role for public 
transportation 

Important role for public 
transportation, and waiking and 
cycling are equd with cars 

Important d e  for public transport, 
and walking and cycling are more 
important than car use 

Phoenix 

San Francisco 

New York and Copenhagen 

Amsterdam 

Tokyo 

Notes: 
1. Urban density, rneasured as persons per hectare, is aimost ten timw Iower for a city with low automobile 
dependence persons, high use of public transport and a high degree of \vakiing and bicycling in cornparison with a city 
with vety high automobile dependence; 

2. Land utilization, measured in length of roads, is up to eight tirnes higher for a cardependent city; 

3. The proportion of workers using public transport varies fiorn 86% for a highly cardependent city to 52.5% for a 
city with a well developed public transport service. iVaiking and bicycling are also very common in a city with a very 
low dependence on automobiles; and, 

4. Gasoline use in a city with a very Iow automobile dependency can be less then a tenth of what it is in a 
cardependent city. Thus a city with a small dependency on cars is conserve an extraordinary amount of energy and 

. therefore has less emissions and air pollution than a car-dependent city. 



APPENDIX n me FOU Step P ~ C O S  

The Four Stcp Proces- Source: Dimitriou 1992, 19. 



APPENDIX IU W n g  Choiees ~tm lndar . 

On the Isft, Making Choices street h d q  and on the right conventional right-of-ways (Gnniberg 1997,17-8). 



APPENDm IV Rtcommendations h m  1950 
A summary of mmmendations from the 1950 Cornprchensive Plan (City of Winnipeg l978,4). 
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V Rcorganuation PI- h m  the Smith Report 

The recommended reorgaaization plan h m  the Smith Repon (Smith 1957.265). 

RECOMMENDEO ORGANIZATION PLAN 
METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION AüTHORlfY 

WINNIPEG, MANITOBA - 



Interdpendent Design and Transport Policy 

Interdependent urban design and transportation planning policy and process recommendations (Gunnarson 1996). The 
recommendations made by Gumarson reflect the need to shift to a new paradigm for transportation planning, one 
based on the demand for sustainable development Gunnarson relies on the concept that city space is a scafce resource 
as the principle for his recommendations, 

AI1 plans and projects should be directed to reduce automobile traffic. Regional and city planning concepts 
should promote high density and integration of wban functions; 

Plamers, architects and engineers together with other professional m u s  find ways to create a city culture in 
which walking and biking must be seen as both naturai and necessary. Car-free or walkig and biking 
friendly areas should be implernented in city centers and in residential areas. Speed control and traffic 
calrning measwes should be introduced over the whole urban area to insure safcty; 

Public transport should be seen as a major mode of transportation and should be subsidized as it 
serves the general public and non-motorized people; 

Non-polluting and energy-saving motor vehicles must be promoted through a pricïng system and 
by allowance onIy for such vehicles in environmental zones, Le., city centers, and residential areas. 
Electrically powered rail transport must be favored; 

Special fuel taxes, and road pricing should be introduced as means to steer forward toward a balance 
of the efficient use of transport facilities and to finance alternative travel modes. Parking should be 
strongty controiled; 

The use of teIecommunication can contribute to reducing the need for transport; 

Publicity should be directed to concerned individuals and groups in order to explain positive and 
negative effects of the measures taken; 

Co-operation between the public and privaîe sectors will be necessary for finding and introducing 
new transport product.. It is also important that the private and public sectors find ways for 
acceptance of, and support for the impIementation of rneasures; md, 

Intensive rnulti-disciplinary research c m  identiQ ways to alter today's transport behavior towards a 
more sustainable and higher quality of life. 




